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EXECU'T'IVE SUMMARY

A CRITICAL CHOICE: LT ENERGY COSTS OR CUT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

, Energy costs in New York State public schools haVe risen at unprece-
dented rates during the past decade. This growth has resulted in two trends
'detrimental to ;instructional programming in a State traditionally committed to
educational excellence. First, because the growth of energy costs has far
outstripped the overall school budget increases allowed by votersg school ad-
ministrators have 'been compelled to divert .funds from instructional programs to
pay for energy. Second, the pressure placed' on budgets by dramatically escala-
ting energy costs during a time of fiscal. conservatism has been one of the
primary reasons for -the increased number of school budget defeats., These de-

A feats often have forced a growing number of schools to operate under restrictive
-contingency or austerity budgets.

Uncontrolled energy costs and the unpredictable nature of energy
supplies continue to threaten instructional programs and further disrupt the
quality 'of New York's educational system. Energy in schools costs too much,
and trying to keep up- with energy cots has been a no win" proposition for
the State. New York schools, therefore, face a critical choice limited to
two option's:

continubusly seeking additional monies either by cutting existing
education programs or by increasing local revenues (including
local- assistance funds from the State) in order to pay for rising
energy costs; or

reducing the amount of energy consumed through an energy
management program.

The latter choice is the most responsible way to meet this challenge. Energy
management causes legs disruption to the ,quality of education and provides
long-term remedies to the never ending problem of energy costs.

WHAT GRADE DO NEW YORK'S SCHOOLS DESERVE FOR CONSERVING ENERGY?

This study utilized two separate .approaches tti measure the responsive-
ness of New York's public primary and secondary schools toward energy conser-
vation.

An examination of the federal and State responses to the energy
crisis in schools was undertaken to measure their effectiveness
in proryoting energy conservation,

An analysis of the Actual amounts Or energy' consumed by the
. schools between 1972273 and 1978-79 was employed to verify

State conservation claims and to explore school energy use in
greater depth than the methodology used by the State Education
Department (SED). .,.,
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Federal Response Limited to the Schools and Hospitals Program

The entire educational sector has been omitted from any role in the
development and implementation, of a comprehensive national energy policy. The
federal effort to promote energy conservation in schools has been limited to the
Schools, Hospitals, Local Government and ,Public Care Institutions Program ini-
tiated in 1978. This program, however, is scheduled tol expire in 1982.

In the" first two rounds of funding, New York State received only $4.8
million to dispense to its 734 eligible school districts. Because New York chose
to distribute its funds to as many institutions as possible (268 districts received
funds), the program's impact in any particular district was limited.. Much of the
grant money was earmarked for technical assistance projects to fund 'studies
detailing needed energy conservation measures. Out of the 220 districts sub-

,. mitting technical assistance .grant applications, 173 districts received $2.2
million. Only a handful of projects were aimed at implementing propssed energy
conservation measures, and of these, too few were approved. Only 65 out of 231
applications for energy conservation measures were approved for a total of $2.6
million. Unless schools continue to seek and receive the funds necessary to
implement these often expensive projects, the Schools and Hospitals Program may
only have highlighted the energy problem while providing few fundamental, long-
term remedies.

Weaknesses Apparent in the State's Res ponse

A detailed year-by-year'z assessment of SED actions relating to enetagy
management and conservation from 1973 to 1982 revealed a number of
inadequacies and weaknesses. The most obvious has been the omission of any
clear, consistent agency policy regarding energy management and conservation.
Except for times of i,mpending crises, energy problems received low pricirity
within SED. Even during crises, the Department set forth only a series of
band-aid proposals aimed at addressing. immediate, short-term fuel shortages.
This crisis management approach provided no leng-term framework upon which
schools could build an effective and continuing energy management system.
Other weakhesses in SED''s responsiveneSs nclude:

the failure to adequately provide energy conservation leadership
for local districts by maintaining and making use of personhel
within SED to assist schools in energy management;

the failure to allocate monies. from the,. State's School. Building
Aid Program for energy conservation assistance to schools;

the failure to collect complete and consistent energy data from all
school districts or to adequately analyze the available data for
purposes of formulating energy management and conservation
policies; and

the failure to institute even minimal levels of official interagency
collaboration between SEE and the State Energy Offibe (SEO) in
order to create, implement and coordinate energy management

`These weaknesses have left local school districts to fend for themselves. Un-
fortunately, local districts often lack the sophisticated technical knowledge, the

ii
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fiscal capacity or the interest fundamental to the development and implementation
of successful energy conservation programs.

A Closer Look at Energy Figures Yields' Surprising Findings

Using the district energy data collected by SEC), school energy use
was explored from 1972 -73 to. 1978-79 (the latest available at the beginning of the
study). A wealth of interesting findings resulted, some of which are °summarized
in the. table, below.

ENERGY IN NEW YORK SCHOOLS

4

t

1972-73 1978 -79 1ercent Change

Energy Consumed by Schools
(inillions of MBtu's)

Total Energy Cost
(millions of dollars)

Energy Costs per Student
-($/student)

Energy Costs as-a Percent
of School .Operations and
Maintenance Budgets

Eivrgy- Costs as a Percent
of Total School Budgets

43.7

95

27.70,

21.4%

1.7%

36.6

229

76.00

32.30

2.8%

Decreased
16.2%

Increased
141.1%

1)11-Tad

Increased
51%

InCreased
65%

Cost Savings due to Decline $16.5. million
in Energy Consumption

Federal Schools and Hospitals.'
Funds Spent in NYS on Public
K-12 Schools (first two rounds
only)

a,

$4.8 million

New York State schools reduced their actual energy consumption
during these years by 16.2 percent. However, most of thiS 'decline occurred in
the one year spanning the oil embargo of 1973-74. School energy consumption
plummeted by 14.7 percent in that one year, while decreasing only 1.8. percent
over-the next six years.
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The graph below illustrates. that even though consumption declined
from 1972-73 to 1978-79', energy costs escalated by 141 percent, from $95 million
to $229 milliOn!. Cos-is per student jumped 174 percent from $27.70',to $76.00.
However, the most important, finding, was that the portion of school budgets
expended on energy grew dramatically ,in the years studied. The

ton
of

operations and maintenance budgets and school 'general funds spent on energy
aincrealed by 51 percent and a61 percent,' respectively, in only seven years.

EVEN.THOUGH CONSUMPTION DECLINED, COSTS ROSE DRAMATICALLY

36

72-73 73;74 74-75 75-76
Years

76-77 77-78 78-79

.t Several important findings surfaced from an analysis of district level
energy conservation. Districts with the highest conservation rates had lower
energy costs. In addition,' these districts managed to control the, impact of
energy costs on their school budgets better than districts with low conservation
rates.

School districts were analyze further by s4-cted factors, such as
wealth, tax effort, enrollment size, location (upstate or 'downstate) and rural or
urban designation. Singularly, wealth and size appeared to be minimally related
to energy conservation. However, there did appear to be some indirect relation-
ship when combined with other factors. For exemple, districts with higher tax
rates did experience greater energy consumption reductions. Energy costs af-
fected upstate districts, often the poorest and smallest in enrollment size, far
more than they did downstate districts. Ups to schools spent proportionately
more on energy and had to expend a greater Id'ortion of their-T-budgets on this
noninstructional budget, item: Rural districts, also among the po9irer and smaller
districts in New York, were less successful at conserving--energy than their
urban counterparts.-
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Finally, district response to the federal Schools and "Hospitals Program
was examined. The State distributed $4.8 million in federal funds to pLiblic K-12
schoOls under the program. Apparently district energy conservation records had
little to do with participation in or ,receipt of federal monies. The arialysis
indicated, howeVer, that wealth, size, tax effort, location and rural or urban
designation all seemed to play a role in determining whether a district took part
in or received funding from the program. Wealthy, large, downstate. and urban
districts, and districts with high taN rates, all, were more likely to submit
funding applications and have their. grant proposals approved.

Piecing Together the Energy Puzzle

In contrast to the weaknesses apparent in 'SED's response to the
energy problem in schools and thp inadequacies evident in their treatment of
energy data, the,. Task Force analysi's clearly delineated what the State's schools
had kcompliShed,. It also generated new information concerning energy
consumption patterns. . A comparison of the old energy picture with the new
picture that emerged. as a result of the Task Force analysis showed that:

while SED claimed that schools had conserved 25.2 percent of
their energy consumption between 1972-73 and 1978-79, the data
examined by the Task Force .onry revealed an 18.9 percent reduc-
tion;

O

af.the present rate of energy conservation, the Regents'. 1985
goal:for achieving \a4,40 ,percent reduction in energy consumption
Will- not be r_eached'x'Cintil the year 2000;

school budgets have not kept -pace with rapidly: escalating energy
costs, fOrcing a larger .portion of education funds to be drawn
away from instructional. and -enaintenance programs to pay for
energV, thereby jeopardizing educational excellence; and

.. energy conservation is.a two-pronged Process...including both the
coordination of statewide energy conservation efforts and the
involvement of committed local_ school district pergonnel. -

4. . ( , -
This study's findings provide, a framework upon which further

examinations might occur, . and serve as guidelines for developing successful
remedial actions aimed at improving the energy conservation response of schools
in New York State. . 0- '

. .., \
HOW 110 SCHOOLS SPELL ENERGY RELIEF? C..0..N...S..E..R..V..A..T..1..0..N

The study pinpointed the need for a comprehensive energy management
Plan for schools due to the current lack of any -such plan in New York. In
order to determine where successful Management models exist, the Task Force
scrutinized how other states managed their, energy prol?lems in schools as well as
examined successful regional and local approaches within New York. This exami-
nation included the following.

A national mail survey was undertaken of the 49 state education. ks

agencies outside New York to find out how other states were
confronting the issue of energy in schools. Several interesting
programs and innovative approaches to managing energy use in

v



schools were uncovered.

.Maine and North Carolina have implemented 'statewide energy
management systems for thejr schools.

.Ohio ang Massachusetts have provided their schools with
detailed energy management handbopks.. .

.California, administers a $10 million loan program from which
schools, can borrow the funds needed for local match
requirenients under the Schools and Hospitals .Program.

.Ohio has required the teaching of energy conservation in
its classrooms.

Other state actions, like those in New York, were limited to
- participation in the federal Schools and Hospitals Program.

Two .regional approaches to energy management in New York
State schools administered by Boards of Cooperative Educational
Services (BOCES) were examined. These two 'successful pro-
grams presented a basis for the development of a statewide,
regionally administered energy management program for schools.

One school district's successful efforts to attack its energy
problem were 'investigated. The commitments necessary at the
local level to manage and conserve energy exemplified' one of the
important components in a comprehensive plan to control energy
costs in the State's schools:

By evaluating programs at all. three levels, the best components of
each were used to formulate an effective statewide energy management concept
that reflects a solid commitment towards .energy conservation in school.

ENERGY CONSERVATION: ,HOW MUCH IS, ENObqH?

Four important points were- stressed throughout this report. These
points were used as the basis fot- the major recommendations set forth in this
study (pages 139 -156).

There is an ever present energy problem in New York State
which carries with it a potentially debilitating .power, especially
for the State's public school system.

Energy conservation is a proven method for relieVing the
overdependenCef schools have had on energy, particularly fuel

:*--w

Although the State's schools have accomplished a minimal level of
energy conservation since 1972-73, most of which occurred in the
first year following the 1973 Arab oil embargo,. more can be
done.

oil.

.Two vital ingredients are necessary in order- to attain effective
energy conservation: a firm commitment to resolve inefficient

vi
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use of energy and a coordinated statewide energy cons'e'rvation
plan for schools which establishes a solid framework for reaching
identified goals.

Legislative Considerations'

At the State level, this study proposes the implementation of a coor-
dinated statewide energy conservation program composed of 'several important
components, including:

a New York State Energy Management Plan for Schools; 7

a statewide Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Tasks Force to
develop, implement and administer the Management Plan;

a statewide energy monitoring system;

statewide %technical training of local school personnel in energy
management techniques';

State sponsored incentives and fiscal support for energy conser-
vation through the Schooll4Building Aid Program and an Innova-
tive Energy Conservation Project Loan Fund;

broadbased public recognition of schools which achieve applaud-
able energy conservation records; and

energy educatiOn in schools.

State Energy Management Plan for Schools:--New York State has gone
too long without a clear, consistent, statewide energy management plan for its
schools. As a result, the record shows that school efforts to conserve energy
have been erratic. A statewide energy management plan for schools would set

_into motio'n a coordinated, comprehensive long-term strategy for gaining more
---- control over energy costs and supplies' in schools. In addition, it would signal

the beginning of a serious commitment by the.State to improve energy conserva-
tion throughout- the educational sector. The State plan would set forth the goals
and objectives to be used in designing a decentralized management plan under
the coordination of the State's 14 regional Boards of Cooperative Educational Ser-
vices (BOCES).

Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force. - -A statewide Region-
al BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force, composed of an Energy Coordinator
from each of the 14 regional BOCES and one representative each from SEO and
SED, is proposed to develop, implement and admi,nister the New York State
Energy Management Plan for Schools. A regional approach,. in conjunction with
SEO and SED, would .eliminate much of the confusion and duplication of effort
experienced under the existing energy conservation approach. The SEO repre-
sentative would chair the Task Force, and SEO and SED would provide staff as
needed.

Statewide Energy Monitoring System.--The State currently lacks a
centralized clearinghouse\ for collecting, analyzing and diseminating energy data
for the schools. SEO collected data at the school building level in 1979-80, as
part- of the federal Schools and Hospitals Program. Unfortunately, that data is

vii
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now, obsolete. The quality of energy data collected by SED has been poor,
wherefore, ailastatewide energy monitoring program is proposed to collect and
analyze more complete energy data, to identify where energy problems exisArd
to prescribe improved energy management methods for remedying the ,probtems.
SEO and the Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force would administer
the program.

-Statewide Technical Training in Energy Management.--Effective energy
manag'iMent requires that individuals at the local level be techniCally competent
to monitor energy consumption and to institute energy management efforts in
their respective sthools. In order to accomplish this, three separate actions are
proposed.

Energy training manuals should be developed collaboratively by
the Task Force, SED and SEO and distributed to all -local school
5grt operators.

.
Regional BOCES energy coordinators should develop on-site
training programs for their schools requiting energy management
training. -

The Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force should
examine the need for a high school curriculum designed to train
energy technicians through the regular BOCES program.- The
Task Force would submit such a curriculum to SED for approval.

, -
Incentives and Support for Energy Conservation.--A major roadblock

ins energy conservation development pas been the lack Of an effective mechanism
to fund local school district initiatives. As the amount of federal assistance for
energy ,conservation in schools shrinks, the burden for financing projects will
rest on 'the shoulders of the- State and loOal school districts. In an era of
increased local' school district budget defeats, taxpayers are hesitant to approve
additional expenditures for schools even if they are for cost effective energy
aonseivation projects. Two approaches to resolve this problem are suggested.

l-he existing School Building Aid Program slhOuld be expanded to
include funding exclusively for projects targeted for energy
conservation. The cost for approved projects would be borne by
locally initiated funds (50 percent) and a matching grant from
the expanded Building Aid Program (50 percent).

A low interest- !can program could be created for school districts
interested in developing innovative projects for energy conserva-
tion improvement. Under the auspices of SEO and the Energy
Conservation Task Force, the program would provide the funding
necessary for schools to develop innovative energy conservation
technologies.

Energy Conservation Recognition.--Individual schools and school dis-
tricts in the State which succeed in improving their energy conservation records
should be recognized. To' date, schools 'which have shown exemplary efforts
have not received the recognition they deserve. In addition, other school
districts could learn valuable information about energy conservation adaptation if
they were appraised of the successes in other disticts'. The study proposes to
remedy this situation by:

+0,
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' requesting SED and SEO to publicize successful school district
energy conservation efforts in any conferences that they con-. duct;

' commending successful districts through SED, SEO and Energy
Conservation Task Forte publications;

"having successful districts receive letters of commendation jointly
'written by SED, SEO and the Energy Conservation Task Force;
arid

' compiling $inforrriation about successful energy conservation,
projects in the State's school system into a compendium for
distribbtion to all school districts.

Energy Education.--Educating the citizens of New York to recognize
the need to conserve energy is imperative. Schools serve as the natural vehiclefor such education. Therefore; in accordance with the 1980 announcement of ajoint SED7SE0 Energy Education Program, curricular programs- should be de-signed and implemented for all K-12 school programs across the State.

Local School District Proposals

No energy management plan can succeed without the cooperation and
commitment of local school administrators.and personnelr They must perceive
energy conservation as a necessary arid beneficibl program for their schools.
The proposed Energy Management Plan for Schools was constructed to providethat type of justification. Any costs incurred at the local level would be offsetthrough energy cost savings. As part of the-State Energy Management Plan fOrSchools, the study recommends that local districts facilitate energy conservation
initiatives by:

'designing and implementing local district energy m,anagment plans
which will be approved by the Regional BOCES Energy Conserva-
tion Task Force;`

.designating one, employee in the district to serve as the dis-
trict's Energy Coordinator, whose major function would be to act
as a liaison between the regional management system and local
school buildings;,and

' providing information to local voters explaining energy expendi-
tures and consumption on a one-, five- and ten-year basis. In
addition, recommended energy conservation projects should be
explained to the public and discussions held on proposed
energy-related Oojects.

. .

Action on Schools and Hospitals Program

Finally, at the federal. level, the State must make its voice heardregarding the continuation
two

the federal Schools and Hospitals Program. TheState spent,' in the first twb rounds of, program funding, $9.6 million in federal
and local match monies. These monies have assisted New York's school districts
in instituting energy conservation measures. The program faces termination in
1982. The continuation of the, program is important for the State, and therefore

ix



two actions 'are recommended.

SE0,- as the designated State administrator of the program,
should- submit to the Legislature and the Board of ,Regents a
comprehensive analysis of 'the impact of the Schools and Hospitals
Program on New York schools; and

eao-,strong message should be sent to the New York Congressional
delegation, by way of a joint resolution from the Legislature,
urging that the program remain a separate, categorical graroit so
that monies targeted for schools will not be lost within a larger
block grant energy program.

-Implications of Recommended Actions Gm.

The policy' implications of these recommendations mean that New York
State will take an active leadership role in defining, designing and implementing
a statewide, Ibng7term, energy manAgement system for its schools. The State
cannot afford to wait for the next ellergy crisis to explode. The ,damages al-
ready inflicted by such crises have endangered school programs. Th e.- -.opportu-
nity to provide concrete remedies rests on the ability of the State to\ moveo
quickly and firmly. No longer should the State be forced- to make a critical,
choice between paying for energy costs or jeopardizing educational programming.

x
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INTRODUCTION,

Does the energy needed to ope1ate schools in New York State cost too

much? Have energy conservation. measures been implemented to their fullest extent

to control these costs? The answer to the first question is an emphatiC yes.

The second question rates a resounding no. Any temporary stabilization of energy

prices may cloud the fact that energy continues to represent an aggregation of

problems for gew York schools. School buildings tend to be older, energy-inef-

ficient and too heavily reliant on fuel oil. Compounding the energy problem is

the general statewide decline in student enrollment which exaggerates.per pupil

.expenditures for energy. Encasing all of these factors has been the serious

economic problem created by inflation. Local schools struggle to keep pace with

inflation in their budgetary allocations for all educational programs and sex-

vices. Higher energy costs only exacerbate the problem of trying to keep up with

inflation.

Locil taxpayers across the State have run out of patience. School

boards are finding it more difficult to receive'voter approval of their proposed

school budgets. Recent voter trends indicate that passing school budgets is

becoming increasingly more difficult with a projected voter rejection rate of

nearly 30 percent expected for 1982. The uncontrolled costs of energy have only

made their taskthat much harder. Even in a period of mere stabilized energy

prices, schools cannot escape high energy costs. Any realistic expectation for
,

relief ,in the future amounts to misplaced hope'. As has been learned time and

again, energy costs and supplies can-:fluctuate rapidly and create havoc in

schools.
s

Efforts to alleviate the energy problem in the State's publiE school

system date back to the Arab oil embargo of 1973. Unfortunately, these efforts

have been, at best, sporadic and uncoordinated. An "ebb and flow" style of

response has resulted in an energy conservation record for the State's schools

which falls short of its potential level of accomplishment.

This report is intended to illustrate the State's energy conservation

record between 1972 and 1979. Because experience shows that energy conservation
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programs in schools can result in dramatic and immediate savings in tax dollars,

this report thoroughly examines the degree to which New York's schools have

attempted 'to save-tax dollars. After all, the schools have had ten years to get
. .

their !'energy act" together. More importantly the main question addressed is:

Have New York gch8ols achieved their maximum level of energy reduction, thereby

assuring the utmost in tax dollar savings? The xeport also raises a series

other very serious questions. Have New York schools done a commendable job in

energy conservation? What have been the obstacles obstructing their progress?

What can the State do to assist the schools in maximizing their energy reduction

efforts?

Undoubtedly, all New Yorker are concerned with the overbearing costs

of energy. More can be done to assure them that schools are attemptingto go the

"last mile" in energy conservation. New York State Education Commissioner Gordon

Ambach, in a speech before the New York Technology FAA- on
F
ebruary 10, 1981,

expressed it most succinctly:. "We must continue to search for ways to combat the

energy crisis by using our resources to their best advantage." Has New York

State used its resources to its best advantage? The answer to this question

rests in the following pages of this report.

4
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WHAT ARE THE ENERGY PROBLEMS CONFRONTING

NEW YORK STATE SCHOOLS ?

A CRITICAL CHOICE: CUIflENERGY COSTS
OR CUT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

It is an unfortunate fact that energy costs for operating schools in

New Yofk continue to rise' at unprecedented rates. As a result of these

escalating costs, many, .school,districts' in the State face 'substantial budget

increases each. school year in order to maintain the same level. of services.

Since the Arab oil embargo of 1973, the cost per gallon of home heating fuel oil,

in New York State has increased from 23t to 1.24 in January, 1982, a jump of 440

percent (1). In that same time period, electricity, natural gas and coal prices

all escalated Wat least 200 percent (2). Unlike the private sector, the public

school 4stem,cannot pass along additional energy costs to itscustomers, in this

case, students. Therefore, school administrators have had to. -face a critical

decision of chosing between two options. The first is to seek supplemental funds

in order to cover the runaway c osts of energy by using a combination,of three
0

approaches:

otransferring.monies allocated. for other budgetary items to pay
for Operations' and maintenance of plant expenditures often at :,

the expense of necessary programs and services;
. - -

increasing their reliance on revenues generated from'local prop-
erty taxes; and

increasing their reliance on additional state aid.

`Any of these 'can lead to the disruption of eduCattional services due to the

shifting of funds from va

e

ious program areas, to pay for fuel bills.

lplace an increasingly lar r fiscal burden on local and State taxpayers who rrst

It also can

,-

come up with the revenues necessary to cover, the costs gl unreigned energy
,

consumption. ,,
0.

.

The second option is to reduce the amount of energy consumed through

planned energy management. This Option entails the. adoption of an integrated
. ,

energy Conservation-and management program in school;, stems throughout the

3
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StAte. The pr4mary purpose.of dopservation is to mitigate the negatiye impacts

created by the soaring coseeof energy. In Adplitiod, enelky-reduction ,enables
e Pi

school administrators tq preseiit b$ Pt's to voters with smaller ann 51 increases

targeted for energy costs there Aincreasi.ng the chanced for bud ipet approval.

A false sense of securit 'cnrrently exists regarding the deed to be

concerned about energy costs and suftliii,, Whether 6r not the most recent energy

crises have been permanently resolved,A1Cef4ct remalp'Sthat existing petroleum

supplies can.be quickly drained without ctointinued importation Hbom abroad. The
o

'port here: ottr liberal use of energy rtiiha .one of the .country's unresolved
tl oe

and potentially devastating problems. The eddcAtional sector cannot escape from

the rdships .engendered by the lack Orgetr4eum supplies and/or escalating

energy costs. lo one should be encouraged by ah apparent abundance of gasoline

and heating oil. It will not last very long.

To fully understand the critical :4-Atare of the choices confronting

educational administrators, it is necessary both to realize the magnitude and

complexity of the energy crisis as, t affeCts schoolg and to comprehend the\fact

*;plat .other factors, such As older, energy-inefficient 141ildings, school closings
.

and declining student enrollments, are. tompodding the energy problem in New,

York. The educational community, howe44,. does not operate in a vacuum. It co.:

ordinates its energy-related activities with-' federal, and State initiatives and

with other private sector enterprises.'' Therefore, Any. analysis of the degree of

impact on New York's schools must first recognize three distinct-yet interrelated

perspectives:

..the status of energy use at the natiOnall.evel;

*energy problems specific to New YOrk State;and
1

energy as it relates to the educational sector in general.

, f

THE NATIONAL PICTURE: COSTLY DEPENDENCE.
ON FOREIGN OIL SUPPLIES

. ,

The energy picture in the United States haS changed'dramatically in the .

1past two decades. From 1960 until 1913 an overabundant supply of inexpensive oil

enticed the country into switching its energy use from other domestic
a
sources,

principally coal, to petroleum. At the dame time, the. seemingly inexhaustible

supplies of cheap energy lured Americans into a pattern of profligate energy use

which contributed to the near doubling pf energy consumption. Figure 1

illustrates these historical trends.

4
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FIGURE 1
Air

U.S. Primary' Consumption of Energy by Fuel: 1960-1979 (3)
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During this period domestic energy production could no longe4 keep pace

with the growing consumption. As depicted in Table 1, domestic oil production

peaked in 1970 at 11.3 million barrels per day (mmbd). By 1980 ptoduction

dropped to 10.'2 mmbd while demand foi oil grew from 14.4 mmbd in 1970 to 17.1

mmbd in 1980 (4).% The easiest and least expensive way to meet the.deficit was to

import oil. Figure 2 demonstrates that this resulted in an increasing dependence

On oreign oil.. Table i points out that the Middle Eastern countries forming, the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) were the principal

suppliers.

This heavy dependence on foreign oil placed the nation 41 a, precarious

position, which was made, evident by the Arab oil embargo of 1973-74. The major

disruption in our oil supplies brought the era of secure and inexpensive energy

in the United Statet td an abrupt end and had a staggering impact on the nation's

economy'' However, though the'01.6argo slowed the ,dountry's consumption for two

years, Figures 1 and 2 show that the effects were quickly forgotten. After 1975

energy consumption continued its rapid increase. The expansion of oil imports

did not even slow down significantly, growing to the point where nearly one-half

.of our oil supplies were imported in. 1979.
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TABLE 1

Foreign Oil Consumption in the U.S.: 1960-80 (5)

Consumption
(milliAs of

Year barrels a day)

Domestic
Production
(millions of

-barrels-a day)

Imports
(millions of

barrels a day)

.Imports
(as a percentage
of consumption)

1960 9.7 8.0 1.8 19
1962 10.2 8.4 2.1 21
1964 10.8° 8.8 2.3 21
'1966 11.9 9.6 2.6 22
1968 13.0. 10.6 2.8 22
1970 14.4 11.3 3.4 -24

1972 16.0 11.2 4.7 29
1974 16.2 10.5 6.1 38
1976 -17.0 9.7 7.3 43
1978 18.9 10.3 8.4 44
1979 18.5 10.1 '8.5 46
1980P 17.1 10.2 40. N.'

p= preliminary

Note: Numbers 'do not add because U.S. continued to export a small amount
of oil throughout this period.

FIGURE 2

Growing U.S. Dependence on Imports (6)
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TABLE 2

Origins Of Imported Crude Oil: 1980-81 (7)

Percent of U.S. imports:
Nov. , Nov. 11 Mos. 11 Mos.

' 1981 _ 1980 1981 1980
)

Saudi Arabia** ', 32.9 22.8 24.5 23.1
Mexico 11.5 11%5 9.7 9.9
Indonesia* 10.7 5.6 7.4 6.b
Nigeria* 10.7 13.9 13.5 15.9
United Kingdom 5.3' '3.3 7.7 2.8
Canada 3.8 4.2 3.2 3.8
Venezuela* . . 3.3 4.7 4.0 3.6
Uni ed Emirates** 3.1 2.6 3.0 3.5
Alge ,.'r 3.1 8.9 5.6 8.2
Norway 2.6 4.3 2.7 3:2
Ecuador* 2.4 0.0 0.8 0.4
Libya 2.3 9.4. 8.0 9.8

All Countries 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

*Member of OPEC Only.

**Member of OPEC, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries,
and of OAPEC, the Organization of Arab PetroldUm Exporting Countries.

In 1979 oil supplies were disrupted again when the Shah of Iran was

overthrown. The ponomy faltered, inflation Anse and consumption was once more

reduced. Yet, this time the nation seemed to respond by also realizing the

need to cut imports, which dropped from 46 percent of the oil supply in 1979 to

an estimated'40 percent in 1980. However, the nation's dependence on foreign

suppliers continues to' be dang6rously high. The economic impact of this

situation can be seen in the overwhelming indrease in American dollars sent

overseas, from $40 billion in 1978 to an estimated $85 billion in 1980 (8). This.

poses a direct threat to the country's economic well-being. The sudden, erratic

increases in oil prices have fueled inflationi I placed further strains on the *

international monetary system and made the postibility of a major recession a

reality. The political consequences appear to be as'serious. Slower economic

growth and high inflation have intensified conflicts not only within Western

nations but also among them. Even greater reliance\on Middle East imports would

certainly mean that United States foreign policy would be increasingly

constrained by its oil suppliers (9).,
4



THE PICTURE FROM THE STATE LEVEL

New York State is the fourth largest energy user among the 50'states,

but has the heaviest dependence on petroleum-basid products (10). Figure 3

illustrates how the various State fuel consumption levels comfared to those at

the national level in 1980, pointing out the extraordinarily high percentage of

petroleum products consumed by New ,Yorkers. Primary energy, consumption per

capita in the State increased. from 167.4 mmbtu's i4 1960 to 223,6 in 1980, or an

increase of 74 percent (11). The graph depicted in_Figure 4 not only shows
. e

energy consumption.by fuel type for the State, it also provides an'ihistoricAf

picture of consumption levels for eadh type between 1960 and 1980. The State's

total consumption, record was very similar to that experienced by the nation in
4

geneial'until 1976. Since that time, according to Newyork State,Energy Office

figures, the State first slowed its energy consumption growth rate,and then

finally began to reduce its total usage. It also reduced the relative importance

of oil from a high of almosN6 percent of all, energy used in 1972 to 57 percent

in 1980, nearly back to the 1960 level (12).

t

FI(ORE 3 ,

Primary Consumption by uel, NYS and U.S.: 1980 (13)
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FIGURE 4

NYS Primary Consumption of Energy by Fuel: 1960-80 (14)
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Though reductions have occurred, New York State remains too dependent

on foieign sources for its energy supplies. Figure 5 indicates that he State

relies on foreign sources for 70 percent of its oil. While the ,nation depended

on foreign countries for, about 24 percent of its totaa energy supply, fully 43

percent of the energy used in New York in 1980 came from foreign
o
natiOns in the

form of oil and imported electricity (15).

Fuel costs, like supplies, have become. uncontrollable and unpredict-

able. Though total energy consumptionl'Increased in the State by only 10 percent
-

from 1965 through 1980, energy costs rose 409 percent, from $4.6 billion to 23.4

billion. From 1978 to 1980 alone, energy costs, rose $7.4 billion, or 46

percent, even though New Yorkers used five percent less energy. Fully 75 percent

'of this increase in cost,' or $5.5 billion, was attributable to petroleum

products (16).. Figure46'displays these escalating total costs of energy in New

York by fuel type, while Table 4 provides a detailed look at how each of the

o
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FIGURES

Sources of Petroleum Consumed, NYS and U.S.: 1980 .(17)
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FIGURE 6

Net Energy Costs by Fuel Type, NYS: 1965-19 0 (18)
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TABLE 4

Average NYS Energy Prices: 1973-80 (19)

Year

Natural
Gas

Electricity ($/1000
(qkwh*) cu ft**)

No. 2 No. 4 No. 6
Fuel Oil Fuel Oil Fuel Oil Bituminous
($/barrel ($/barrel ($/barrel Coal
[42 gal]) [42 gal]) [42 gal]) ($/ttn)

.1973 3.19 1.49 6.21 4.57 4.81 13.50
1974 4.04 1.74 11.61 10.84 12.31 29.00
1975 5.02 2.11 12.34- 12.57- 12.48 33.00
1976 5.34 2.56 13.14 12.20 12.30 30.75
1977 5.88 3.02 15.80 14.21 14.28 33.50
1978 6,26 3.29 19.61 14.06 13.14 33.90
1979 6.87 3.84 . 23.98 20.54 20.38 38.00
1980 7.71 4.61 38.14 31.81 25.58 38.00

Percent
Increase 142 209 514 596 432 ,181

*At a -500 kwh monthly usage
*Mt a 30,000 cubic foot monthly usage

State's fuel prices soared between 1973 and 1980. Figure 7 illustrates how the

home heating oil price has skyrocketed in recent years, both in terms of actual

dollars and in constant 1972 dollars. Finally, due to the greater use of

imported oil, Table 5 shows that New Yorkers have paid more for home heating

oil than,the average price paid in the tountry for most of the past tNko decades.

Since New York is so heavily dependent on oil and on foreign

'suppliers of energy, the State is in an even more precarious, position than the

country, as. a whole. A major portion of the $25 billion to X30 billion paid

annually for energy is drained from the State's economy. *This creates a huge

financial deficit for New York's economy while bolstering out-of-state and
A

foreign economies. Energy costs amount to over $1,600 for every person in the

State. Long range foretasts indicate That energy prices will continue to rise

with little hope for a le;ieling off. Should supplies,become inaccessible, the
o

impact on New York Would,be devastatAng.
- %

The existing energy crunch places the State's residents, businesses,

industries and, most importantly, schools in the position of having to pay for

energy with funds that previously were allocated for other necessities, programs

or services, For the educational sector the situation is serious and cannot be

remedied/quickly.or easily.



FIGURE 7

NYS Average Home Heating Oil Retail Prices; 1960-1981 (20)
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TABLE 5

1981

Comparison of U.S. and NYS Wholesale istillate Fuel Oil Prices:
1960-1980 (21)

7 . ($ /barrel)
*.-,

o

Year

#2 Fuel Oil

U.S. NYS Year

#2 Fuel Oil

U.S. NYS

1960 4.25 4.20 1971 -. 4.75 5.09
1961 4.34 4.52 1972 4.70 5.07
1962 4.40 4..38 1973 6.00 6.20
1963 4.28 4.22 1974 11.07 11.61
1964 3.89 3.:99 1975 12.29 12.34
1965 4.01 4.10 1976 13.37 13.14
1966 4.05 4.30 197.7 15.06 15.80
1967 4.21 4:60 1978 16.25 19.61
1968 4.32 4.72 1979 22.26 23.98
1969 4.47 4.72 1980 34.10 38.14
1970 4.60

U

12

,3)



THE PICTURE FROM THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SECTOR

1N.

Tffe nation's schools are not immune to the energy ,problem. Energy

expenditures, now accounting for up to 20 percent of a school's nonsalary
It

operating budget, are the fastest rising expense facing schools (22). The

Educational Facilities Laboratories (EFL), a nonprofit organization which

providet information on the building and -operatiOn of public educational

institutions, estimated in a 1979 study that public primary and secondary

schools used nearly three percent of the total national energy consumption in

1977-7a. including 10 percent of all fuel used for heating and cooling (23).

While that may not seem excessive, EFL estimated the total energy cost to be

about p.51pillion or $57 per pupil (24). In contrast, total energy expenditures

in 1972-73 were approximately $1 billion or $20.per student.

As Figure 8 illustrates, both total energy costs and per pupil

expenditures are expected 'to continue their dramatic .escalation in the near

future.' The American Association of School Administrators stated that per pupil

energy costs in 1980-81 ranged from $100 to $130. .Based on an estimated student

FIGURE 8

Escalating Energy Costs for the Nation's Schools (25)
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population of 41 million (public K-12), this amounts to an incredible national

energy bill of from $4.1 billion to $5.3 billion. By 1985 the Association pro-

jects a per pupil cost of $.300; d.r a total cost of Over $12 billion (26). These

soaring energy costs are ot,immediate concern to both policymakers and educators

.across the 'country for four reasons

Firstly, higher total energy expenditures by schools are occurring

concurrently with energy conservation. According to the American Association

of School Administrators, schools cut their energy consumption by 35 percent

between 1972-73 and 1977-78, yet their energy bill rose by 140 percent (27).

Each year aiportion.of the increase in energy costs.has been offset by a decline

in energy use through conservation. This is referred to as cost avoidance.

Unfortunately, schools can conserve only so'much of their energy use, "and when

that maximum point is reached, cost avoidance can no longer offset increased

costs brought about by rapidly rising prices:

Secondly, energy costs are escalating in such an unpredictAble way

that projecting even shott-term operating expenditures for schools can be an

exercise in futility. The annual budgeting process is difficult e611-1gh, but

when school administrators seek to set aside adequate fonds for energy, they can

do little more than guess. How can such factors as an oil embargo, the results

of an OPEC oil pricing se- ssion, a natural gas shortage, a coal miners' strike

or an extremely cold winter be factored into any rational budgeting process?

Thirdly, the overall energy picture for the nation's schools is still

unclear, even though the awareness of.the energy crisis began in 1973- - almost a

decade ago. A limited number of attempts have been made to collect and analyze

the energy consumption records of the nation's schools. Recognizing that such

a task is formidable, federal agencies have failed to produce substantive

information upon which remedial action might have been based. .There is currently

no data base, housed in any federal agency, which can be used to accurately

describe and monitor the energy.situation in the nation's schools. This makes

prescriptive action difficult for policymakers and educators at all levels of

government and education.

Finally, rapidly escalating.energy expenditures are competing directly

with educational programs for their share of limited available fiscal resources.

Any retrenchment on progranvjunding in order to cover energy costs will have

nothing but a deleterious effect, on education. One ,example of how this

competition hurts educatiOnal programming is the current situation in New'Jersey,

where schools are spending twice as much on heating and three times as much on

.0
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other utilities ashey are on, textbooks (28). Without a-concerted effort to

redpce energy costs, eddcatiOnal programming cannot escape the adverse effects

of energyv

IMPACT OF THE ENERGY CRISIS ON THE STATE'S SCHOOLS

Like the rest of the nation's school systems and the other economic

sectors of the State, New York schools are feeling the energy pinch. Questions

of costs and supplies pose the same four immediate concerns in the State's
% schools as they do- in schools all across the country: However, just as New York

.. 1is iu a more precarious position than the country 'as a wnole due to its heavier

dependence on oil and foreign energy suppliers, so is the potential greater in

New York for these four factors to disrupt the quality of education.

Energy costs for the State's schools are rising at unprecedented rates.

According to State Education Department (SED) figures, public schools spent

approximately $120 million, almost $35 per pupil, for heating and lighting in
- . .

1972-73. The increased to $278 million in 1980-81, representing a.per
. .

pupil cost of nearly $100. This 132 percent increase in costs occurred even

though SED claims that during the same period schools cut their energy consump-

tion by 26.7 percent (29).

The financial situation of the State's schools worsens with each
....

incremental energy price increase. Many of the schools are facing serious prob-

lems and budget deficits in their attempts to keep pace with escalating fuel

costs. However, the full impact of the °runaway costs of energy on New York's

schools cannot be extracted simply from an analysis of the magnitude and com-

plexity of- the energy crisis: Rapidly rising energy prices, are exacerbated by

other factors such as older, energy-inefficient school buildings,, school

closings and declining school enrollients, all of which magnify the problem of

paying for energy expenditures.

----'-"\\--.

Older, Energy- Inefficient School Buildings

.0ver 55 percent of the State'eschool buildings were constructed prior

to 1450 with little, consideration given to energy efficiency (30). Due to their'

age and architectural design, these schools consume extraordinarily large quanti-

ties of energy, especially, fuel oil--the primary source of energy for heating

these buildings. The design of facilities built after 1950 often` reflected educa-

tional program trends and building standards that are not energy efficient.
o
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Large open spaces, high ceilings, walls of windows and far too much lighting are

just a few examples. What this translates into is the fact that the'State's

schools were careless in, their consumption of energy when prices were dow and

supplies abundant"

A recent' study published by the American Association of School

Administrators (AASA) examines energy consumption in public schools nationwide.

The study, based,on a small sample of school districts, indicates that in 1979

schools consumed an average Energy Use Index (EUI) of 102,060 Btu/ft
2

(31).

Preliminary indications from New York's Public School Energy Conservation

Service data base suggest- that New York public schools may have an average gm

as high as 160,000.Btu/ft
2

'(32). This supports the contention that energy con-

sumption in the State's schools is high compared to the national average. The

prevalence of such a high number of energy-inefficient §chool buildings could be

part of the reason.

School Closings

From 1972-73 to 1980-81, 536 school buildings closed operations across

the,State (33). The majority of these schools used oil as their primary 'fuel for

heating (34). During this period 42 new schools opened. SED estimates that

school closings resulted in a fuel reduction of nearly 5 percent, a result of

overall square. footage reduction estimated at 4.89 percent (35). Table 6 11-

lustrates what has occurred in the State in terms of school building and square

footage reductions. Although clOsing -a facility should represeht a near total

conservation of energy, it is difficult to calculate the effect of these closings

on consumption levels because:'

some of the closed buildings have been sold, leased or otherwise
disposed of, but no records art kept at SED concerning

disposition of closed buildings;-

many districts with closed schools have had-to keep them heated
to protect the empty building from the cold during the winter;

lthe exact amount of energy used by closed bpildings is unknown;.

the exact number of schools which have been closed and which'are
no longer heated by school districts is unknown;

-
the square footage reduction due to partial school closings or
sthe nonuse of parts of buildings is unknown; and

the overall square footage figures for the State's public schools
are only.estimttes and not totally reliable.

16
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TABLE 6

Annual Public School Closings,(36)

Year

New Buildings

No. Sq. Feet

Closed Buildings

No. Sq. Feet

Total Buildings

No. I-Sq. Feet \

% Change
Total

Bldg. Area

1972-73* 28 2,988,000 42 2,587;000 5019 419.,081,000

1973-74 '15 :1,812,000 49 2,319,000 4971 418,574,000 -0.121

1974-75 21 2,412,000 72 3,501,000 4920 ' 417,485,000' -0.38,
. ,

1975-76 8 1,067,000 38 2,148,600 4890 416,404,000 -0'.64'

1976-71 3 384;000 109 6,247,000 4784 410,541',000 -...2.04,

1977 -78 2 52,000 41 2,772,000 4745 407,871.,000 -2.67

1978-79 4 302,000 73 4,552,000 4667. -403,621,000 -3.69

1979-90 4 343,000 88 4,680,000,. 4592 399,284,000 -4.67

198041 7 740,000 24 1,441,000 -4575 398;583,000 -4.89

*Base Yeal,
A

Declining Student Enrollments

School closings are a result both of the general decline of school age

population and of the loss of population' in New York State. Table 7 details

this, steady decline in enrollment since the 1972-73 school gear. With the end of

the post World War II baby boom has ,come the realization, that schools must

operate under an "era of diminishing' returns.'! Declining enrollments mean that:

tAk

c.

schools, .receive state aid for education based on their
attendance, may have to compensate for lost revenues; and

cheating the same 'facility todaydhich ten years ,ago housed a .

larger number of students may not 'be cost effective, especially
when the costs for heating that building have escalated so
rapidly.

Per pupil expenditures for educating Ney Yrk's students are increasing

due to the combined effects of the declining student population and increased

costs for personnel services and plant operations.,Energy costs are a significantti

17



STABLE 7

NYS Student Enrollment in Public Schools K-12 (37)

Year
Total Pupil.
Population

Percent Change in
Pupil Population

1972-73* 3,474;000
s

1973-74 3,427,560 -1.4

1974-75 3,401,636 -2.2

1975-76 3,382,369 =2.7

1976-77 33,307,231' -4.9

*9 1977-78 5,189,78r -8.3

1978-79 3,060,911 -12.0

1979-80 2,935,764 -15.5
1980-81 2,838,393 -18.3

*Base Year

. pOrtion of plant operations. Local newspaper accounts of the impact'of declining

enrollments inschool districts across the State demonstrates the net effect of

what is happening.

Rockand.--The cost of educating Rockland's puhlies school
students will be higher .this coming year. Higher utility and
transportation bills will-take ajarge.bite out of the district's
'budget. And higher operating costs come many districts face
declining -student enrollments. Per pupil costs will rise by an
average of 10 percent while, the number of students has declined
3.4 percent over.the last twoyears(38). .

.Utica.-- The-number of students in the Whitesboto School District
will drop'by about 279 next year while4he.cost of heating the
schools will rise some $229,360 (39).

Watertown.--The public school population of 4,70,1 students is the
lowest enrollme'nt figure since 1945..(40).

New York State Education Department projectiOns show, that the student

enrollment decline will continue -throughout the decade and result in an

additional 23.3 percent decrease froth 1979 levels (41). This fOrecast is ominous

news for the State's schools as well as, fox the State's taxpayers who must

shoulder much of the burden for the increasing costs of educating fewel students.

18
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Soaring Fuel Costs Result in School Budget Increases

Escalating energy prices, i-n-conjunction with older energy-inefficient

school buildings, school closings and decreasing school enrollments, are raising

havoc with most school district budgets. They also mean trouble for school ad-

ministrators who must project into budgets their energy costs for the forthcoming

year. Locale taxpayers are being told that 4eir taxes must inorease'in order to

cover these higher costs for fewer and fewer students. Several examples taken

from local newspapers across the State in Spring, 1980, the time w en the 1980-

81 school budgets were proposed, describe what happened to s ool budgets that

year. Tbgsituation has not improved since then.

Washingtonville.--Spending by the Washingtonville School District
next year will rise by 11.1 percent. Fuel oil costs--which have
upset school budgets througho1it the region--fiave been pegged at
$188,000 for 1980 -81 which repreSents an increase of 90 percent
(42).

Bethlehem.--The 1980-81 budget increased by $656,000 with added
fuel and gasoline costs making up about $264,000--Or 40
percent--of the increase (43).

Watertown.--The budget of $12,933,889 is up eight percent over
last year. Superintendent' Henry J. Henderson said that energy
costs account for about $190,000 of the budget,,up from $35,'000
in 1979-80 (44).

Condor School District, Ithaca.--As long as energy costs continue
to spiral,. there is no respite in sight for taxpayers. At least
not in the Condor School District, where next.year's expected
energy costs will bloat the budget 8.7 percent (45).

Rochester.--School tax bills are going up again this year. And
the reasons , are higher employee costs, transportation and
energy-related expenses, administrators ,say (46).

echanicville.--A good'portion of the increase Cocozzo explained,
mej on energy. .Oil costs will increase from $120-$130

and over last year's projected figures (47).

,

Rockland.--Most of the increases, in the approved,$30,496,336
budget 'reflect hikes in energy costs and the general' tide of
double-digit inflation. Oil costs jumped 70 percent in the new
budget, from the current $165,300 to $280,300for the next year,
while heating costs alone rose from $46,875 to $59,725 (48).

Syracuse,--With seven school districts in the county sustaining
budget defeats in the past six weeks, three are submitting
budgets to voters today and tomorrow. Liverpool is offering a
$31.18 million spending plan, an increase of about eight percent
over this year (49).
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Beacon.School District, Poughkeepsie.--The budget represents a

10.5 percent increase over the 1979-80 budget. One of the
largest budget increases for 1980-81 could be traced to the
district's operation and maintenance category which jumped from
$658,250 to $791,388 next yeai, an increase of $133,138.
Utilities and fuel oil are included in that category (50).

New Hartford School District, Utica.--Heatin oil and energy
costs will account for the major dollar increase in the New
Hartford School' District's tentative $9.9 million budget.
Heating costs have increased from 33 cents a gallon last year to
88 cents a gallon this year, and projected next year's prices
would be about $1.17 a gallon. School business mailagdt, Terrence
Schruers said, 'And please note that my projection for next
year's costs is just that--a projection. Exactly how high oil
prices will go is anybody's guess.' (51)

Hohonasen School District, Rotterdam.--The proposed $8.5 million
spending plan is 10.3 percent higher than last year's. The
actual rise in costs is $795,468. But, because projected state
Ind federal aid increases are not keeping pace with costs, the
amount to be raised by taxes next year is tentatively set at
$3,469,164--$842,961 more than in 1979-80. Major budget in-
creases include a $523,887 hike in salaries and fringe benefits
for district ,employees, $165,000 more for fuel costs, an in-
crease of nearly. $17,000 in electricity and a $62,000 increase
in gasoline for school buses (52).

These represent but a few of the budgetary dilemffia's experienced by

school districts across the State. The message is clear. The burden for

generating additional monies for energy expenditures rests with local district
o

taxpayers.

School Budget Approvals Difficult

A significant indicator of the effect which soaring energy prices,

along'with rising education costs in general, have had on the State's schools is

reflected in Figure 9, which demonstrates the generally upward trend of budget

defeats from 1967 -1981. Beginning with the budget year following the 1973-74 oil

embargo, the percentage of school budget defeats has risen remarkably--from an

average of 'less than 15 percent from 1967 -1974 to nearly 25 percent fxpm

1975-1981. In preparing budgets for the.1980-81 school year, school boards a

school administrators wrestled with the' fiscal problems created by escalati

fuel costs in combination with factors.,such as runaway inflation and persnn

costs. The State experienced one of the highest ever failure rates for passag

of those budgets submitted to localities for voter approval. Almost one-third of

the budgets were initially rejected.
AMA0-
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An article in the State Education Departm nUs Inside' Education, which

assessed the increasing trend toward budget defeats, stated Oat one of the three

most frequently mentioned explanations for those defeats was:

The 'energy cost pinch': Rapidly rising costs for heating oil and
gasoline are putting great pressure, not only on operation'anth
maintenance budgets, but also on Prograd budgets (54).

Several quotes taken from local newspaper item':; across the State after

the defeat of 1980-81 school budgets accurately describe what had occurred.

Albany)--For the second time this yeat South Colonie enteFal

School District voters have rejected the district's pro used $20
million 1980-81 school budget (55).

Ithaca.--District voters defeated Dryden's proposed 980-81
school'budget by 80 votes' Wednesday marking the first budget
defeat in the district's history (56).

Syracuse.--Liverpool School District voters last night for the
second time defeated the district's ptoposed 1980-81 budget (57).

4

Rockland.--Rockland's largest schoo' district, East Ramapo, is

now the only one without a voter-approved school budget (58).
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Rocheiter.7-To s ool budgets in Genesee County were defeated by
voters yfsterday, one for the second time (59).

Plattsburgh.--The tentative new budget calls for an expenditure
of $1,967,345, a $10,000 decrease from the first budget of
$1,977,345. The budget was vetoed (60)%

WatertoWdt--Taxpayers In four of nine area school districts
turned thumbs down to budget proposals during" the biggest single
day of voting this year. Observers feel the vote was a

reflection pf disContent with the 9.8 percent increase in taxes
(61).

lsong Island.--Long Islanders turned down nine olt 21 school
budgets" in Nas"sau and Suffolk Counties last night. The casualty
rate in Suffolk was 'higher. 'Of the twelve budgets* voted on six
were rejected (62).

uffalo.--This year's near-record taxpayer resistance to school
budgets, particularly in Erie County, points up once again the
need to revise state rules governing the adoption of contingency
budgets when regular budgets are rejected. Albany officials
attribute the current results to such factors as inflation, job
layoffs, the impact of risingrenergy costs on budgets, state aid
curtailment in some wealthier districts and a venting of general
taxpayer wrath (63).

Finally, the story can best be summed up by a newspaper editorial which

succinctly describes the ramifications of increased school budgets across the°

State:

It has almost become a cliche--but it's tfue nevertheless- -that,
tax revolts begin with the local school budgets. Taxpayers have
shown, time and time again, that when they are up to herewith
taxes, the school budgets are most likely to take it on the chin.
According, to the State Education Department, Foters in New York
have been rejectin(school distiict budgets this Spring (1980) and
%limner at a rate twice that of 1979. -The department reported that
of 636 school budgets offered for approval in.May and June, 190
were voted down, a 29 percent rejection. Last year, 92 .UUdgets--
14 percent--were defeated at the polls (64).

For the 1981-82 school year, 148 district budget proposals, were defeated

t resulting' in a 22.6 percent rejection rate. The for,ecast for the 1982-83 school

year is ominous, with a predicte d rejection rate of '30 percent or abo ve (65).
re
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Austerity Budgets Jeopardize Quality Education

A school district has two options for resolving a budget defeat.

Both significantly affect educational programs. The first is to reduce, funding

for educa*tional programs in order to cut the size of the budget, thereby

enhancing the chances for voter approval. If this process fails after one, or

in some cases, several, attempts, then by law; a school board may levy taxes to

pay for basic expenses--or an austerity budget--withbut voter_approval. The

district' can levy taxes to pay for only those services, required, by law:

teachers' salaries, textbooks for required courses, maintenance costs on school

property, transportation of students living more than two miles away and legal

fees. Austerity budgets include no funding. for interscholastic sports, late

buses or other special transportation services, new equipment, library books

or capital improvements unless an emergency occurs. Also, community ori other

outside use 'Cof school property is.forbidden unless it can be demonstrated that

there will be no cost to the district. As of November 1981, 82 school districtt

in the State were operating under austerity or contingency budgets (66).

For New York State's schools, austerity budgets, or the threat' of

having to operate under one, can have considerable consequences.° For a system

which has long prided itself as one of the best in the nation offering

eiducational excellence through diverse and comprehensive programming, austerity

budgets mean disruption of programs for students. An example of the. extent of

the disruption comes from Liverpool, where a budget was finally passe3 last yearOP

on-the fourth attempt.

One of the problems we have here in Liverpool and New York State
is a fear of budget defeats and contingency budgets :...The sad
thing is thatWe haven't been able to replace equipment-the way it
should be replaced....Today it is next to impossible to add a pro-
gram. You just can't add to the budget. Next year we're going to
have the same money we've got now and with inflation that means
we'll have less....Anything new must come at the expense of some-
thing else. It is not a question of adding something.° It" is a
question of priorities (67).

Schools must have energy to remain in operation. The question of

priorities must be confronted: do educational programs have to be cut and

edlicational quality adversely affected in order to pay for rising energy

expenditures?
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ENERGY OR EDUCATION: A DIFFICULT CHOICE

Soaring energy costs, older buildihgs, school closings and declining

enrollments have resulted in the rapidly rising per pupil energy expenditures

experienced by the State's, schools over the past decade. These factors have

played a significant role in forcing the adoption of austerity budgets by an

increasing number of school districts and the cutting of educational programs to

prepare an acceptable budget in many others. In an era of limited financial

resources, school districts across the State need to make critical choices

between maintaining the status quo, in educational programming vetJs meeting the

ever-increasing costs of building operation and maintenance requirements.

Making the critical choice between education and energyis of serious

concern to school administrators at the local level, as was clearly illustrated

in a recent national survey of 3,100 school board members (68). The 1980 survey,

conducted by the National School Boards Association, identified the most

prevalent concerns board members face in public education. The top five concerns

of
,

school board members were:

declining enrollment;

high cost of energy;

collective bargaining with teachers;

cutting programs to balance budgqXs; and

steady or declining tax base.

All of these concerns center on financial support for schools. A further

regional breakdown of the responses showed that 42.7 percent of those responding

in the Northeast considered energy,,, second only to declining enrollment, as a

major problem confronting education.

This survey accurately reflects the concerns faced by New York's local
o.

school administrators over the last several years. Trying to augment school

budgts simply to account for' the increases caused by inflation and to keep

educational services at .current levels has surfaced as the major priority for

school, managers and school board members. As .evidenced in the preceding

discussion, schools are constantly challenged to provide funds for escalating
. A- ,

operation and maintenance expenditures without disrupting current educational
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services. This is proving to be an increasingly difficult task.

How responsive have the public primary and secondary Schools in New

York State been in conserving energy? How well have these schools reacted to

the energy crisis that developed nearly a decade ago?, The Task Force undertook

two separate approaches to answering these questions, including:

a descriptive analysis of the actions federal and State agencies
have undertiken in response to the energy crisis in schools
along with internal agency assessments of how effecti're these?
actions, have been in conserving energy; and

a systematic and comprehensive statistical analysis of the actual
amounts of energy consumed 'by the State's public schools betWeen'
1972-73 and 1978=79t

Ay using these two approaches, detailed in the following section,

several interesting contradictions in performance ratings surfaced. These

contradictions, discussed in the summary chapter to 'the next section entitled

"Piecing Together the Energy Puzzle," partially explain why New York's schools

have not achieved an applaudable energy conservation record. Rather than the

"A" rating seemingly assigned by the State to New York schools' responsiveness

toward energy Conservation, a more accurate grade might be "d".

e
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"A": THE GRADEFOUND ON THE STATE'S REPORT CARD

Across Nevi York State, school districts confront the sensitive issues

responsible for escalating school budgets. The chances are now better than one

in four that .a school district's initial budget will go down in defeat. That

rate is up from three out'of every 100 experienced in the State twenty years ago.

Voters appear to be demanding that education. costs be controlled.'

Curbing energy costs poses one of the greatest challenges to school

'administrato'is as they watch. energy prices rise to, unprecedented levels. School

districts are not alone in their concern over energy costs,'and the burden of the

energy dilemma does not rest entirely on their shoulders. ,Technical and fiscal

assistance from the federal and State levels, have attempted to ensure a,maximum

conservation response. However, a cursory review of this responsiveness.since

' 1973 depicts a somewhat sporadic, loosely ,organized pattern by the State, in

general, and by the State gducation Department (SED), in particular. This

applies both to the development as well as to the implementation of State energy

conservation programs using federal, State and local assistance.

Several SED energy conservation initiatives and other governmental

energy -conservation programs directed toward the State's schools have been

instituted. These efforts provide insight into the degree of response shown by

the State to its schools' energy problems. In each case,: it is necessary to

understand how and why the actions have been instigated and the net effects of

these actions in overcoming the energy problems faced by the State's 'school

system. A detailed analysis of governmental programs and SED-sponsored Initia7

tives is presented here.
OP

THE FEDERAL EFFORT: THE SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS PROGRAM

The nation's energy objective, /s stated in 1979 by the United States

Depatment of Energy (DOE), was tor,cut the country's consumption of foreign oil

by 50 percent in the next decade, -while.maintaining a strong economy (1). In

order to accomplish this, DOE's fiscal 1980 budget provided direct funding of
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over $800 million, and a proposed level of over $1 billion in fiscal year 1981,

for five existing federal energy conservation programs. These funds were dis-

tributed to the states for energy conservation activities under the State Energy

Conservation Program, the Energy Extension Service, the Weatherization Assistance

Program, the Schools and Hospitals Energy Conservation Program and the Residen-

tial Conservation Service. Table 8 briefly describes each program and points out

how much of these grant monies have been received by New York since the program's

inception.

The federal effort, to provide fiscal and technical assistance to aid

schools 'in controlling energy costs has been limited primarily to one pro{

gram - -the federally- enacted, State-administered "Schools and Hospitals Energy

Conservation Program." Authorized for three years, the $965 million program

originally was designed to help schools, hospitals and local governments make

energy-conserving improVements. This program is divided into three phases.

Phase I requires that eligible institutions engage in as...20trgy
audit.' Following the audit, written recommendations on low-cost
ways to save energy are submitted to the institution.

TABLE 8

-Federal Energy Conservation Programs Operating in NYS (2),

c, Program Description
',Total Funds Received

Enabling Legislation As of January, 1982

State Energy
Conservation Prognim

Energy Extension
Service (EES)

Weatherization
Assistance Program

Schools, Hospitals,
Local Government and
Public Care InSti-
tutions Program

Residential
Conservation
Service (RCS)

Directs the - states to draw up

State Energy Conservation Plans
consisting of eight mandated
activities plus any additional
activities selected by the state,
witf a program goal to reduce
1980 U S. energy consumption by
5 percent.

The EES offers information and
technical assistance to small
energy consumers regarding
practical energy conservation
and renewable oresource oppor-
tunities.

Subsidizes the weatherization
of low-income households

Provides matching funds for
'states to conduct energy
aqplits and perform retrofits
of public buildings and non-

-.R.211.4. institutions. .

Energy Policy and Conser-
vation Act of 1975 (P.L.
94-163) and Energy Con-
servation and Production
Act of 1976 (P L. 94-385)

National Energy Extension
Act of 1977 (P L. 95-39)

£CPA of 1976

National Energy Conserva-
tion Policy Act of 1978
(P L ,95-619)

$15 million

$2.5 million

$53 million

$38.5 million

_S

Utilities are required undor NECPA of 1978 $0
the RCS to offer residential
customers energy audits infor-
mation and assistance in pur-
chasing, installing and finan-
cing conservation and renewable
energy measures Not yetrimple-
mented. ---4
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Phase II, or Technical Assistance, provides a 50-50 match on a
competitive basis to institutions, to fund energy conservation
studies detailing needed architectural and engineering, changes.

Phase III, Energy Conservation Measures, provides 50 percent
federal funding for schools ,and hospitals to implement the
improvements recommended by the Technical Assistance studies.

States must have an acceptable state energy conservation plan before they are

eligible to receive funds.

The federal commitment to conserving energy, however, is being

challenged by the budget cutting of the Reagan Administration. Federal

energy programs offering assistance to_ states have been .severely reduced or

eliminated in the Federaljiscal Year 1902 budget, and the Administration is

proposing even deeper cuts in its 1983 budget. State energy.'conservation grants

under theEnergy_Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (EPCA),_the'Energy Conser-

vation and Production Act of 1976 (ECPA) and the National Energy Extension

Service Act of 1977 (EES) were cut from the 1982 budget. The.Weatherization

Assistance Program likewise was targeted for no funding.

4. ft'For rederal Fiscal Year 1981, DOE allocated over $141 million for the

Schools and Hospitals- Program to fund energy conservation projects. Apprdxi-
,

mately one-fourth of this appropriation went directly to public schools K-12 (3).

The 1982 authorization of $48 million ,for Conservation grant programs calls for

a substantial reduction and restructuring of the present way in which DOE

provides federal funds -to state and local governments. The rationale for ,the

cuts is as follOcis:

.

The budget reductions are in response to the fact that, motivated
by rising energy costs, and substantial federal tax credits,
individuals, buiiResses and other institutions are undertaking
major conservation efforts. ,Decontrol of oil prices and continpa-
tion of tax credits can be expected to accelerate thege-trends.
Current public awareness of energy. conservation benefits and the
high leyel of private investment in energy conservation clearly
show that grants for State energy office and public outreach
programs do not warrant federal, support (4).

The program comes up for reauthorization by Congress in 1982. The
.h

1983. proposed Reagan Administration budget entirely eliminates the Schools

and Hospitals Program. However, according to one group of federal budget

analysts, these grants have been fundamental in the successful financing of

cost-effective conservation improvements in public facilities not eligible

for tax incentives (5). This presents an obvious contradiction: program-support
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based upon observable program success, yet at the same time, the withdrawal of
.

funds necessary to support the program.

Weaknesses of the Schools and'Hospitals Program

The federal effort towards conserving energy in schools through the

Schools and Hospitals Program has not been without its faults. StateS, like New

York, charge that the program has a lop§ided distribution formula for grant
4

allocations which does not provide enough money for the number of school.g seeking
-

assistance. Under the current formula, monies are equally divided into thirds

for each sector receiving funds: one-third to schools, one-,third to hospitals,

and one-third to local governments. The fact is that the number of school

r facilities requiring energy conservation far exceed the number of hospitals.

Criticp also point. out that hospitals generate revenues differently from schools

and in a manner which does not, interfere with grant requirements. This is not

the, case with schools.. For example, most school districts in New York must

receive voter approval on any supplemental expenditures, such as energy conser;

vation pidjects, before theyican ,initiate such a program. 'Under ehe 50-50 match
e'

requinemept, local.school districts must come up with their share of the project

cost only after voters approve of such an expenditure. Hospitals,do not function

under such constraints and therefore participation is'easier. t
o

" There is mo mechanism in the present ,funding, formula which allows

monies to.be transferred from. one sector, such as hospitals, to any other,sector

should the need arise. Therefore, states lack the option of determining.where

the need rests and adjusting the distribution formula ,,to reflect such needs.

Distribution of funds is based upOn a. formula which allows for three

sepagate implementation phases: energy audits, Technical Assistance and Energy

Conservation Measures-. The last phase is the costliest. Therefore, many schools
.

. do not receive funding for this phase as monies are redirected toward those 4

o schools ,.interested in phases one and two. Spreading out the monies to reach as

many as possible appears to be an influential factor in the overall distributioh

of grants. Therefore schools' chances of receiving funds are far greater if the

grants are to pay for'audits and/or Technical Assistance.
z.

+In its initial phase, the Schools and Hospitals 13.rogram did. not

receive the level of response expected. Many states were ill-prepared for the

program and consequently failed to suhMit proposals. Assessing the lack of

response from many states as an indication of program disinterest, critics

charged 't.hatimonies were not being distributed equitably to all 50 states.

0
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Different states were at various points in their efforts to reduce

energy consumption in schools at the inception of the Schools and Hospitals

Program. New' York, for example, had in place a State Energy Master Plan.' In

addition, in 1978, it had mandated an energy audit program for schools similar to

that required under Phase I of the federal program. Yet New York received no

compensatory funds to reimburse the State's schools for their prior auditing

expenditures', and no additional monies in recognition of its initiative. Also,

'since the State had already conducted most of the Phase I auditg, New'York

directed its grants towards the last two phases of the program, Technical

Assistance and Energy Conservation Measures. Because the proposals submitted

under these two phases are usually tar more expensive to implement, the State

could distribute its limited grants to a relatively smaller number of schdols.

Finally, the entire educational sector has been omitted from.any role

' in a comprehensive national policy on energy conservation. If such an energy

policy inclusive of the educational sector existed, it would greatly facilitate

conservation in the nation'eschools, making such an effort a iiigh priority item

rather than an addendum.
°

New York's Experience with the Schools and'Hospitals Program

New York State received a total of $19.6 million (exclusive of the

local government' institutions' part of the program) during the first two funding

cycles of the federal Schools and ,Hospitals Program. Public primaty and

secondary schools received'$4.8 million, or nearly 25 percent

This $4.8 million 64 federal monies, together with, the required
a'

local matching funds, have been used primarily for Technical

Energy Conservation Measures projects. Table 9 details the

of this money.

$4.8 million in

Assistance and

distribution-of

these funds to the various categories of ed&ational 'institutions and hospitals

of the State. Additional inforMation concerning public school participation' in

the Schools and Hospitals Program are contained in Tables 10 and 11.

The State Energy Office (SEO) reported that in the first round of

funding, in early 1980, 140 public K-12 'institutions in the State received a

total of $2.7 million or 25 percent of the total $10.8 million of grant money.

For the same round of funding, 239 school districts submitted proposals for

Technical Assistance and Energy Conservation Measures, while only 130, school

districts received funds. This translates into approximately 33 percent of the

State's 734 school districts submitting proposals

of these being approved for funding.

33
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TABLE 9

New York State Energy Office Sector Distribution oL.
Technical Assistance (TA) and Energy Conservation Measures (ECM)

Grant Recommendations (6)

Institution Cycle

Public K-12 Schools 1

Private K-12 Schools 1

2

Public CGlleges 1

OUNY, CC, CUNY)

1, 2

0

Private Colleges 1

4

Total Schools 1

2

Total Hospitavrls 1

2

-Total.FundAvailable 1

2

No.

of Insti-
tutions

140

128

69 ,

16

33

r

272.

83

621

431

TA Dollars
(Percent
of Total)"

ECM Dollars
(Percent
Of Total)

Total Dollars
(Percent
of Total)

$1,188,135
(40%)

992,879

(75%)

$1,505',548

(19%)

1;123,948

$2,693,683
(25%)

2,116,827
(24%)

184,366 221,8 406,239
(6%) (3%) (4%)

41,932 32,631 74,563

(3%) (0.4%). (0.8%)

532,899 850,807 1,383,706
(18%) .(11%) (13%)

.119,923 337.,735 457,658

(9%) (4.7%) (5%)

173,241 2,593,176 2,676,417

(6%) (32%)' (25%)
4

16.,733 2,445,331 2,522,064

(6%) - j32 %) (28%)

240i8,641 5,081,404'' 7,160,045
(70%) 05%) (67%)

1,231,461 3,939,645 5,171,112

(93%) (53%) (58%)

892,430 2,711,858 3,604,288
(30%) (35%) (33%)

98,210 3',595,187 3,693,397

(7%) (47%) (42%)

2,971,070 7,7934,262 10,764,333,

1,329,677: 7,534,832 `8,864,509

4
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0 TABLE 10

New York State Energy Office
Program'Participation of Public K=12 Schooks (7)

Technical
Assistance

First Cycle
Requested $1,434,428 1

Funded $1,188,135
Percent of Request 83%

Second Cycle
Requested $1,387,20
Funded $992,879
Percent of Request 727,

Both Cycles
Requested $2,821,637
Funded $2,181,014
Percent of Request

--,

Energy
Conservation
Measures

$17,409,490
$1,505,548

I 8%

$12,538,301
$1,123,948

,9%

$29,947,791
$2,629,496

9%

1106'

TABLE 11

Distribution of Technical Assistance and Energy ConservAion
Measures= Grants to PubliC K-12 Schools (8)

Technical
Assistance

Energy
Conservation
Measures

Total EligibleDistricts 734 734

Total Eligible Buildings (excluding NYC) 4,177 4,177
Districts Submitting Grant Applications:

1st Cycle 116 123
2nd Cycle ' 104 --107
TOTAL 220 230

DistrIxts that Received Funds:
1st Cycle 87 43
2nd Cycle 86 . 22
TOTAL 173

Buildings For Which Grants Were Submitted:
1st Cycle 381 . 345

. 2nd Cycle A,
.,:..-,,

TOTAL i

425 279
806 624

Buildings That Received Grants:
1st Cycle 320 103
2nd Cycle 273 76
TOTAL 593 179

Dollari Received for Grants:
1st Cycle $1,188,135 $1,505,548
2nd Cycle $ 992,879 $1,123,948
TOTAL. $2,181,014 $2,629,496
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Total monies going to all sectors of education dropped from 67 percent

of first cycle funding to 58 percent of second cycle funding. Public K-12 schools

received only $2.1 million, or 24 percent of the diminished total of $8.9 million

that New York received in the second round. Of the 211 school districts that

submitted grant proposals, 108 received funds.

The distribution of the State's share of Schools and Hospitals funds is

supposed to be accomplished on a competitive basis using an evaluation scale

with such factors as payback period, previous monies received for projects, fea-

sibility and magnitude of the projeCt, and the past record of energy savings by

the institution submitting the proposal. A project evaluation` team composed of
c

SE0 personnel, one member from SED and local school personnel, selects and rates

project submissions. Those gaining the highest. rating should receive funding.

_However, this ism notnot always the case., Even with such a predetermined rating

system, disagreements within ,the team over feasibility questions and potential

versus real success factors have caused internal disagreements in.the selection

process. According to those familiar with the program, projects showing the

shortest payback period' (i.e., 'the, estimated titne required to pay for the project
1*

based upon savingt accrued from consumption cutbacks) receive the most favorable

ratings and thereby stand 'a better chance for funding (9).

4.

Analysis of the Program's Impact on NYS Schools

It has been estimated that the impact of the Schools and Hospitals

Program on the State's schools represents eight percent of the overall

energy savings realized during 1979-81 (10). However, it is too early to, deter-

mine the program's long-term impact because,,the results of the third cycle of

funding have not yet been compiled and analyzed. As the dat-lincluded in the

tables indicate, NeW York State concentrated its efforts on distribUting the

funds to as many institutions as possible. Because a large number of schools

individually received a small amount of money, the impact at the single district

level has been minimal. Also, most of the dittricts involved received Technical

Assistance grants for use in ,undertaking detailed energy' conservation studies.

These grants might be expected to lead to futu!e energy savings if the-school

districts can find the money to fund suggested projects.. Out of the 772 school

buildings thatjeceivedgrants, only 179 actually were awarded funds for energy

conservation measures.

One fact is certain, the program has acted as a catalyst, forcing SED

to organize' itself so that the schools in the State would receive their maximum

share of federal monies. In the fiscal sense,'a total of $19.6 million in fed-,



eral funds has beenpumped into the State for energy conservation in schools

and hospitals. With the additional $19.6 million in local or State matching

funds, this represents a substantial $39.2 million in two years. For the public

K-12 schools alone, this program has generated $9.6 million in total monies spent

on energy conservation. Without th iis ncentive, would those schools partici-

pating in the programs have taken the steps necessary to make their facilities

more energy efficient? The progress made under SED leadership is detailed in

the next few pages.

SED SPONSORED INITIATIVES

Before the recent infusfOn of federal monies for energy conservation in

schools, the New York State Education Department responded erratically in its

efforts to constrain energy costs. The following chronological series of

actions instituted by SED, documents this inconsistency and pr6vides a brief

overview of events leading up to the most recent actions involving the imple-

mentation of federal energy conservation programs.

Year: 1973

The Commissioner of Education established a State Education pepart-

ment Task Force on Fuel AIlocapion'and Conservation with the Associate Commis-
.

sioner for Educational Fina4 and Management Services as chairperson. The'

objectives of the Task Force were:

to disseminate information to the educational institutions of the
State concerning the Federal Fuel AllocationProgram;

to plan and recommend -economy measures which could be implemented.-
by all types of educational institutions in the interest of
conserving energy; anti

to plan for and implegent a program for using the educational
institutions of the *State to help in the broad educational_
program on fuel conservation (11).

The Task Force published a total of three bulletins on energy during
- .

its first year in operation and distributed these bulletins to New York school

administrators, chief executive officer4 of higher educational institutions and

superintendents of buildings and grounds. The three bulletins dealt directly

with. the specifics of the Federal Fuel Allocation Program, an explanation of

the Federal Emergency P leum Allocation Act of 1973, and the recommended de-
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velopment of regional contingency planlifor school transportation, respectively
.

(12). All the.information in the bulletins underscored the need forvoluntary

cooperation by the State's schools. Each school had the final decision, hpwever,

on whether or not to participate in suggested energy consetvation activities. No

effort was made by SED to determine if schools were participating. School dis-

tricts were required to report their energy consumption totals annually to SED.

Year: 1974

A three-phased plan for energy conservation was introduced through the

Task Force bulletins.

Phase I.--Immediate curtailment of energy consumption, especially
gasoline.

Phase II.--Adjustments in school calendars and educational
programs.

Phase III.--School closings and emergency actions (13).

As the year progressed schools were 'informed through, bulletins abOut federal

regulations, primarily the Mandatory Petroleum Allocation Program established by

the Federal Energy Administration in June, 1974_(14).

By the beginning of the 1974-75 school year, schools were applauded by

9ED for their response to the previous year's energy crisis. A survey conducted

by the Division of Educational Facilities Planning indicated the following level

of consumption reduction (15):

Percentage
Type Reduction . Equivalent

Fuel oil (#2) 23 30,000,000 gallons
Natural Gas 18 750,000,000 cu. ft.
Electricity 15 150,000,000 kwh

Schools were urged to continue their cutbacks in consumption.

Additionally; SED published two classroom texts on energy: Living

Within Our Means: Energy and Scarcity, K-6 and Living Witham Our Means: Trelgy

and Scarcity, 7-12. Unfortunately, SED failed.to develop any type of energy con-
,

servation curriculum guidelines for school implementation in which these texts

would be used.
10

During 1974 the level of responsiveness shown by SED to the State's

energy crisis indicated that energy conservation was receiving a great deal of

(-0

. (-1 jt
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attention and being made a high priority item for the State's schools. Upon

closer examination, though, several problems surfaced regarding energy efforts in

1974.

The plan to phase in energy conservation activities had little
impetus behind it. All actions were voluntary for schools, and
once the immediate energy crisis was over there were no assur-
auces that-further,conservation steps would &e undertaken. The

,plans took on-a "band aid" appearance.

At;*Energy conservation information vi.a.,-vis the Task Force but=
letins had no built-in feedback mechanism to determine whether
school officials were receiving and understanding the messages
being disseminated. Information was a one way process: from SE],
to selected personnel.

,

Most of the emphasis on conservation strategies focused on
gasoline and little on other energy sources. In addition, there
seemed to be an assumption that the crisis, once recognized and

- administered to, was of immediate, short-term duration. There-
fore, energy conservation was merely a matter of short -run
adaptation rather than long-range energy management. As the snow
melted so did the resolve behind the energy conservation efforts.

9

Year: 1975

By 1975, energy matters had diminished as a critical problem as evi-

denced by the fact that wily one bulletin was published by SED's Task Force that
4'

year. The bulletin explained the recent federal regulations for gasoline al-

locations (16). Little else occurred during. that year which directly related to

energy conservation in the State's schools. The energy crisis was considered to,

be over for the State's schools. There was a plea made by SED for schools to

aggressively continue in their efforts to conserve energy but, understandably, on

their own volition (17).

Year: 1976

There was again a minimum of activity by the Task Force on Fuel Al-

location and Conservation. Bulletins sent to school officials provided Updates

and current information on the status of the Federal Energy Act of 1976, and its

impact on eduption. The' messages diminished in number and in the.quantity of

information covered regarding-energy conservation for schools. Energy conserva-

tion had taken a 'backseat and was no longer a principal motivation for infor-

mation digsemination fropl SED to school personnel: The operations-of the Task

Force became unofficially dismantled.
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Year: 1977

Under contract to the NeW York State Energy Research and Development

Authority, Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. (EFL) developed a compre-

hensive energy conservation program for New York State schools in 1977. the

study was conducted in two
a

phases. Phase I focused on adapting for use in

.New York State the data collection instruments, computer-based analytical models

i .r e rqs o e u is c oo s nergy onserva ion

(PSECS). PSECS 's an energy assessment program which first diagnoses a school's

energy consumption rate and then prescribes methods to conserve energy. This

. c .

'program was developed by EFL under contract with the Federal Energy Administra-

tion. A sample of 22 school districts in New York State, varying in size and

location, was used as a basis for the development of the energy conservation

program. By assuming that the districts were typical of those in the entire

State, EFL determined that there was great potential for energy and dollar

savings in New York's public schooli. The study indicated that by making minor

improvements to mechanical systems and certain operatiOnal changes, an average

energy savings of 35 percent at the elementary level and 26 percent at the

secondary level would be Ogsible (18). These figures represented an annual

savings of $32 million in 1977 with no capital investments.

Phase I also detailed several weaknesses in the State's 'approach to

energy conservation and outlined various steps that New York's educational

community must take in order to
4
achieve the projected savings.

Energy conservation efforts have not received high priority
**status in most districts.

Training programs designed to instruct district maintenance and
operations personnel and the school building operators in energy
efficient operational and maintenance procedures are essential.

Recordkeeping on the part of school districts needs to be
improved.

A long-term_ energy monitoring system is needed' if effective
energy planning is to occur.

t

VI

Shoot districts do, not have the funds to handle the additional
burdens flata new' energy program requires.

4 strong commitment to energy conservation by the school board
and top level administration is essential to the success of any
energy conservation program.

Some means of providing technical assistance to small districts,
of which .New York has a preponderance,' must be part of any
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successful energy conservation plan.

sUtirization of capital improvements, such as sealing windows and
doors, insulating roofs and improving control systems, can be
cost effective by reducing the energy required to operate a given
facility.

The comprehensive Phase II report laid out all the necessary aspects

for implementing an energy conservation plan, including administrative organi

zation, organizational strategies, incentive considerations and program cost

estimates. Strongly emphasized in the report was the need for a continuous

energy monitoring system as paii.--6fi'COthpleie energy management program. The

'estimated time for implementing the plan was 260 days:, The program cost for the

three years period, exclusive of expenditures for district personnel, was esti-

mated at $5.6 million. The estimated cost avoidance for that same period was

$42.6 million--a return on investment of more than 760 percent. Table 12 shows a

detailed summary of the projected costs and savings of the program if it had been

instituted statewide.

TABLE 12

Budget Summary of EFL's Proposed Energy Conservation Plan (19)

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL

State Personnel

State Energy Coordinator $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $90,000
Energy Engineer 22,000 22,000 22,000 66,000
Support Staff 6,000 6,000 6,000 18,000

Regional Personnel
Coordinator $t60,000 $660,000 $660,000 $1,980,000
Support Staff 165,000 165,000 165,000 495,000

Energy Audits
Annual $1,275,200 $746,000 $210,000 $2,231,200
Monthly 52,000 80,000 80,000 212,000

Workshops $208 500 $150,000 $112,500 $471,000

Total Program Cost $2,418,700 $1,859,000 $1,285,500 $5,563,200

Estimated Cost
Avoidance

$8,713,000 $12,510,000 $21,395,000 $42,618,000(operations)
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The report was submitted to the New York State Board of 'Regents for

consideration on December 13, 1978. AcCording to SED's own publicatimn,

Energy, until the report there had been no overall statewide coordination of

efforts regarding energy matters'in schools. This plan should have reversed that

situation (20). To date, the Board of Regents and the State Education Department

have failed to act on any of the recommendations stemming from the report, with

the exception of setting a goal of 4u percent energy reduction 61I1372=7-3-energy

consumption levels in schools by 1985.

Also in 1977, under the leadership of the Director of Educational

Facilities Planning, schoOls were encouraged to participate in energy

conservation projects. Building energy conservation projects with cons ruction

costs of $10,000 or more were requested for review and subsequent approva by the

Commissioner of Education. These projects were directed primarily towards

buildings that were less than 15 years old. For the older buildings many of the

projects were eligible for state building construction aid where the project

guaranteed a payback period of 10 years or.-less (21), The response by the

State's schools was modest. Under this program a total of 869 building project

proposals were prOcessed in 1977, some with energy conserving measures included.

All 869 projects received aid at a total cost of $222 million (22).

ti

Year: 1978

The Assistant Commissioner for Educational Finance and Management

Services, reorganized energy conservation activities within SED. Beginning in

January, 1978, an energy conservation bulletin, Energy, was sent to school

pesonnel periodically. The purpose of the bulletin was to act as a clearing-

house for energy conservation information to school districts (23). In its first

issue, the bulletin described theNew York State Energy Emergency Plan being

developed by the New York State Energy Office. The plan, which designated

energy supply, use and allocation within the State during an emergency, excluded

educational institutions from those services earmarked as "essential" (24).

Other information contained in the Energy bulletins included:

44.

recent activities at the local school level de=scribing successful
energyconseivation projects;

suggested programs which schools could incorporate into their
existing structure to further conserve energy;
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compilations of energy consumption figures statewide for the
preceeding school year; an'd

general news regarding the energy situation nationally and
statewide.,

Year: 1979

Themajor th u ofSED-Lsenergy actions surrounded the newly legis-

lated National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978. More specifically, the

schools were given information through bulletins in preparation for the State's

participation in the Schools and Hospitals Program. Throughout the year schools

received periodical updates on the procedures necessary for participation in the

federal program. Under a mandate from the Commissioner of Education, and with

the financial support of SEO, all the State's schools (excluding New York City,

which was included in the mandatory audit program in 1980) were directed to

participate in a PSECS building energy audit program. The original deadline

date for -statewide completion of the energy audits was set for July, 1979. The

deadline date has since been extended four times. As of January, 1982, the

completion date for auditing the remaining schools was set for July, 1982. The

reason for the mandated audit was to assure that all the schools could partici-

pate in the Schools and Hospitals .Program, which required such an energy audit

for eligibility. The Energy Task Force on Fuels began publishing its own

bulletin describing federal regulations regarding energy conservation.

Year: 1980

By 1980, energy was once again perceived as a serious problem due to

the rapid escalation of energy prices during 1979. School participation in the

PSECS audit was slower than projected. Deadlines for completion of audits were

extended and New York City schools were included,under the mandate.

The Commissioner of Education, Gordon Ambach, and the Director of the

State Energy Office,- James Larocca, jointly announced an interagency

agreement signaling the creation of a statewide energy education program for New

York. To date, the specifics of this program have not been outlined or an-

nounced.

In early 1980, the Energy Task Force was reorganized under the Chair-
.

manship of the Assistant Commissioner for Educatiofial Finance, Management and

School Services. Like its predecessors, the activities and purposes of the Task

Force remained illusive. , In to questions regarding the Task Force's
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purpose, membership, meeting times and places, the Assistant Commissioner could

not give specifics (25). However, the Task Force did publish one bulletin during

1980 (26).

In a formal oral report made before the New York State Board of Regents

in October, 1980, the Assistant Commissioner summarized the progress that the New

York public schools had made in conserving liergy. The presentation was based on

a written SED report entitled "The New York State Education Department's Cdntri-

bution to Public School Energy Management Control." The report claimed that the

State's schools reduced total energy consumption by 25 percent between 1972 and

1979. It alsb stated that the schools were making progress toward achieving the

Board of Regents' goal established in 1978 to reduce public school energy con-

sumption from its 1972-73 levels by 40 percent. According to the report, the

Regents' goal would be achieved by 1984 (27). In other words, SED informed the

Regents that the schools, under SED's leadership, had been moving quickly toward

the maximization of energy conservation.

At the'same time, SED submitted to the Legislature a Sill requesting

$200,000 to establish an energy management system for schools throughout the

-State. Several questions arise regarding the above two incidents:

If the report does accurately reflect the energy situation as
being well-in-hand and conservation targets being met, why was
SED seeking money to establish a management system which it had
argued it did not need? These two messages contradicted them-
selves. Why was there no infor tion within the context of the
report which outlined the need or statewide energy management in
schools in order to remedy e sting problems?

According to sources in both SED and SEO, major weaknesses exist
in the data base and the methodology used in determining energy
trends in the ,State's schools. Due to the lack of accurate and/
or accessible energy-related data, percentages of consumption
reduction are difficult to calculate. Until the data is avail-
able and analyzed using a more technically sophisticated method-
ology, consumption figures are unreliable.

*The SED report to the Regents is totally positive in nature.
There was no effort made to point out existing weaknegses or
concerns regarding energy matters in schools. Persons unfamiliar
with energy analyses would, not be sensitive to any reported
inaccuracies. The underlying message transmitted throughout the
report is that the State's schools have been successful in
becoming more energy efficient and that, based on past progress,
they will attain the 40 percent 'cutback set by the Regents in
1978 As the next chapter shows, this is simply not the case.
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Finally, the problems associated with energy in the State's schools may

gp deeper than agency directives. During the course of the formal presentation

to the Regents, Assistant Commissioner O'Connell was requested by a Regent.to

speak quickly so that the Board could move on to more important issues. To

quote:

I would like to use the prefoptiveafthe chair and ask that no
more questions be asked of Commissioner O'Connell. According to
the clock we have only a few minutes left (15 minute presentation)
and, as you know, we have a full schedule ahead with many import-
ant issues (28).

Year: 1981
.

Little changed in 1981 other than a reorganization of the SED Facili-

ties and Planning unit. Former staff, recognized as the energy experts in the

Department, either, left or were reassigned. In early 1981, Commissioner Ambach

camthended4the State's' schoO1S for the "enormous energy savings achieved in the

past-seileral years," but cautioned that even greater savings would be necessary

in the, years ahead (29). Speaking at the opening general session of the first

annual New York State Energy Technology Conference and Exposition, the Conllis-

sioner said that the Department would introduce legislation in 1981 to create an

energy task force. Its function would be to set energy policies and goals for

the educational community, maintain an information clearinghouse and evaluate

local efforts to achieve State goals.

By the end of 1981, Commissioner Ambach released figures indicating

that the State's public schools had reduced their energy consumption by 26.7

percent since 1972-73. Most importantly, Commissioner Ambach stated:

The nine-year reductiOn in energy -consumption brings schools
closer to the.goal of 40 percent energy savings established by the
(Board of) Regents in 1978. At the current-rate of energy conser-
vation, the Education Department estimates that school districts
will achieve the Regents' goal in 1985 (30).

The energy savings were attributed to the following:

.

strict enforcement by school districts of energy guidelines
distributed by SED in 1974. These, guidelines ranged from sug- ,

gested temperature settings- for,heating and air conditioning to
recommended operating procedures to keep'equipment functioning at
maximum efficiency;
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&requirements that all school districts conduct a computer-based
audit of their energy use;

_advisories sent by SED to school districts on how to identify
surplus buildings and how to make more efficient use of space in
buildings selected for continued operations;

the availability of financial incentives to 'school districts -

through the State's .building aid program. Building aid is

provided for projects that will produce a ten percent reduction
in 'energy consumption in one year or for projects that will pay
for themse vest in eneu

the use of the financial incentives offered through the federal
Schools and Hospitals Program (31).

This annual report by SED clearly reaffirmed to the Board of Regents

that energy reduction was being given necessary attention by SED and the State's

schools. Like SED's other annual reports and public energy messages, it left the

impression that energy conservation has been successfully progressing towardthe

'targeted goal of a 40 percent reduction by 1485. However, b.ased upon the data

found in two separate reports to the Regents in 1979 and 1981, it is highly

doubtful that the State will reach its 40 percent goal if it continues on the

same energy reduction path that it currently uses. Between 1979 and 1981, the

State says that it has reduced energy consumptionjm schools by 1.5 percent, from

25.2 to 26.7. At this current rate of 0.75 percent reduction per year, the State

will reach its targeted 40 percent reduction goal not by 1985, but in 18 years,

or by the year 2000! .

Year: 1982

In a speech before the second annual New York State Energy Technology

Conference and Exposition on January 26, 1982, Commissioner Ambach again praised

the State's public schools for their energy conservation efforts since 1972-73.

He pointed to a 27 percent decrease in public school energy use that resulted in

savings to taxpayers of $78.8 million during the 1980-81 school year alone.'

"Unfortunately, because the cost of energy has outpaced conservation efforts,

actual expenditures for energy increased from 020 million in 1972-73 to $278

Million in 1980-81," stated Commissionei Ambach (32). Interestingly, the Com,

missioner again mentioned a proposal by the Department to create an energy task

force similar to that submitted in 1980. The Task Force would be responsible for

establishing energy policies and goals for the educational community, maintaining

an information clearinghouse, assisting regional and local school energy con-
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.servation activities, and evaluating local efforts. The estimated cost of the

program is $1 million--$200,000 for each of the next five yehr#,,,

WEAKNESSES IN THE STATE'S RESPONSIVENESS

The preceding historical overview of SED's response to e'rgy con -1

servation reveals a number of inadequacies and weaknesses. Undergirding all SED

energy conservation, activities has been the obvious omission of a clear', con-

of energy conservation in- schools.

Energy problems have been relegated to a low priority within the agency unless an

impending energy crisis arose. A series of "bandaid" proposals set forth in

1973-74 and in 1979-80 illustrate a crisis management approach to resolving

energy problems. In addition, these same proposals did little more than address

immediate, short-term fuel shortage situations. They have provided no long-term

framework upon which the State's schools could build'an effective and continuing

energy management system.

In 1973 SED created a unit buried within the agency to handle energy

conservation. Yet, SED has failed to staff the unit with adequate numbers of

qualified personnel familiar with energy conservation technologies. Under Such

conditioUs any energy conservation leadership exerted by SED over local school

districts has been minimal. Additionally, energy-conscious efforts by individual

SED personnel aimed at improving the status and effectiveness of the unit within

SED have been met with negative support. Much of the success of SED's energy

conservation program is alktributable to a dingle individual committed to reducing

energy consumption in schools, not to any holistic,effort on tb part of SED.

'There also has been a minimum of official interagency collaboration

betwez SED and SE0 regarding mutually benefiting concerns: energy conserver ion

and fiscal savings. Any cooperation or collaboration between the two on the

Schools and Hospitals Program has been in name only, anereyond that particular

federal' initiative, little has occurred to further energy conservation in

schools. An excellent example of this glaring problem was pointed -out in a

letter to Commissioner Ambach from the New York State School Boards Association.

!The Association,.in its review of SED's draft of Federal Legislation and Educa-

tion in New York State for February, 1981, pointed out the omission of any

mention of the Schools and Hospitals Program (33). The letter stressed the vital

nature of that program in assisting the schools to economize on energy. "We. ai

would like to see strong Regents' support for reauthorization of the program

through appropriate discussion in the 1981 federal program." This letter il-
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lustrates well how SED continues to overlook the significant i4act'of energy

costs on the State's, schools.

This puzzling disregard for the formulation of a=cohesive State policy f

has left local school districts to fend for themselves. As the cost for fuels

has risen, the burden of staving off excessive energy expenditures has fallen

completely on the backs of school administrators and maintenance personnel.

Unfortunately, the technical expertise and authority necessary to implement even

simple energy conservation measures is often beyond local district means. Irthe

detailed technical knowledge had been imparted tobdistrict personnel along with a

statewide mandate to undertake active energy management in schools, the districts

amay have been more responsive in developing energy conservation plans. SED has

failed to provide its school administrators and school maintenance personnel with

Vie instructional materials necessary for i proving energy conservation at the

local building operations level.

Those districts which have a sophisticated system for writing grant

,prOposals have had an advantage in receiving federal monies. *Due to the com-

petitive nature of the Schools and Hospitals Program, many school districts

failed:to receive assistance and therefore, any conservation effort would have to

be financed solely through local revenues. Unfortunately, energy conservation

requires capital, outlays which, in turn, require voter approval. Passing school

budgets with theSe additional costs is-not easy.

Finally, efforts to collect, and analyze energy-related data from the

local school districts have been inadequate. The types of data collecLd are.ncit

conducive to easy analysis and, once gathered, the data has remained for years in

handwritten tables instead of being transcribed into computer-readable form for

easy access and use. No atteir has been made to ensure that the files are

complete for each district. Any attempt at the State level to formulate policy

decisions using the existing energy data files in SED would be very cumbersome.

This partially explains why SED's claims of energy conservation progress are not

presented with statistically reliable supporting evidencli. This lack of sup-

porting evidence was one of the principal reasons that the Task Force undertook

its comprehensive statistical analysis of school, energy data. The results,

detailed in the next chapter, were surprising.
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"C": TASK FORCE ASSIGNS A LOWER GRADE

CONSERVATION EFFORT: STUDY FINDS LESS SUCCESS THAN STATE CLAIMS

How much energy did New York schools save between 1972-73 and 1978-79?

Unlike the i5.2 percent purported by the State Education Department (SED), the

Task Force's preliminary findings disclosed only an 18.9 percent reduction. The

Task Force calculation, which* was one-fourth less than the total amount of

reduction claimed by SED, presented a discrepancy sizable enough to warrant

further and more finite examination of New York schools' responsiveness to energy

conservation.

The following portion of this chapter briefly describes the statistical

procedure* involved in the overall process of deriving accurate energy

information regarding the schools' response to the demand for energy

conservation. More importantly, it provides statewide, aggregate figures for

energy consumption, energy costs and cost avoidance. The second part of the

chapter describes what trends occurred at the school district level. The

analysis also examines consumptions trends within certain types of school

districts. This section also provides important information about energy con-

sumption which, to date, has not been thoroughly examined.

Purpose of the Task Force Study

The Task Force initiated this study to assess the effectiveness of pub-

lic primary and secondary schools in New York State in conserving energy. The

evaluation involved a systematic add comprehensive statistical analysis of the

.actual amounts of energy consumed between 1972-73 anA 1978-79. This aspect of

the study was an attempt to verify the State's unsupported energy conservation

claims and to statistically amine the energy-related data in more detail. In

particular, the Task Force fo used on:

41 !

statewide energy sumption trends;
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statewide energy cost trends in relation to school district
general fund expenditures (money spent on total educational
costs) and operations and maintenance budgets;

cost avoidance realized through energy conservation;

the effects on district energy use resulting from switching from
one primary fuel source to another;

any relationship 'existing between selected school district
characteristics and energy 'conservation efforts, including:

.upstate/downstate differences;

.rural/urban distinctions;

.wealth of the district based pn full property valuation,
gross incomeandtaxrate assessment;

.size of the district based on enrollment; and

the impact of school closings on district energy consumption
levels; and

differences exhibited between sohool districts which have
received federal Schools and Hospitals Energy Conservation
Program grants and those that have not.

Before the findings in each of these areas are discussed, a short description of

the preparation of the comprehensive energy file is necessary-

School Energy Data Preparation

In an effort to construct a more accurate representation of the energy

situation in New York's schools, a complete set of energy consumption figures for

public primary and secondary schools from 1972-73 until 1978-79 (the latest

available at that time) was requested from SED., The information was provided in

the form of a handwritten table (see Appendix Table A-1) for each of the 721

school districts for which the Department had data. Sire the information was

not available on'computer tape, the Task Force initially coded and filed all

energy data received. Any district that had either incomplete or inconsistent

energy data for the seven -year, period. was contacted to obtain the missing figureS

or to correct erroneous numbers:~ Districts that could not provide this requested

,information were deleted from the data set.

The energy data file was then -compared with a directory of school

districts as listed in the SED Code Manual for Public School District's: New York

State 1978-79. Out of the 736 school districts listed, 15 districts had no
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energy information and 20 had ,incomplete data. This left 701 school districts

with complete energy.consumption data.

SED supplied computer tapes containing annual data for 197'2-73 through

1978-79 for each school district, including:

total general fund expenditures (total school district budget);

total operations and maintenance budgets;

wealth, as measured by full property valuation, gross district
income and tax rate;` and

active enrollment.

The Task Force energy consumption file for all 701 school districts was compared

to'this SED ,file. Any district having a complete energy file, but not having a

complete SED finance and enrollment file, Was deleted. This process removed 14

more districts, leaving a total of 687 with a complete file.

The data base for these 687 districts was expanded to include the

remainder of the variables necessary to complete the analysis of each district's

energy record.

Heating Degree Days.--To accurately compare yearly fuel usage
Arigures, the raw consumption:: data must be adjusted to reflect
variations in weather. SED attemptedto accomplish this by using
one single statewide annual heating degree day figure. The Task
Force employed a far more sensitive method taking into account
the weather differences among regions in the State. Weather
reporting stations with an overall variation of less than five
percent in the number of heating degree days were elusteod into
the 13 regions shown in Figure 10. The school districtslO-eated.
within each region were assigned the average annual .heating
degree day figures from that respective reporting station for
each year between 1972-73.and 1978-79 (see Appendix Table A-2).

A

*SchooleClosings.--The' number of school closings for each,district
between,1972-73 and 1978-79 was obtained fromSED.

Urban/Rural Classification.-- Districts were classified as urban
if they were located in a Staridard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA) or as rural if they, were not.

Upstate/Downstate D ies g3 fi.on. -- Districts were also designated` as

downstate if they were located in New York City or in Nassau,
Suffolk, Westchester or Rockland Counties. All other districts
were designated as upstate.

11/4;74
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FIGURE 10

NYS Heating Degree Day Regions
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Schools and Hospitals Program.--The State Energy Office (SEO)
provided data identifying school districts which applied for and .

received grants in the firit two rounds offunding,in 1979-80
and 1980-81 respectively:

The 687 public elementary and secondary school districts included in

the 'study comprised 93.1 percent of the 736 districts existing id 1978-79.

However, because most of the deleted districts were small, the data base actually.

covered 98.3 percent of the .statewide school districts' total general fund and

98.7 percent of the total State enrollment. Therefore) approximately 98 percent

of New York State's school energy consumption was included in the Task Force

analysis

Once the comprehensive -energy file was compiled, the Statistical

Package-for lice Social Sciences (SPSS) compdter program was used to analyze the

data. Due to the large nuMbeiof variables used, as well as the large size of

many,-of the numbers, t ere was some rounding errog,iin_the storage and

ManipulatioW the data. However, this did noi signihcattly affect the numbers
,

or statistics generated i this study because the rounding off was- limited to the
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statistically insignificant last digits of any number. The findings' of the

'analysis are presented in the remainder of this chapter:

ENERGY CONSUMPTION: A STATE,WIDE\PATTERN EMERGES di'

Calculating Statewide Energy Consusiption

The procedures required in collating, coding, key putiching and

analyzing the statewide raw energy consumption information provided by SED proved
4

to be a most difficult and time-consuming process., The.conversion of this raw

energy consumption data into forms more appropriate for comparison purposes was

accomplished by:

t,
aggregating all school district raw consumption data by fuel
source for each year between 1972 -Z3 and i1978-79;

converting all: raw-consumption data (gallons, cubit feet, tons
and kilowatt hours) into a universal measure .of energy--British
Thermal Units, or Btu's;

adjusting each distticts Btu consumption data for weather
variations based upon that district's annual heating degree day
average (hdd); and

adjusting -78n variations in the size Of districts by using
`student enrollment. Unfortunately, SED. has neactual record of
building square footage which would have beep then)est measure to
use for such an adjustment.

Raw Cons tion Data

abie,13. shows aggregated figures for New Yo k schools' total energy

consumption, byoenergy souree, between 1972-73 and 1978-79: Especially relevant

here are tie columns indicating percentage changes in consumption between years.

Note the following.

Between 1972-73 and 1978-79, 'coal consumption dropped 28.7
percent while ,total oil averaged a 21.5 percent reduction.

Electricity actually"increased by 6.-9 per6ent.

In the initial ^ year of the Arab oil embakto, crisis, 1973-74,
fuel-eonsumption in all fuel sources dropped dramatically (first
column under Amount Conserved in fable 13). Then, however, fuel
consumption in #2 oil and electricity actually increased from
their 197 -74 lows (second column under Amount Conserved in Table
13).
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TABLE 13

StateW" Raw Energy ConsumptiOn Totals by Energy Source:
197-2-73 through 1978 -79 .

N. 1972- 1973-
'. 1973 1974

02 oil ,

(millions
of gallonsj .37 32

04 oil

4 imillions
of gallons) 94 73

66 oil
(millions
of gallons) 48 39

Total Oil
(millions
of gallons) 179 144

Natural Gas

.....r (millions of
cubic feet) 8,53.1 7,860

p

Coal
(thousands'
of tons) 124 109

Electricity
(millions
of kvh's) 1,806 1,737

e1974-

1975

1975-
1976

1976-

1977

1977-

1978
1978 -

1979

Amount Conserved*

1972-73' 1973-74 1972-73
1973-74 1978-79 1978-79

35 36 41 38 36 14.8 -11.5 5.0

74 70 79 76 69 21.9 5.0 25.7

40 37 41 39 36 20.0 6.8 25.5

149

-

143 161 153, 141 19.9 1.9 21.5,

7,862 7,731 7,497 7,190 7,460 , 7.9 5.1 12.6

105 95 105 98 89 12.6 18.5 28.7

1,749 1,843 1,01 1,859 1,929 3.8 -11.1 -6.9

*Percentages calculated using the actuarnuobers, not rounded off (see Appendix Table A-3).

The ceduction in fuel oil and natural gas consumption after'
1973-74 reflects very small percentages. This could mean that
once the shock of the' energy crisis had abated, many schools
returned to past energy consumption practices.

Cohverting Raw Consumption to Btu Consumption

1LPThe conversion, of raw fuel data into Btu cons tion ada a new

dimension to theeanalysis of the energy infOimation. Regardless of the number of

fuel sources Used, total energy consumption in Btu's can be calculated. on h

statewide basis. Table 14 representS' the new .fuel figures converted into Btu's

by fuel source and by statewide total's. (Appendix Table A-4 presents the

conversion factors used.) Note also in Table 14 that percentage changes for

each fuel source remain identical to those in Table 13. Figure 11 shows how the

consumption for each fuel source has changed from 1972-73 to 1978-79. .

Instead of the 20.9 percent decline in actual consumption indicated by

SED figures, the Tas0Force study discovered only a (162 percent ,reduction in .

energy usage over these seven. years. Even more importantly, virtually all of

that savings came in 1973-74 during toe oil embargo'. Since that time a reduction

of only 1.8 percent was found.
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TABLE 14

Statewide Btu Consumption Totals by Energy Source:
1972-73 through 1978-79
(millions of MBtu's)

1972-

1973
1973-

1974

1974-

1975
1975-
1976

1976-

1977

1977-
1978

1978-

1979

Amount Conserved**

1972-73 1973-74 1972-73
1973-74 1978-79 1978-79

#2 oil 5.2 4.4 4.9 4.9 5.6 5.3 4.9 14.8 -11.5 5.0

#4 oil 13.2 10.3 10.4 9.9 11.2 10.7 9.8 21.9 5.0 25.7

#6 oil 7.3 5.8 6.0 5.6 6.1 5.8 5.4/ 20.0= 6,8 25.5

Total. Oil* 25.6 20.5 21.3 20.4 23.0 21.8 20.1 19.9 1.9 21.5

Natural Gas 8.7 8.1 8.1 7.9 7.7 7.4 7.6 7.9 5.1 12.6

Coal 3.2 2.8 2.7 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.2 12.6 18.5 28.7

Electricity 6.2 5.9 6.0 6.3 6.5 6.3 6.6 3.8 -11.1 -6.9

TOTAL*
STATEWIDE 43.7 37.3 38.0 37.0 39.8 38.0 36.6 14.7 Le 16.2

*May not add due to rounding off of numbers

**Percentages calculated using the actual numbers not rounded off (see AppendixbTable A-5).
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FIGURE 11

Energy Consumption in NYS Schools by Energy Type:
1972-73 through 1978-79
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Consumption Adjusted for Weather Variations

Weather conditions vary significantly both from one year to the next

°and from one part of the State to another. By dividing a district's annual

consumption figure by the number of heating degree daysmeasUrect.for each year,

these weather variations can be taken into account. When the Btu consumption

figures are adjusted for weather variations between Years and between districts,

the actual energy reduction for the State'S schoOls appears better. Figure 12

graphically portrays this reduction- and shows that an 18.9 percent overall

reduction was experienced since 1972-73. However, this 18.9 percent figure does

not come close to the 25.2 percent conservation figure presented by SED.

Consumption Adjusted for Weather and Enrollment
IMP

In addition to weather variation, the amount of space that a school

district must heat and light varies from year to year. To make each district's

consumption record Comparable, school district population changes were factored

into the district's energy consumption equation. Because a central record of

actual square footage data for each district does not exist, the Task Force used

FIGURE 12

Consumption Adjusted for Weather
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enrollment as a rough measure of variations in district size. This is an

appropriate measure since SED also calculates square footage estimates based on

an entoIlment formula. (A comparison of SED and Task Force enrollment figures is

seen in Appendix Table A-6.) Unfortunately, using enrollment to adjust for size

in place of actual square fo.otage figures can, be misleading. A declining student

enrollment may result in school closures, -yet many of these buildings continue to:

be minimally heated to prevent damage due to freezing. However, until SED has a

more accurate square footage figure for the State's school buildings, enrollment

is the only option left for estimating space to be heated.

An example of the discouraging information generated from the Task

Force analysis is illustraiedin Figure 13. This giaph represents the total

`statewide Btu coAumption adjusted for weather variations on a per pupil basis.

While total fuel consumption may have decreased by 16.2 percent between 1972-73

and 1978-79, on a per pupil basis adjusted for weather' variations that figure is

only 7.8 percent. In addition, between 1973-74 and 1978-79, that trend reversed

itself and showed an increase of 2.4 percent!

FIGURE 13

Consumption Adjusted for Weather and Enrollment
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ENERGY COSTS

Statewide energy costs

In the 1972-73 school year, the energy bill for the Staters public

schools was nearly $95 million. By 1978-79, even with a 16.2 percent reduction

in actual energy consumption, the bill totaled over $229 million, or an increase

of 141 percent. Table 15 unveils the statewide energy cost data in several ways,

while Figure 14 dramatically illustrates how costs have soared out-Of sight even

though actual consumption has fallen. When energy costs are adjusted for weath-

er variations among years, the data demonstrates that schools have experienced an

increase in costs of 133 percent during these seven years. Energy costs per

pupil rose from $27.70 in 1972-73 to $76.00 in 1978:79, a rise of 174 percent.

When these figures are compared to the Association of School Administrators'

nationwide averafes, New York's per'pupil costs are 'higher. The 1972-73 United

States average was $20.00 per student, while New York's average was $27.70. By

1977-28: the national figure was $57.00 compared to the Empire State's $60.23.

This gap in per pupil energy costs can be partially explained by the higher

TABLE 15

Total Statewide, Energy Costs*

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

Percentage Change**
1972-1973

1978-1979

Total Energy 95 138 155 165 194 189 229 141
Cost. (millions

of dollars) -

Energy Costs
per hdd

16,510 25,262 26,907. 29,413 29,965 29,423 38,525 133

($ /hdd)

Energy Costs
per student

27.70 40.84 46.19 49.44 59.33 60.23 76.00 174 -

($/student)

Energy Costs
adjusted for
hdd and enroll-
ment

0.5 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.3 167

(C /hddistudent)

The fuel cost figures used to calculate energy costs are shown in Appendix Table B-1,
**Percentage calculated using the actual numbers, not rounded off (see Appendix Table B-2).
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FIGURE 14

Cotiparison_o_f_Energy Costs and Energy Corisumption Trends
in NYS Schools: 1972-73 through ]978 -79
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heating expenses incurred by school systems located in colder climates. Perhaps
. -the most surprising information revealed in Table 15 is the per pupil cost data

adjusted for heating degree days which indicates that energy costs increased by
167 percent. The larger increases 'in the cost figures adjusted for enrollment
are due to the declining student population in New York. As previously'
discussed, enrollment data was uqed to estimate the changing school district size
because no actual square footage data was avattabie.

4

Impact of Energy Costs on Educational Budgets

The amount of money spent by 'school districts per year on total
educational costs is referred to as general fund expenditures. Within the
general fund are monies allocated for operating costs, including fuel. These

--operating_costs are referred to as operations and maintenance expenditures (O&M).
The. relationship exhibited between energy costs and school expenditures since
1972-73 has Aot been thoroughly. explored. As general fund expenditures 'continue

to rise too .little has been known afiOut the degree to which energy costs have
affec these increases. Three important question's surface.

How have energy costs affected O&M budgets?

59 I"
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What impact have energy costs had on general fund expenditures?

*HaVe O&M expenditures kept pace with general fund expenditures?

in Table 16 and Figure 15 vividly show the relationships

between energy costs, and school budgets between 1972-73 and 1978-7

also provides a basis upon which definitive answers to these three questions can

be made.'

How Have Energy Costs Affected O&M Budgets?--In 1972-73 energy costs

consumed 21.4 percent of the total of the State, public schools' O&M budgets. As

Table 16 shows, by 1978-79 energy costs absorbed 32.3 percent of the total of the

O&M budgets. Over seven years energy costs increased their portion of O&M funds

by 51 percent. This growth can be explained by the fact that energy costs rose

by -141 percent during this time, while O&M expenditures increased by only 60

percent.

What Impact Have Energy Costs Had on General Fund Expenditures?--Energy

costs represented 1.7 percent of the State's total educational expenditures for

TABLE 16

Impact of Energy bn School Budgets:
1972-73 through 1978-79

Statewide 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

Percent Increase*
1972-1973

1978-1979

Total Energy 95 138 155 165 194 189 229 141.1%

Cost (millions
of dollars)

Operations & 444 527 636 635 642 691 710 59.9%

Maintenance
(millions of
dollars)

mow

General Fund
(millions of
dollar#)

5,600 6,300 7,000 7,200 7,500 ' 7,900 8,100 44.6%

Energy Costs as
a Percent of
O&M Budgets 21.4% 26.2% 24.4% 26.0% 30.2% 27.4% 32.3% 51% 1

Energy Costs as
a Percent of
General Fund 1.7% 2.2% 2.2% 2.3% 2.6% ZX 2.8% 65%

O&M Budgets as
a Percent of
General Fund 7.9% 8.4% 9.1% 8.8% 8.6% 8.7% 8.8% 11%

*Percentages calculated using the actual numbers, not rounded off (see Appendix Table B-3).
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FIGURE 15

Comparison of the Growth.of Energy Costs, O&M Budgets and District
General Fund Expenditures Between 1972-79
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1972-73. By 1978-79, energy costs had increased their share of the general fund

to 2.8 percent, a rise -of 65 percent' over. the 1972-73 amdunt. While energy

costs soared 141 percent, general fund expenditure% increased' at a much slower

rate of 45 percent.

Have aerations and 1.1intenance E enditures Kept Pace with General

Fund Expenditures?--According to Table 16, general fund 'expenditures increased by

44.6 percent between 1972-73 and 1978-79. At the same time, O&M budgets

increased by 59.9 A3ercent. This caused that portion of the general fund

consumed by O&M budgets to jump by 11 percent, from 7.79 percent in 1972-73 to 8.8

percent in 1978;79. This further suggests that as the "pie" got larger, the

portion targeted toward O&M budgets increased at a proportionately higher rate

than funds for educational programs.

The Impact of Energy Costs on Educational Budgets--An Answer.--The an-

swers to the preceding questions have confirmed that energy costs escalated at a
,

'much faster pace than either O&M or general fund expenditures. Undoubtedly,

energy costs have eaten away at portions of O&M'and general fund expenditures not

traditionally allocated for paying energy bills. Apparently, internal spending
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patterns within school districts have had to change in order to compensate for

increased energy costs What operational or maintenance projects are left

unaccomplished in order to fund this increase in energy costs? To what degree

have other educational programs and services been sacrificed? Unfortunately,

'these questions cannot be answered by the available data. However, the....1.71-71..,
expenditure trends outlined leave little doubt that energy costs are affecting

educational budgets adversely by diverting funds away from instructional Services

and programs.

COST AVOIDANCE

_/r-
-School districts which conserved energy between 1972-73 and 1978-79

were able,'in most cases, to realize a cost savings over what they would have

spent if consumption had reimained at 1972-73 levels. This savings is referred to

as cost avoidance. Districts which consumed more energy in 1978-79 than in

1972-73, however, usually experienced a negative cost avoidance referred to here

as overspending. For the school year 1978-79, the State's schools could claim an

energy cost avoidan e of $16.5 million, the difference between the total saved

and the total over ent. Table 17 outlines the statewide cost avoidance figures

for 1978-79. (Appendix Table C-1 presents the formula use for calculating cost

avoidance.)

A total of 487 or 71 percent of the State's school districts

experienced a cost avoidance totaling $33.6 million. Put another way, ifthese

districts had consumed energy at their 1972-73 rates, New York's energy bill

would have increased by $33.6 million. That would have meant a'total of- $262.6

million spent by the schools on energy rather than the $229,million actually

spent.

For those 200 school districts which increased their consumption, and

therefore overspent, it cost the State an additional $17.1 million. Had these
*

schools kept their consumption rates stable since 1972-73, the State would:have

spent $212 million on energy, rather than the $229 million it actually spe t.

Finally, by ranking all the school districts according to their c st

avoidance totals, the variance between the highest savers and the highest

Overspenders became apparent. The. district with the highest cost avoidance

experienced a $693,000 cost reduction, while the smallest amount saved was $'14".

.! .
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TALE 17

Cost.Avoidance Data for NYS: 1972-73 to 1978-79

No. of
Districts

Amount Saved (+)
or Overspent (-)

Cost Avoidance
Aw

Districts Overspending
for Energy

million

200 -$17.1 million

Total Statewide 687 $16.5 million
Cost Avoidance

Actual*1978-79 687 $229.3 million
Energy Cost

Energy Cost if all 687 $245.8 million
Districts had continued
at 1972-73 energy con-
sumption levels'

Percent Reduction in 687 6.7 percent
Cost due to Cost
Avoidance

Districts experiencing cost savings averaged169,000 in cost reduction on their
energy' bills for 1978-79.

On the other hand, for the 200 distrcts which overspent on energy, the
average additional cost per district was$ 86,000. The highest overspender
district's energy bill was $4.4 million over what it would have been at the

-1972-73 consumption level. The smallest amount overspent was $98, indicating a
wide range among overspending districts: Certainly these extreme differences in

.

cost avoidance raise serious questions as to why some districts were able to-

minimize c and why others failed to do so.

RGY CONSERVATION: PROFILINGSCHOOL^DISTRICT PROGRESS

What did energy conservation look like from the school district per-

spective? The following description highlights energy consumption, energy costs

and cost avoidance from such a perspective- ;Most importantly, not until the

statewide aggregate data was collapsed down to the school district level did
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unexpected "exceptions to the rule" emerge regarding energy conservation patterns

and assumptions.. Particularly interesting were the findings stemming from

comparisong between district cost avoidance 'and district conservation!' These

comparisons _contradicted the generally held assumption that reducing energy

consumption automatically results in _cost avoidance. An explanation of this

surprising phenomenon is also describeclei.n this portion of the chapter.

dr

Average District Energy Consumption

The average school district in New York State consumed 63,612 MBtu's in

1972-73. By 1978-79, that figure dropped to 53,295 MBtu's, representing a

decrease of 16.2 percent. However, adjusted for heating, degree days and

enrollment, the conservation record appears less successful. In 1972-3 the

average district consumed 2,241 Btu's per pupil adjusted for heating degree days,

while in 1978-79 the consumption figure was 2,066 Btu's per pupil. The

difference in per pupil consumption within this time span represents a decrease

of only 7.8 percent. One explanation for this disappointing percentage is the

decline in student enrollments faced by nearly all districts across the State.

What this means is that districts are not getting good "energy mileage" because

they continue to heat approximately the same Space for fewer and fewer students.

Average District Energy Costs

Because school districts have experienced poor "energy mileage" in,fuel

consumption, they also have not gotten their money's worth in the amount of

energy used. Table 18 reinforces, the assertion that energy costs have risen

regardless of consumption cutbacks. As a result, these accelerating costs have

engulfed _greater portions of local school budgets, rising from 1.7 percent in

1972-73 to 2.8 percent in 1978-79. Even though general funds averaged a 45.4

percent increase during these years, this does not come near' the 141.4 percent

increase in costs for-energy expended by the average district.

Conservation: Who Conserved and Who Did Not?

School district energy conservation, adjusted for weather and

enrollment, ranged from a high of .72 percent savings in one district to a low, or

overconsumption figure, of 1,469 percent in another district. This shows a

substantially wide variance in what school districti. have been able to

accomplish in the,s_even-year period examined.

What kinds of--districts were energy conservers and what kinds were
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TABLE 18

Average District Fuel Cost: 1972-73 through 1978-79

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

Percentage Change*
1972-1973

1978-1979

Cost (thousands
01#

of dollars) 138.3 201.1 225.7 240.1 281.7 275.8 333 8 141.4%

Energy Costs
per hdd ( 0 ,
($/hdd) 24.03 30.77 39.17 % 42.81 43.62 42.83 56.08 1,33.4%

Energy Costs
per student
($ /student) 33.87 48.49 56.19 63.05 75.10 77.66 97.11 186.7%

Energy Costs
adjusted for.
hdd and enroll-

s.meat
(C/hdd/student) 0.54 0.80 0.88 1.02 1.07 1.11 1.47 172,2%

General Fund

(millions of
dollars) 8.2 9.1 10.1 10.5 10 9 11.5 11:9 45 4%

Energy Cost as
a percent of

General Fund 1.7; 2.2% 2.2% 2.3% - _2.6% 2.4% 2.8% 64.7%

*Percentages calculated using the actual numbers, not rounded off (see Appendix Table D-1).

What kinds of districts were energy conservers and what kinds were
,

.

nonconservers? To answer this question,districts were ranked according to the

percentage of energy conserved between 1972-73 and 1978-79. The list of dis-

tricts, ranked from the =best conservers to the worst conservers, was then

divided into four categoriet:

high conservers, the top 25 percent of the districts;

moderate conservers, the districts falling into the 26-50 percent
group;

slow conservers, the districts in the 51-75 percent range; and

snonconservers, the districts in the bottom 25 percent of the
ranked list.

Table 19 ,compares the wealth, total energy cost, cost avoidance and enrollment of

the average district, within each of these. four groups. It also displays how

district energy costs in each category affected O&M budgets and general fund

expenditures. The table shows some interesting findings.

oWealth.--The districts with the best energy conservation records
(those in the high and moderate conserver groups) were poorer in
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TABLE 19

Average District Characteristics for the
Four Energy Conservation Groups

Average District-Values For: c.

District Characteristic
High

Conservers
Moderate

Conservers

Low Conservers*

With Without
NYC Nohconservers

Wealth--Adjusted Gross
Income (millions of

(94.4dollars) 76.7 81.6 317.2 116.6
Wealth--Full Property
',Value (millions of
dollars) 204.4 204.5 738 3 277.5 238 4

'Tax Effort--Tax Rate ' 1.65 1.64 1.70 1.69 1.71

'1978-79 Energy Cost $230,000 $228,000 $562,000 $313,000 $314,000

Cost Avoidance $83,700 $50,200 $23,900 $26,100 -$61,500

Enrollment 2,900 2,600 9,100 3,300 2,86
Increase in Energy Cost
as part of O&M Budget
1972-1979 22.5 41.9 56.3 56 6 150.2

'0

Increase in Energy Cost
as part of the General
Fund 1972-1979 30.8 50.0 71.4 69.3 182.4

\7(4wGYork City, because it is considered one school district, tends to completely dominate the
other districts in its category. TherefoEe, the results of most `analyses of any group of
districts including NYC are presented both with and without NYC included. ,

A
both measures of wealth than those with the worst energy '

conservation records (low conservers and nonconservers).

Tax Effort.--The districts in the two -categories with the best
energy conservation records had a lower tax rate than districts
in.the two worst conserving groups.'

Energy Cont.- -Total district energy costs were substantially
lower in the higher conserver districts than in the low
conserver and ndnconserver districts.

Cost Avoidance.--As expected; district cost avoidance was largest
in the high conserver group-and dropped ra'idly for districts in
the moderate and low conserver categories. Nonconserver
districts overspent an of $61,500.

Enrollment.--No clear relationship existed between a district's
energy 'conservation and enrollment size. Because conservation
was cAlculated on a per student- basis sto account for variations
in district size from year to year;- this finding was not
surprising.,,

Energy Costs as a P of O&M Budgets and General Fund Expendi-
tures.- -The most rema kable trends found in this part of the Task
Force analysis involved the growth of energy costs in comparison,
to other school, expenditures.. The last two rows of Table 19 show
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that districts in the high conserver group were most capable of
containing the growth of energy costs as a part of O&M and
general fund expenditures. The ability to minimize the impact of
escalating energy costs steadily declined from the high conserver
group to the nonconserver category. In the latter grQup,
district energy costs, as a part of O&M budgets, increased by an
extraordinary 150.2 percent. Energy costs as a component of
general fund expenditures in the nonconserver group escalated by
an unbelievable 182.4 percent over the course of seven years!

The findings from this analysis suggest many things regarding the
relationship between district charactetistics and their responsiveness and/or
ability to conserve energy. These .findings also suggest that future energy
policies and programs should look at internal patterns of behavior exhibited by

districts as they respond to energy crises.

How Did Fuel Switching Affect Conservation?

This question can be answered by carefully examining fuel consumption
between 1972-73 and 1078-79 based -on the type of fuel used as the principal_

source for energy consumption. Each 'district was identified according to the

largest fuel source used in both these school years. Table 20 shows that most

districts did not switch from one principal fuel type to another; however, those

that did svitth exhibited some-interesting results.

Most districts in the State, 475 in this study, were primary oil
users and did not switch energy sources.. Another 149 districts
remained gas' users throughout this period.

.Districts remaining primary oil or primary gas users were the
only ones showing a reduction in energy consumption adjusted for
weather and size.

Districts- switching to coal or remaining principal coal users
averaged the loWest district energy costs.

Electricity, as a principal fuel source,.produced some of the
highest average district costs,. An exception to this was the one
district which switched from electricity toil. This exception
miOt be explained by the addition of a new oil burning facility
inlhe_di§trict.

llosdi,stricts switchegl from gas td coal or from electricity to
P .coal.,

r
ACcording to the cost avoidance figures found in this study, fuel
switching did not often result in cost savings. The districts
remaining primary 'oil and primary gas users ,were the only

.district types experiencing a cost avotdance. The only
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TABLE 20

Effects Of Switching Fuefi On Energy Use and Cost: .1972 -73 through 1978-79

District Fuel
Use Pattern

Number of
Districts

Average District Value For:

Amount
Conserved
Per Pupil
(percent)

Cost
Avoidance

Total Energy
Cost in 1979

Remained Oil 475 8.7 $ 40,600 $ 325,000

Oil to Gas 18 -10.9 74,700 291,000

Oil to Coal 1 -240.2 -20,800 65,000

Oil to Electricity 11 -7.3 -2107300 422,000 ,

Remained Gas 149 10.3 30,300 357,000

Gas to Oil 4 -12.9 9,300 276,000
41g,

Gas to Electricity '5 -94.3 -902,800 1,207,000

Remained Coal 1 -50.8 23,000

Coal to Oil 1 -0.5 -14,600 36,000

Coal to Gas 1 -284.9 -101,300 161,000

Remained Electricity 19 -11.0 -15,500 204,000

Electricity to Oil 1 -24,500 522,000

Electricity to Gas -384.6 -55,900 112,000

44

TOTAL 687 7.8 24,100 334,000

exceptions to this rule were thefour districts switching from
gas to oil. All'other districts had no cost avoidance.

In summary, it appears that

to conserve energy was not successful

affected the degree to .which fuel

situation: fuel casts, supplies and

Undpubtedly, coal appeared to be the

most expenSive.

switching fuel sources as a district's way

in the time period studied. Other factors

switching improved a district's energy

Btu equivalency of the fuels involved.

least expensIlle fliel and electricity the
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Exceptions to the Rule: Explaining the Phenomena

Two unexpected findings surfaced du'ring the cost, avoidance analysis:

school districts could decrease overall energy consumption yet
experience no,cost avoidance; and

school districts .could increase overall energy consumption, on a
per pupil basis, yet experience cost avoidance.

The first of these.' situations could occur only in districts whieh

switched a large pok.ion of their energy consumption from one fuel source to a

mdch more expensive one. Oil, natural gas and coal are primary energy sources.

Each is fouhd as a natural resource and is consumed directly to .produce energy.

They are faealess expensive than electricity. Electricit is a secondary energy

source' produced from these primary fuels. Even though electricity showed the

lowest increase in price over the seven years studied, Table 21 demonstrates that

it still remained the most expensive source of energy. Therefore, any district

reducing consumption by switching a large portion of its fuel usage from a

primary energy source to electity experienced an, increase in its energy costs.

Table 22 illustrates how one of New fork's school districts experienced a cost

avoidance of $147,842 by conserving 55.2 percent of its primary fuel usage.

Yet by replacing muc of this saved energy with electricity, the district actu-
ally overspent by $96,059 even though it conserved 60,576 MBtuls. A total

Of 69 school districts in New York fell into this category.

TABLE 21

Unit Prices Of Energy By Source
($ /MBtu)

1.

Fuel
1972 -73

Price
1978-79
Price

Percent
Increase

#2 Oil 1.067 4.117 286
#4 Oil 0.773 3.468 349
#6 Oil 0.768 3.240 322
Natural Gas 1.337 3.912 193
Coal 0:531 1.496 182
Electricity 9.795 \.., 18.$69 93

O
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TABLE 22

Exception 1: Hqw One School Distr'i'ct Actually Conserved 31 Percent
of its 1972-73 Energy Consumption, Yet Overspent by $.96,059

Fuel Type

1972-73 1978-79 Amount Cost
Consumption Consumption Conserved Avoidance
(MBtu's) (MBtu's) (Percent) ($)

#2 Oil 5,797 7,911 -36.5 -8,703

#4 Oil 23,801 3,595 84.9 70,074'

#6 Oil 0 0 0 0

Natural Gas 43,209 21,105 51.2 86,47.3.

. .

Coal 0 0 0 *P. 0

TOTAL PRIMARY
ENERGY SOURCES 72,807 32,611 147,842-

"EleAricity 15,039 27,265 -243,901'
4.10Wo.""

DIJSTRICTI.

TOTAL 87,846

. 7

60,576

.

31.0 -96,059

The second surprising situation.--districts which.'did not conserve

energy yet showed a cast avoidance--was the result of.calculating energy conser-

vation" on a per pupil basis. Though the 67 districts in this category reduced

their actual Btu consumption by an average of 12 percent,, they experienced an

average decredse in enrollment of over 204percent. Therefore, energy consumption

on a per pupil basis actually increased.. Table 23 illustrates how one district

fell into this category.

The impact of price differention the overall-statewide cost avoid-
.

ance figure is shown irCjable 24. A 20 percent reduction in the uw of oil,

natural gas. and ,coal resulted in a coat .avoidance of $24.5 million..Yet. an

increase of only 6.9 percent id.electricity consumption offset this savings by $8

million. This $8 million reflects nearly on third. of the total realized cost

savings.

The unexpected findings generated by this internat analysis of school

district energy consumption data suggest that districts should be aware of the

overall impact of proposed energy conservation measures prior to their imple-
/
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TABLE 23

Exception '2.: How One School District Increased its Energy
ConsumptionPer Student, Yet Saved $157,000

MBtu Consumption Declined by

Enrollment Declined by:

Consumption Per Pupil INCREASED by:.

Cost AvOidance (savings):

9.7 percent
\
f.

20.3 percent

6.5 percent

$156,883

TABLE 24-
\

Statewide Cost Avoidance By Fuel Type

1972-73

Consumption
1978-79

Consumption
Amount

Conserved
Cost _

Avoidance
Fuel Type (MBtu's)'

,
(MBtu's.) (Percent)

.
(,$)

#2 Oil 5,185,798 4,928,393 5.02 '1.1 million

#4 Oil 13,189,310 9,794,467 25.7 11.8 million

#6 Oil 7,262;886 5,409,827 25.5 6.0 million

'Natural Gas 8,744,479 7,646,038 12.6 . 4.3 million

Coal . 3,156,457 2,249,651 28.7 1.3 million

TOTALPRIMARY
ENERGY SOURCES 37,538,915 30,028,361 20.0 24.5 million

Electricity 6,162,567 6,585,034 -6.9 -8.0 million

TOTAL STATEWIDE 43,701,482 36,613,395 16.2 16.5 million.
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mentation. Will the proposed measures actually produce consumption cutbacks?

What will the impact on energy costs be both in the short and long term? The

examples described in this section underscore the need for further examination

of the relationships between energy consumption and other school district

characteristics. Further, school district personnel need to be cognizant of what

teffects these relationships have on energy conservation efforts.

FURTHER ANALYSIS BY DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS REVEALING

Undoubtedly, the aggregated statewide data and school district profiles

clarify the impact of energy costs on the State's schools and further confirm how

the State has responded, as a whole, to, the energy situation. These data also

raise other pertinent questions regarding internal energy conservation patterns.

Has a district's location in the State, either upstate or down-
. state, influenced its energy conservation record?

Have there been differences in the responsiveness between rural
and urban school'districts?

Has the wealth of a school district affected energy reduction?

Has a school district's size been a contributing factor in the
reduction of energy consumption?

Do the districts with the best energy conservation records also
have the highest number of school closings?

The following sections address these questions-, extracting. from the data infor-

'mation which best answers each question.
Q

Has an Upstate/Downstate Location Influenced
a, District's Energy Conservation Record?

School district energy consumption was analyzed.using an upstate/down-

state differentiation. Downstate districts were located in 'New York City and

Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester and Rockland Counties. All other districts were

classified as upstate. Table 25 displays enerky data based upon the district's

locale. '.1.1ultfigures indicate that on a per pupil basis, without the New York

City school district, energy, conservation has been more effective downstate.

Downstate districts also had a higher cost avoidance and a lower per pupil energy

cost. However, average district energy expenditures also were higher for down-
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TABLE 25

Upstate/Downstate Energy Differences
1972-73 to 1978-79*

District tr

Downstate

Characteristics Upstate With NYC Without NYC

Number pf Districts 521 166 165

Percent .Reduction
in Consumption

(per.pupil/hdd) 8.8% 7.1% 11.1%

tiCost Avoidance
(million of dollars) 4.7 11.8 12.2

Average District
Energy Costs: 1978-79
(thousands of dollars) 245 613 355

Energy Cost per
Student ($/student) 98.55' 59.08 80.78

,

Increase in Energy
CdSts as a Part of &M
Budgets: 1972-79 55.9% -- 4676%'- 48.6%

Lacreasein-Eneigy
Costs as a Part of
General Fund:,-, 1972-79 64.0% 66.7% 50.0%

*More detail concerning upstate/downstate- district energy use is proNlided in
Appendix Table D-2.

state districts. Upstate districts were less able to contain the growth of

energy costs as,part of their MeMsand general fund expenditures than were down-

state districts without New York City included.

Some of this can be explained,by the information in Table 26. Upstate_

and downstate districts here were analyzed based upon three other factors:

wealth, size and the fiscal eff,rt exerted-by. local districts directed toward
supporting education. This table shows the following.

so.

A larger number of upstate districts were in the poorest cate-
gories of:''we'alth measured%by property valuation and income. The
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TABLE 26

Upstate/Downstate District
Wealth, Size and Tax Effort Characeristics

*is

Upstate

Percent of
Upstate

District No. of Districts
Characteristics Districts in Category

Downstate

Percent of
Downstate

No. of Districts
Districts- in Category

Wealth (full property
valuation)

Districts in poorest 25% 169 32% 3 2%
Districts, in wealthiest 25% 69 13% 103 62%

Wealth (total gross income)
Districts in poorest 25% 160 31% 12 7%
Districts in wealthiest 25% 78 -15% -94 57%

Size -(.enrollment)

Districts in smallest 25% 152 29% 20 12%
Districts in largest 25% 96 18% 77 46%

Size (general fund)
Districts in smallest 25% 158 30% 14 8%
Districts in largest 25% 76

Tax Effort (tax rate)

15% 96 58%

et.

Districts. in lowest 25% 154 30% 17

Districts in highest 25% 41 8% 131 79%

reverse was true for downstate districts, which were more fre-
quently included in the higher wealth categories.

Upstate school districts were smaller in size, as cam be seen by
the proportionately higher number of districts found in the lower
25 percent categories of population size and general fund expen-
ditirres.

Districts .contributing the greatest tax effort ....in support of
education were found more frequently downstate. Conversely,
districts showing the least effort were located more often in
upstate areas.

When these .factors were _combined with the differences in

consumption and costs found in Table 25, :several new facts became apprent.

*Downstate districts, the wealthier and larger in the State, spent
less per student on energy. In addition, heating degree days
were fewer and therefore, heating requirements less.
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*Upstate districts, often the poorest and smallest in pupil' size,
spent ,proportionately more on energy and had fewer dollars to do
so. Districts in upstate New York also'had the_severist winter
temperatures and therefore more heating degree days. As a

result, heating expenses would be higher than downstate.

*Between 1972-73 and 1978-79, energy costs upstate consumed
greater portions of both general fund expenditures and operations
and maintenance expenditures than they did downstate. While
energy costs rose throughout the State during .this period,
upstate districts could not adjust their budgets as readily to'
this increase as could' downstate districts.

Have There Been Differences in the Responsiveness
Between Rural and Urban School Districts?

According to the data base, 296 districts were classified as rural (43

percent) and 391 districts were urban (57 percent). Table 27. divulges how energy

differences occurred by rural and urban classifications. It indicates that=rural

districts were less effective than urban districts in conserving energy._since

1972-73. Even without New -York City data, urban schools accomplished more in

reducing consumption and_the costs associated with energy.

Li

TABLE 27

RuraltUrban Energy Differences*

District
Characteristics Rural

--Urban

With NYC Without NYC

Number of Districts;

Percent Reduction in
Consumption

391 390

(per pupil/hdd) 5 .7% 8.2% %

overspent by
, .

saved -- sa ed
Cost Avoidance $1.4 million__ $17.9 million .$18.3 illion

Average District
N

Energy Cost $167,000. $460,000 $350000

*pore detail concerning-rural/urban district energy use is provided in
Appendix Table'D-3.
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Other peripheral fadtors, shown in Table, 28, may be associated with a
1

rural district's inability to react more aggressively toward energy conservation.

Rural districts were found.more frequently the lower 25 percent of districts

ranked by wealth. Based on gross income, 77 percent of the poorest districts

were rural. Seventy-five percent of the districts in the lowest full value

-groups were rural. This percentage changes to 60 percent when groups were ranked

and clustered around tax rate effort-, thereby indicating that rural school

districts could not rely as heavily upon Jocal tax revenues for support as urban

districts. Eighty-nine percent of the highest tax rate districts were in urban

areas. Finally, on the average, rural districts had fewer students and smaller

general funds, required more trenspn-itation services, and were located in the

colder climate regions of the State. These factors may also affect the degree to

which energy reduction can occur.

TABLE 28

Rural/Urban District Wealth, Size and Tax Effort Characteristics

District
Characteristics

Rural

Percent of
No. of Districts
Districts in Category

Urban

Percent of
No. of Districts
Districts in category

Wealth (full property
valuation)

District's in poorest 25% 129

Districts in wealthiest 25% 14

75%
8%

Wealth (total gross income)
Districts in poorest 25% 133 77%
Districts in wealthiest 25% 13 8%

ee.
Size (enrollment)
Districts in-smallest 25% 123 72%
Districts in largest 25% 24 14%

Size (general fund)
Districts in smallest 25% 128

Districts in largest 25% 15

TaxEffort (tax rate)
Districts in lowest 25% 102

Districts in highest 25% # 19.

76

74%
9%

.60%

(

43 25%
'158 92%

39 23%
159 92%

49 28%
149 86%

44
157

26%
91%

69 40%
153 89%



Has the Wealth of a.School District Affected Energy Conservation?

For purposes of this analysis, all school district wealth data was

collected from SED. Wealth was measured using three criteria:

total full property valuation of;a district;

total gross income of a district; and

the tax rate assessment level for local school district contri-
butions.

All school districts were ranked in order from the lowest to the highest pccord-

ing to these three factors Districts t.hen,,were clustered into four groups, each

representing 25 percent of the total number. The lowest ranking group was

classified as the poore -while districts in the highest finkiiiigibilpS were

classified as the wealth est. Tabf6s 29, 30 and 31 describe how each of these

groups fared in their c nservation efforts. The data indicate the following.

The wealthier districts had larger student enrollments,
consumed the largest proportion of the.State's energy resource
base, and experienced the highest percentage in student popula-
tion decline. However, one exception to this was seen in popula-
tion decline and wealth as measured by tax rate. Here, the

percentage in student population decline was nearly equal in all
four groups.

Based on property values, district wealth -did not affect the
degree of energy conserved per pupil by districts in Groups 1,3
and 4 (without NYC). Group 2 and New York City showed substan-
tially smaller conservation efforts.

Income also did not significantly affect the conservation efforts
achieved by districts in Groups 1, 3 and 4 (without NYC). Only
those districts in Group 2 showed a considerably poorer record,
achieving only a 6.5 percent energy reduction compared to a high,
of 12.2 percent in Group 1.

t

The higher the tax.rate group, the greater the percentage that
vas realized in energy consumption reduction

Groups 1 and 2, the two lowest in wealth, differed in their
cost avoidance according to the criteria used to determine
wealth. Group 1 showed cost avoidance except when groups were
clustered by tax rates. Group 2 also experienced cost avoidance,
but only when clustered according to tax rate criteria. Groups 3
and 4 experienced cost avoidance regardless of the wealth measure
used.
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TABLE 29

Differences in Energy Use by Wealth Groups Based on
Total Assessed Property Value*

A

Energy Statewide Group 1 GrOup 2 Group 3
Characteristics (lowest).'-

Group 4 (highest)

NYC Other Total Group
4

/Btu
Consumption
1972-73

(millions)

Conservation
Adjusted fer
En'rollment and
Weather

Active Enroll-
ment 1972=73
(millions)

Percent Decline in
Enrollment
1972-79

Cost Avoidance
' (millions of

dollars)

43.7 2.3 4.2 7.3

7.8%' 12.6% 5.5% 10.1%

3.4 0.1 0.3

12.0% 7.7%

16.5 1.0

0.5

9.8% 10.3%

-2.4 3.3

8.8 21.1 29.9

0.9% 10.2% 7.4%

1.1 1.4 2.5

11.2%

-0.4

14.1% 12.8%

15.0 14.7

*ActuU numbers can beelfound in Appendix Table D-4.

TABLE 30

Differences in Energy Use By Wealth Groups Based on
Total Gross Income*

Energy Statewide Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Characteristics (lowest)

Group 4 (highest)

NYC Other Total Group
4

Total MBtu

Consumption
1972-73
(millions) 43.7 1.9 4.2 7.4 8.8 21.4 30.2

Conservation
Adjusted for
Enrollment and
Weather 7.8% 12.2% , 6.5% 9.0% 0.8% 10.5% 7.6%

Active Enrollment
1972-73

(millions) 3.4 0.1 0.3 0.5 1.1 1,4 2:5

Percent Decline
41in Enrollment

-
----1-972=7T------- 12.0% 7.6% 8.6% 10.6i 11.2% 14.1% 12.9%

Cost Avoidance
(millions of
dollars) 16.5 0.8 -2.1 2.0 -0.4 16.3 15.9

*Actual mumbers can be found in Appendix Table D -5.
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TABLE 31

Differences in Energy Use by Wealth Groups Based on Tax Rate*

Energy Statewide Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Characteristics (lowest)

Group 4 (highest)

NYC Other Total Group
4

Total atu
Consumption
1972-73

(millions) 43.7 4.4 6.6

Conservation
Adjusted for
Enrollment and
Weather 7.8% 3.8% 8.8% 11.0%

Active Enrollment
1972-73

(millions) 3.4 0.3 0.4 0.7

Percent Decline
An Enrollment
1972-1979 12.0% 11.61A, 12.3% 12.2%

Cost Avoidance
(millions of
dollars) 16.5 -2.1 3.1 4.3

8.8 13.1 21.9

0.8% 11.1% 6.9%

1.1 0.9 2.0

11.2% 12.8% 11.9%

-0.4 11.5 1112

*Actual numbers can he found in Appendix Table D-6.

These findings suggest that, depending upon the criteria used to.

measure the wealth of a school district, energy conservation achievement can

fluctuate from exemplary to disappointing. Several trends did appear which need

further attention. 'Wealthier districts were bigger, used larger amounts of.

energy and were the hardest hit in enrollment declines. Because of these cir-

cumstances, those districts may need to be treated differently in terms of how

they can best respond to energy conservation in the future.

Hasa School District's Seize Affec)ed its Energy Conservation Responsiveness?

School population size is an important factor in determining the

effectiveness of school district energy conservation initiatives. The figures in44

Table 32 suggest that the bigger the school enrollment id a district, the more

cost avoidance is attainable. This is a direct rault of larger energy costs and

larger educational budgets. The margin for savings is proportional to the size

of the district.

School population size did not appear to affect the percent of energy

savings achieved on a per pupil basis. However, when the, size of'the astrict is

.79 V
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TABLE 32

School Population Size and Energy Conservation*

Population Energy Total Cost Average District Total Energy Average District
Size Conservation Avoidance Cost Avoidance Cost 1978-79 Energy Costs

(per pupil) (millions) (millions) 1978-79 (thousands)

Siallest 10.9% S.4e0/d
$0.4

Saved
$2,300

2nd Smallest 6.2% Ovetspeht.:. Overspent
$1.7 ,$10,200

2nd,Largest

Largest 11.3%
(includes NYC)

*Actual numbers can be found in Appendix Table D-7.

$8.6 $50.1

$153.3

Saved Saved $38.9 $227.3
$2.8 $16,100

Saved Saved $155.6 $899.5
$15.1 $87,400

compared to the rage district energy costs, the percentage of per pupil_energy #

savings, in the, maller districts becomes more impressive. Districts in thet
second smallest'group not only experienced the lowest per pupil energy savings,

6.2 percent, but they also overspent op energy by $1.7 million. The data suggelt

no explanation for this pattern.

Do the Highest Energy Conservation-Districts
Also Have'the Highest Number of School Closings?

In order to answer this question, a comparison was made between thos

districts having the greatest number of school closings since 1972-73 and disk

tricts which conserved most effectively. .Table 33 displays school closings by

conservation groups. All school districts were ranked according to their energy

conservation record. Districts were then divided into four groups, each com-

prising 25 percent of the total districts; and classified from the lowest energy

conserving group (Group 1) to the highest (Group 4).

A 80 0 .1
11
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TABLE 33

School Closings and Energy Conservation:
1972-73 to 1978-79

Number of
School 'NUmbef'of
Closings per Districts
District, in Category

0

Number of Districts in:

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
(non- (low ,(moderate ' (high
conservers) conservers)' conservers) (conservers)

486

115

2 40

3

4*

22

10

5 6

6

8

V

121 127 118 . 120
?

30 26 31 *28

11 8 '8 13
,

.

4 7 5 6

3 . 2 4 1

1 - 1 2

1 0 1 .0

2.

1 6 o

0 0
i

1' 0

0' 0 1 0

.'0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0 0 1

o

4L.
As expected, districts with the highest number` of school Closings were

located in the highest conserving groups,. 3 and 4. Beginning with the line

indicating a district had closed five facilities and moving downward toward the

line indicating 16 closings, note how the district location moves toward the

right, or' toward the higheA energy conserving group, number 4. School closings

have made a definite difference in the results o f' conservation efforts by dis-

A

tricts.

.00
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SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS PROGRAM: WHERE HAS ALL THE MONEY GONE?

FA. school years J979-80 and 1980-81, New YOrk State .received and

distributed to public K-12 schools $4.8 million in. federal Schools and Hospitals

Program monies for the first two rounds of funding: How were these monies

. distributed? What kinds of school districts received money?

How Were the Schools and-Hospitals Monies Distributed?

To determine' how these funds were dissemi4ated, Table-14 was construc-

ted. The table shows the number of districts which received monies in the two

funding cycles, and low much they received. Of-the 687 school districts involved

in the study, 291 (42- percent) applied for Schools and Hospitals Progr m grants.

Of these, 188, or 27.4 percent of all districts, received some form of rending.

The average amount of money distributed to districts which applied for -and'

received monies only in the second round of funding was' considerably less (ap-'

proximately $10,000 lets) than those districts applying for and receiving .funds

only in round one.

E

.What Kinds of School Districts Received Money?

Table 35 compares various energy use characteristics for the average

district in each of the nine funding categories. (Category 9 consisted of a

single 'district and.is not included in the basic trends discussed below). 'The.

most interesting points displayed in the table are that:the 395 districts which

'applied for neither round of funding and received no monies (Category 1):'

had the second smallest cost avoidance per school district;

directed the highest percentages of their O&M and general fund
budgets toward energy; and

had among the largest increases in that portion of their budgets
allodated toward energy costs.

These were districts that shouldieve taken part in the Schools and Hospitals

Program, yet failed to do-so. No other clear trends were apparent from the data

in this table..
1

Table 36 illustrates how conservation groups fared regariling Schools

and Hospitals monies. As before, districts were ranked according to their energy
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'TABLE 34

Distribution of Schools and Hospitals Funds
for. Cycles I and II: 1979 -1981

Type of
District

Number of
Districts'

Total Funds
Received ($)

Average Received
per District ($)

Category 1
Applied: neither 395 0 0.
Received no funding

'Category 2'

Applied: 1st, round 60 1,429,143 23,8'19
Received, funding

.4C-ategoky 3 '

Applied: 1st 'Oundl, -54 ,0
A'Received no funding'

.17

,.

"Category', 4
;

..

" . . :I, Applied` -2nd round. -,' 66' .883,428' .13 ,,3853 ,.- 1. ..., .- Received .fundin ',.,,

.,L

. ,
..

Category .5

Applied: '2nd round . . 27 0 .40
.

Received no funding
, .

. .

Category 6
Applied: both
Received funding,

for one

Category 7
Applied:A:loth

Received funding
for both.

(inclgdes NYC)

Category 8
Applied: both
Receiyed no funding

Category 9
.:Applied: neither
Receivedjunding

51 1;146,331

V

0

22,477

.10 1958,073 95,807

23,

1

'0 0

12,904,
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TABLE 35

A

Average District Energy_Characteristici for the SchOoleand Hospitals Groups*

t

Type of
District

Cost
Avoidance

Amount (thousands
Codserved of dollirs)

Sacco Cost
as a part of
Qin Budget
1973-79

Increase in
Energy Costs
as a part of
0821 Budget

1972-79

Energy Cost
as a part of
General Fund

1978-79

Increase in
Energy Costs
as a part of
General Fund

1972-79

Category 1
Applied neither
Received no funding

Category 2
Applied 1st round
Received funding

Category 3,
Applied lit ioudd
Received no pading".

-Cat:gory 4 '

Applied' 2nd round
Received funding

Category $
Applied: And round
Received no funding

Categoi:y 6

Applied, both
Received fpnding

for one

Category 7
Applied: both
Received funding

for both

(includes $TC)

Category 8

Applied: both
Received no fundidg

Category 9
Applied: neither

-Received fundin;

. ,

9.0% 10 7 41 1%

9.4% 53.0

4.9%

58.7%
,

35.8% 1%

18 0 -35 6%

23.6 32.2%

0%.

'42%

14 0% 4'7.5 "33 0% 54.4%

15.6%

1 8%

63 7 ' 32,3%
0

.

-4d 5 22.0 %

40.4%

,r.

48.6%

6.5% 95.0 1. 55.6%

-19.3% -15.1 49.4% 197.6%

3 7% 68.2%

3.2%

1 7% 41.2%

As

3.2% 60 in

4 1%-
k,

241.7%

'*Yore detail relating to the Schools and Hospitals Pr6gram and district energy use can be 'found in
Appendix Table D-8

TABLE 36

Distribution of Schools and Hospitals Program Funds
by Conservation Group

Group Ranking

'Number'of
Distripps
Receiving

Funds

Percent:of
Districts
Receiving

Funds

Nutbei
of Districts
Not Receiving

Perceitt

'of Distrists
Not Receiving

Funds

High Conservers

Moderate' Conservers

Low Conservers

Nonconservers

,'Total

49 26%.

38 20t

28%

26%

100%

53

48

188

';123

133'

119

124 ,

516.

24%r

26%

.23%

24%

100%'

A 4:o

84' Vii),
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conservation levels. Then the schools were clustered into four categories,: high

conservers, moderate conservers, -low conservers and nonconservers. This table

points,out that' districts were not selected -.for funding based upon any prior

record of conservation. Of the two best conseEving groups, representing

half of alE districts, 87 districts received money. MeanWhile, 101 districts 'in

.. the worst two conservation groups received funds.

Even though a district's past energy conservation performance was not

the,primary determinant in the decision to approve a district grant, Table 32

; suggeSts that a\Aistrict's wealth, size, tax effort and location may have been

important factors.
i .

oWealth.--Poor
11

districts were nearly twice as littely not to apply
for grants as were wealthy didtricts., Almost three times as many
wealthy district's applied for and'received funding. In additibn,

TABLE 37

Characteristics of Districts Receiving Schools and Hospitals Program Grants

1k

District
Characteristics

Received Funding

DISTRICTS APPLYING

FundinA-

DISTRICTS NOT APPLYING

Did Not Receive

No. of
Districts

Percent of
Districts

in

Categdry

No. of
Districts

Percedt
Districts

Category

of

in No. of
Districts

'PerCeUt of
Districtd'

in

Category

Wealth (full Property.
valuation)

Districts in poorest 25% 29 17%' . 25 14% 118 69%
Districts in wealthiest 25% 75 43% 27 16% 70-

'Wealth (total gross income)
Districts in poorest 25% 23 13% 25 15% 124 72%
DistriCts, in wealthiest 25% 76 44% 26 15% 70 41%

.Size (enrolient)
Districts in smallest 25% 24 14% 21' 12% ' 127' 14%
Districts in largest 25% 80 46%, 16% 66* 38%

Size general fund)
Districts in smallest 25% -24 14% 25 15% ' .123 .' 71%
Districts in Jargest 25% 83 48%, 24 14% 0-65 38%

Tax Effore(tax rate) .

. 0,1

Districts in lowest 25% 24 - 14%' _, 25 15%' 122 71%
Districts in highest 25%

.

63''
. .

36% 32 19% 77w 45%

Location
Upstate 127 24% 77 15% 317 61%
Downstate 60 36% 27 16% 48% .0°.

0
Location I
Rural 62 21% 46 16% 61%
Urban 125 32% 58 15% 208 58%

-

5
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while only half of the poor districts' applications were,funded,
r'aamost .75 percent of the-wealthy districts' applications were
approved.

Size.--Small districts were nearly twice as likely not to apply
for grants as were large districts. -Almost four times as'many
large districts received funding. While one-half of the small
districts .applying received funding, over- 75 percent of the
larger districts applying got money.

Tax Effort.--A much larger percentage of the lowest tax effort
group "failed to apply for grants,- While 63 districts in the
highest effort group were,funded; only 24 districts in the loWest
group received money. More than 50 percent of the lowest group's
applications' were rejected; while only one-third. 'of the highest
effort group's proposals were denied funding.

Upstate/Downstate Location.; -The only differences in'this break-
, down indicate that a greater,proportion of'upstate districts did

not .apply for funding and that a slightly, larger'proportion
,

. of. downstate aPplications were accepted.

Rural/Urban Location.--Categorizing districts in this manner
shows that rural districts were less likely to participate in the
program. Also, urban district applications were approved for
-funding more often than rural district applications.

In summary, these data describe a distribution pattern which did not

consider prior conservation efforts. Instead; the grant program elicited greater
.EF

response from, and directed more money to: the larger, wealthier and more urban

districts. Perdentagewise, more federal support also was geared toward downstate
1

districts 4han'upstategdistricts.

CONCLUSION: WHAT'DO THE FINDINGS REVEAL?

The _Wealth of information stemming from the Task Force analysis pro-

vides new insight into the level of responsiveness New York schools have achieved

in energy reduction. It,

attempted to generate new

through SED and SEO. Th7

patterns, of response. by

is important to, stress the fact that-this study has

information as wefI as to verify information available
\, 4

is exhaultive analysis has proyided an indepth look at

the t..dte's'sclit00 in their reaction to rising energy

.thain .conclusion AIawn .fr4 the findings of:this study iscosts. The
te

that 'the State' has not gived adequate' attention to. energy conservation in

schools. Not only do the findings directly challenge the official State reports
- /

outlined in the preceding chapter, but they also indirectly suggest that the
4

s

A
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State has done little to better understand the dynamics of the energy problem in
its. schools.

In order,to,drawa,caeaeer picture of what the State's schOols'have,and

41ave not, accoTplished in . energy conservation, the findings emanating from this
study should 16e laid out and.compared to the State's official claims, This

comparison is presented in the following chapter, "Piecing Together the Energy
Puzzle:" Not only does a new picture of energy conservation in schools emerge,

but'-the implications of this new picture for New York schools now and in the
future,also are addressed.

do

,,

f
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PIECING TOGETHER THE ENERGY PUZZLE
a

ti

As evidenced in the last two chapters, many revelationsand discrep-
ancies surfaced regarding the progress New York schools have achieved in energy
conservation. The Task Force analysis was able to delineate clearly what the

.Sate had and had not accomplished and, at the 'same time, to generate new in-
formation about energy consumption patterns. These are two very important
results because they present a new picture of energy conservation in schools.

In order to better understand the nature and scope of this information,

a comparison of the old and new. pictures is described here... The old represents

what was known about energy conservation trends and responses in the State's

schools prior to the Task Force study. The new represents the findings of the
Task Force analysis. Laid out in this fashion the discrepancies between the old

and the,new.are glaring. More importantly, the implications stemming from these

discrepancies provide valuable insight into what is needed to improve the State's

energy conservation record in schools: \-

GRADE INFLATION EVIDENT IN THE STATE'S REPORT CARD

How well have New York's schools conserved energy? A cursory exami-
' nation of SED's. energy progress reports and press releases indicates that the

State's schools have been highly responsive. In 1980 the Department claimed a

25.2 percent reduction in energy use between 1972-73,4nd 1978-79 and stated that
lowthe.Regents' 40 percent conservation goal would be achieved by 1984. One year

later; SED reported that energy reductions 'of 26.7 percent had occurred by

1980-81. The date or,reaching the Regents' goal was extended one year to 1985.

The reptirt card fiowthe State gves New York's schools an "A" for their efforts

in conserving energy. With, suciAan applaudable commendation, is it surprising

that 'few challenges have been made regirding 'the educational community's energy

conservation progress?

But do the State's schools deserve this commendable rating? Contra-

dictions found in the projected target dates for reaching the Re0iits' 40 percent

89'
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reduction level are puzzling. A closer examination of the limited details pre-

sented in energy conservation progress reports indicates that. nearly half of the

energy, savings were realized in the first year alone--the 1973-74 school year

,spanning the Arab oil,embargo. Since, that time, the conservation effort has been

sporadic, as seen in Figure 16, and in recent years hap yen begun to level off.

Based on the trend. established during the sevenaprs since 1973-74, the Regents'

goal will not be met by 1985. A more realistic approximation, judging from the

recent energy conservation rate of 1.5 percent fram,,1978-79 to 1980-81, is the

distant year 2000. SED's energy progress reports also:

failed to adequately adjust energy consumption data for weAther
variations (SED used one statewide heating degree day average for
all schools regardless of location or differences in the severity,
of winter conditions);

failed to adjust energy consumption data for variations in each
school district's size frbm year to year;

neglected to mentionhow their data base was adjusted to reflect
districts lacking complete energy records;

%

included Boards of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES)
energy data in their calculations, yet when SED submitted its
energy records to the Task Force, they did not include BOCES

ta
data (upon further inquiry, it was discovered that:BOCES data is
neither recorded nor stored with school district data);

failed to provide any ind4th analysis-of conservation trends by
school districts;

neglected to examine or compare conservation patterns between
various types of school districts such as urban and rural or
wealthy and'poor; 'and

omitted any discussion of the distribution formula for the

. federal Schools and Hospitals Program.

The only conclusion to be drawn regarding this fuzzy picture is that too little

attention has been directed toward better understanding energy use and conser-

vation efforts in schools. Only in times of severe crises did SED respond, and

then, only by a limiebd crisis management approach. This type of erratic
)

response has made it difficult to get a firm handle on what problems exist

regarding the ah.ility 9f schools to ease the burdens'created by energy costs

and supplies.

T ,iese apparent discrepancies' and, the lack of detail provided in SED's

repOrts raise serious doubts regarding the State's level of responsiveness to

the energy, dilemma. The contradictions evident' between public statements and in-
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FIGURE J6

, Projected Energy Conservatfon Progress: A Puzzling_ Contradiction
Between SED and Task Force Projections (1)

Board Of Regents Energy Conservation Goal

mirwL

SED ProjeCtion

-40

4

o

E Ficiu

72-73 73 -74 74-75 75'-76 75-77 77 -78
78-79 79 -80 80-81

Years

1978-79: SED claimed that
schools had reduced energy
consumption since, 1972-73

fby 25.2%.

1980-81: SED claimed that
schools had reduced energy
consumption since 1972-73
by 26.7% and projected 40%
reduction by 1985.

a

r29.7

Task Force Projection .

PROJECTED=---1985

Based upon SED's own percentages,
since 1978-79 N.Y:S. schools have
shown an annual energy conserva-
tion rate of 0.75%. Assuming that
schools continue at teat rate, a

40% reduction will not occur un-
til the ypar 2000.



ternal agency actions, coupled with the weaknesses identified in the State's

energy conservation effort as outlined in the 'second chap ter, "'A': The-Grade
Found_on the State's Report Card," suggest that the State may not deserve such.a

high-rating in its progress towards effective energy conservation. In an effort

to deteimine how inflated the "A" grade really is, the Task Force embarked on its

own comprehensive statistical analysis of ,the State's energy conservation record
using SED's data. The results were helpful in placing several of the pieces into
the energy puzzle.

4TEW PIECES.TO THE ENERGY PUZZLE, REVEAL A DIFFERENT PICTURE

The new Piece's in the energy puzzle uncovered. in the Task Force
analysis of the school energy consumption data directly challenge official State6 .

repOrts. More importadtly, these new pieces serve as the cornerstone for the

recommendations presented' in Chapter 8, "Energy Conservation: How Much Is
Enough?" "The folloWing overview presents the findings of the Task Force study
and depicts a more explicit picture of the State's energy record in schools.

." .

0

Energy Consumption

ana lysis

The statewide energy consumption trends uncovered by the Task Force
do tot match those conservation trends claimed by SED: Table38 pre-

sents a direct Izmparison between SED codsUmpti,on- figures and conservation

el aims with those generated, by the Task Forte analysis. .The actual statewide

consumption, according to SED, was cut by 20.9 percent' from .1972 -73 to 1978-79.

The Task Force found only ,16.2 percent decrease in actual energy use, with
virtually all of that reduction coming in 1973-74 due to the severe shortages
resulting from the oil embargo. During the next six yqrs, the schools conserved
,only 1.8 riercent of their actual consumption. Note that the Taskaorceis 1978-79

sactual. cons umptiOn figure.is larger than the ED number', even though the Task

Force, used only 687 scho61 districts rather than the 736 digtricts presumably

used"by SED.

The 25.2 percent reduction in energy cOns'umptioil adjusted fOr heating
degree days claimed by SED in 1978-79 is considerably higher Oan, the 180
percent conservation effort yielded in the Task` Force analysis. Again, nearly
60 percent of this decrease'in energy consumption occurred in 1973-74. These

3
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TABLE 381

Direct Comparison of,SED and Task Force Energy Consgmption and
Conservation Figures: 1972-73 through 1978-79

7

Total HBtu
Consumption

SED
Taak Force

4;41 Consump-
on Adjusted
or weather
(MBtu/hdd)

SED
Taak Force

,Total Consum-

tion'Adjusted
for Enrollment
(MBtu/student)

S'ED

Taak Force

Total Census.-

tion Adjusted
for.hdd and

'Enrollment
(Btu/hdd/
student)

SED
Task Force

1972-73 1973-74

I

1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

Conservation Claims

'1972-73 1973-74

1973-74 1978-79

" 44;

1972-73
(

1978-79

45,435,000 41,218,000 42,803,000 39,576,000 40,925,000 38,639,000 35,943,000 9.3 12.8 20.9
43,701,497 37,275,832 38,013,849 37,034,275 39,822,988 38,004,594 36,613,409 147 1 8 16.2

6,173 5,943 6,009 6,081 5,607 5,367 5,066 12.3 14 8 25.2
7,686 6,827 6,619 6,655 6,228 5,991 6,234 11 2 8.7 18.9

13.079 12.025 12.583 11.701 12 374 12.113 11 743 8.1 2 3 10.2
12.741 . 11.018 11.324 11.099 12.208 12.083 12.133 13.5 -10.1 4.8

1,950. 1,734 1,767 1,798 1,695 1,683 ",,,,CI,65t 11.1 4.6 15.1
2.241 2,018 1,972 , ,1,995 - 1,909 1,905 1 2,066 10.0 -2.4 7.8

figures, reconfirm the fact that the 8tates schools must respond, More aggres-

sively if they expect to reach the Regents' goal of a 40 percent'reduction in
o

0

energy use by 1985. Figure 17 compares SED's energy conservation trend with that

found by the Task Force.,

The amount -of energy used'per'student (thg third set of comparisons

described in Table 38) also declined during the seven-year period. SED figures

show that the actual Btu consumpt#,on per student statewide decreased 10.2 per-
,

cent, while the Task Force calculations found only a 4.8 percent reduction. An

amazing 13.5 percent was conserved in 1973-74 alone, but since that time the

amount of energy used per student actually increased by over 10.percent. As

explained in the precedingichapter_(page 56), enrollment was uatd as a measure

of the changes in school size. Though declining enrollments throughout these

years have led to school closings, care must be exercised in relating these

closings to energy savings. Many of the 'closed buildings must be minimally

heated to guard against damage due to freezing.

93
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FIGURE 17

ompailSon of SED and Task Force Energy Conservation Findings
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The final comparison contained in Table 38 looks at energy usage
adjusted for both heating degree days and enrollment, While SED's numbers
indicate a 15.1 percent reduction, the Task Force data reveal a 7.8 percent
de4ease. Since 1973-74, the energy used per pupil adjusted for heating degree

days has actually grown by 2.4.percent.

Energy Costs and Their Impact on School Budgets

Energy costs for New York schools increased by over 140 percent from0
1972-73 to 1978-79, rising from $95 million to $229 million.. Energy costs per

pupil *rose froni $27.70 to $76.00, a jump of 174 percent. The difference in the

growth rates between the statewide and the per pupil energy costs can be ex-

plained by the overall decline in New York's student enrollment during the same
period. The nation's average energy cost per pupil in 1977-78 was $57.00 com-

pared to New York's $60.23. New York schools annually experience one of the

highest energy bills of all the state school systems in the country.

p
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The total amount of money spent by school d tricts per'year on educa-
. 0

tion costs is referred to as ggheral--fund expenditures. Within the general fund

are\monies allocated for operatiOns and maintenance costs, including fuel costs,

The Task Force studied the impact of rapidly ecaloting energy costs on these

school budgets from 1972-73 to 1978779,. It found that, while energy costs'grew

by over.140 percent: 0

eft

operations and maintenance budgets grew by only 60 percent,
causing the portion of O&M budgets spent on energy costs
to increase by 52 percent; and

-sokeneral Lund expenditures rose by only 45 percent, Causing the
proportionof these funds used to pay for energy to jump'61
percent.

ig other words, because energy costs have increased'at a far greater rate than

school budgets, a larger proportion of each of

to paying for energy. These disproportionate

regarding how and where monies will originate in

expensive commodity--energy.

these budgets had to be devoted

increases raise many queStions

order to cover this increasingly

Cost Avoidance

Most school districts-which reduced energy consumption in an era of

increased energy costs realized cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is the difference

between what a school district spefit on energy in 1978-79 and what it would have

had to spend had it not reduced consumption. Although a district actually may

have spent more on energy in 1978-79, it would have sbent a much greater amount

had it not cut back from its 1972-73 consumptiohNevel.

Using 1972-73 as a base year,'New York accumulated a $16.5 million cost

avoidance in 1978-79. A total of 487, or 70 percent of the State's school

districts, experienced cost avoidance. However, the 200 school districts which

did not reduce their energy consumption spent $17 million more than if they had

simply maintained their 1972-73 consumption levels. By ranking all the school

districts according to their cost avoidance totals, the Task Force analysis

revealed that:

the district with the highest cost avoidance had a
$693,000 energy cost reduction;

districts experiencing cost avoidance averaged a

$69,000;,

95
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one district's energy bill showed an expenditure. of $4.4 million
beyond what it would have spent at the 1972-73 consumption level;

the average additional cost per, district for those districts
.which did not conserve was $86,000; and

districts primarily using fuel oil and, gas had the highest cost
avoidance.

CQnservatiod Effort by District
. -

The average.school district in New York State consumed 63,612 MBtu's in

1972-73. By 1978-79, that figure wasreddced to 53,295 MBtq's. This represents-.

a 16.2 percent reduction. Conservation ranged from a high of 72 percent in one

district to a low. ,/ or overconsumptioil rate, of 1,469 percent in another district.

By ranking districts from high to low according to their energy conservation -

achievements and comparing the characteristics of those districts with a high

conservation rate to those with a low conservation rate, some important findings

surfaced.

Districts with a high conservation rate had lower; energy costs.A

Districts with a high conservation rate managed to control the
relationship between energy costs and schoolbudgets better than
those districts 'which had a low conservation rat4Otr,or which
overconsumed.

Because a. district achieved energy conservation in one fuel
'source did not guirantee that the district experienced cost
avoidance. Energy switching often increased energy costs, par-
ticularly when schools replaced cheaper fuel sources with
electricity.

Schocil closings have decreased substantially a district's energy
consumption.

4-*

School district energy consumption and costs were analyzed further by

looking at a selected number of district characteristics. These characteristics,

including student population size, wealth as measured by gross income and full

property volues, tax rate for .:school taxes, location in the State ,(up-
-ow .

state or jownstate) and rural or urban designation, appeared to influence a

district's energy conservation record.

School population. size was an important factor in determining the°
effectiveness of'school,district energy conservation initiatives.
The larger the district the more flexibility it had in reducing
energy consumption and costs. However, on a per pupil basis,
size did not appear to affect energy conservation.
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Vealihier districts used larger amounts of energy and were the
',h,a0est hit in enrollment declines. As a single factor,
distritt wealth did not significantly affect energy conservation.

, I

Di*trictswith,high tax rates realized greater energy consumption
reductions,

Downstate-districts, the wealthier and larger in the State, spent
-less pen sfudent on energy.

-

Upstate districts, often the poorest and smallest in student
population size, spent proportionately more, on energy and had
fewer dollars to do so.e

Between 1972-73 and 197$-79,- energy costs upstate consumed
greater portions of both general fund expenditures and operations

4 sand maintenance budgets than they did downstate.

Rural districts have been less effective than urban districts in
conserving energy since 1972-73. Urban schools have accomp3.hed
more in reducing consumption and, costs associated with erer

4

Schools and-Hospitals inei Conservation Program .

For school years 1979-80 and 1980-81 New York State received and

distributed to public K-12 schools $4.8 million in federal Schools and Hospitals 0

Program monies. Combined with the local school district. match, representing the

same lenl provided by the federal program,' the State spent.$9.6n\illion in

conservation projects in schools for thefirst two funding cycles. Of the 687

school districts involved in the Task Force study, 4291 (42 percent) applied for

federal funding. Of these, 188 or 27.4 percent of all districts, received some

form of funding. For those districts receiving funding, the average grant

recipient received, $23,819 in the first round of funding and only $13,385.in

the second. More importantly, other findings from the analysis show that:

a district's energy conservation record had little to do'with its
participation in the program or receipt of federal monies;

14
based upon the wealth of a district, the poorer the district'the
less likely it was to apply for and receive grant monies;

based upon the student_population'aIze of a (1ct, small
districts were nearly twice as likely not to as

were larger districts;

based upon local tax effort, the lower a district's tax rate the
greater its chances of not applying for or receiving funds;

based upon a district's location in the State, a.greater propor-
tion of upstate districts failed to apply for funding and a
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slightly larger proportion ofdownstAte 'applicatiots 'were
proved; and

rural districts were less likely to participate in the prOgiam
than were urban districts.

The Schools and Hospitals Energy Conservation Program infu`sed energy

conservation money 'into the State's school systerd by utiliziffi a distribution

formula which apparently favored certain sectors of the educational community.

There was no evidence that the distribution was based upon a district's current

conservation need or past efforts.

The findings of the Task Force analysii reflect the two stated

purposes of this study. First; the findings do not substantiate the aggregate

energy conservation figures released by SED. Second, the findings provide

important information which describes interrial energy conservation patterns

within and among school districts in the State.

- IMPLICATIONS OF THIS.NEWPICTDRE FOR NEW YORK STATE

The new energy consumption and cost picture for New York schools

presented in this section leaves little doubt thatfmore needs.to be accomplished

in ,energy management. The energy problem will not fade away. It will continue

on its undulating course, bringing times of energy supply disruptions' and high

cost, and times of temporary relief. Regardless of the energy phase that New York

schools now find themselves in, none should assume that energy problems will

dissipate in the near future. The new picture drawn by the Task Force analysis

described areas of success and failure. Reflecting on this new energy picture

three important points cannot be overlooked.

First, and probably most important, the new picture indicates that

school budgets have not kept pace with energy costs and that energy conservation

has not been effective enough to alleviate the overwhelming fiscal burdens caused

by 'energy, costs. The impact of energy on the State's school system has been

dramatic. Oftentimes this impact has been obscured due to the magnitude and4

number .of other interrelated educational problems, such as general economic

inflation, .declini* enrollments and school budget defeats.,, Hidden' within the

myriad of these problems lies energy - -a recognized economic foe of the .State's

school system: Set apart and scrutinized singularly, energy costs have the-7-`

potential of seriously. jeopardizing. the State's ability to maintain its tradi-.

tional standards of educational excellence ill the public schools. Keeping school
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A'facilities operating in times of fuel shortages and/or escalating fuel costs'can

deteriorate,the quality.of New YorlOs'educationtal program.

Second, energy conservation is a two-pronged process. One part entails
statewide energy data coordination, especially regarding reporting and monitoring
systems. The second involves the local school district in the daily maintenance
and implementation of energy conservation measures. These two aspects of energy

conservation are seen clearly in the new picture_ depicted by the Task Force
,study.

Third, the findings provide a framework upon which further examinations

may occur and should serve as guidelines for developing successful remedial
actions which can improve the energy conservation response of schools in New York .

State.

Many successful attempts have 'been made to effectively reduce energy
consumption in schools. These attempts have tome at the State, county and focal
levels and have enjoydd varying degrees of success. The programs selected and
described in the next section reflect how school systems, once committed toward,
easing the fiscal burdens placed on them by rapidly escalating energy costs, can

experience the Satisi,faction resulting from energy conservation. These programs
a lso document how energy conservation can be achieved regardless of the level of

participation in the program--State., county or local sch8o1 district.' Finally,
these efforts further serve to..illustrate that energy conservation could be more
effective if a coordinated, multilateral approach was developed using a com-

bination of support levels, including, but not limited to State, county and local

II I

efforts.
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NATIONAL-SURVEY MEASURES STATE LEVEL 'RESRONSES

Some type of a yardstick is
necessary to'determine whether or not New

York's response to energy management.and conservation in schools compares favor-.

ably to that experienced by other states. A national survey conduCted by the New
York State Senate Task Force on Critical Problems $n July, 19'80, yields suh a
yardstick. The purpost of the surrey was to gather information relative to
educational ,energy licies and/or progtams implemented by other states. By4

analyzing the content o. the survey responses, a distinctive, composite picture
emerged. The picture d cts the degree to which ,many states have quickly
responded to the energy crisis while others have dragged 'their heels. The
composite nature of the pattern of response often, complements New York's expe-
rience. In some cases, however, .New York's progress falls `short .of the
advadtement in other states.

4
As outlined in the April/May, 1980 issue of The Energy Consumer, all 500

states have formulated various types of conservation policies and programs for
their respective school systems(1), In ordet to "gaid greateT insight into
energy conservation adaptations attempted by other state educatiqp agencies/

(SEA's), a survey letter was sent to all 49'SEA's excluding New York. Especially
important was the identification of successful programs Which had helped to
offs* the huge energy 'expenditures experienced by each stat'e's publit school!.
system. In particular, the Task Force survey letter requested the'following.

\ 'information:

documents describing state, legislation, regulations and/or
policies requiring energy conservation .programs' in .schools;

special energy conservation activities in which schotls in each
, respective state were involved; , 0

tt the cost of energy conservation activities and how they were .

, 103
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financed (local, state or federal'funds); z ,
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energy* and budgeOsry Opngs _th.at''have been as the

result of such progrtitLand.
,,...P .

. ':6..

energy curricula.." ''N4'.':
.

.

RESULTS OF tRE-SIJRVEY''
tt.

: t". ?..
,Tt.

Of the 49 states contacted in,,.110;y: 1980,,*28!. (5.7 percent) responded.

Table 39 identifies, each of the responding states band -the .information provided,
.11e.C4'' 0'.

Eleven of the states responding were contactd.Win in JInuary, 102, inn 'order
3.0

to update their progress on energy management,in',Aghools. The 11 were selected
.,sto.

baseclupon their geographical location, climate and'their initial interest, in and

adaptation toward energy conservation.in schools. An asterisk identifies, these

11 states in Table 39. The following discussion is-bpsed on the data'collected,

from the survey letter and the follow-up contact.
. °

State Agencies with Primaxy Responsibility for Energy Conservation in Schools

Twenty-seven states named particular state.igeicies which are responT

sible for energy conservation in schooli. ThiV'iincluded 12 which identified,

special units within the agencies that handletheee programs. Three states-- ,

Illinois, Indiana and Nebraska -- described state agencifis,other than the SEA which
0

were spearheading energy conservation efforts.in the IchOols./

, st

State Energy Conservation Policies andYor Legislation fOr Schobls: 1980

Eight states, including California, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota,

Nebraska, Ohio and Pennsylvania, indicated, that they had either proposed or

pending legislation affecting energy conservation in schools. In most instances

the legislation merely reaffirmed theneed for education to conserve energy (in

the form,of a public statement or in a Iegislat4ye.resolution) or. instructed the

SEA to study ways in which schools could maximtozetheir energy efficiency. Main

was one exception. .It enacted legislation and generated state reyenues for°the
-

purpose of. conserving" energy in public facilitieS, including public schools.

This program is explained in more detail later in this chapter.
:

Types of Energy Conservation Programs Available for Schools

Twenty-two states provided documents NO other,Siaterials describing the

kinds of energy conservation measures being adopted,in,the schools. Of those

responding, 13 mentioned the development and'implementation of energy education
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TABLE 39

National Survey Responses by State: ri
Energy Conervation in Schools

State Energy Conservation
Agency Locale

Energy Conservation In
Schools Legislation

Energy Conservation '

In Schools Programs
Funding Sources Statewide Energy

Data Available

Alabama

Arizona

.

Arkansas

California*

Delaware

Florida*

Hawaii Q

Idaho

Illinois*

Indiana

Kansas

Louisiana

Heine*

Massachusetts*

Michigan*

Minnesota*

.

Mississippi

Ifssouri

Nebraska

New Hampshire

New)ersey*

%
North Carolina*

a

it
Oklahoma

Pennsylvania*

South Carolina

Virginia

Washington

.

SIA**--Energy Conserve-
tion Section

SEA--Energy Educe- .

tion Bureau

) SEA--Economic, Energy

Environmental Cinserva-
Lion Education

SEA

'

SEA

SEA
..

---

SEA

-

Dept of Business i
Economic Development

k
mein. of Commerce
and SEA

SEA

SEA

SEA--School Facili-
ties

'

SEA

.

SEA--Ad Hoc Energy
education Task Force

SEA--School /atilt.
ties Operations

SEA
'

SEA

Energy Office:

Education Coordln-
atof

SEA

SEA

StA--Diviellon of
Plant Operations

Office
SLA--Inargy Assis-
tance

SEA

SEA -- Bureau of Meuse-

sent; small scale
support services

SEA

SEA - -Energy and

Facilities Services

SEA -Environmental
Education

c

.
0

.

---

-

Improved recordkeepisg
AB 1070 (1980)

---

---

'

Regional' Energy

'Education Organize-
tion

--- .

---

. .....

4

Chapter 153; 1977
Energy Conservation

. .in Buildings Act

Joint Resolution:
Energy Conservation
in Schools, 1976

---

4.

h.S.I20.711, 8164.
2. -Foal ChneervaZion

Reports by School,'

---

,

---

LI 954 (l979115f
Energy Conservation

...

---

.

...

m

Energy Conservation
, in Schools: HI 419

Sec 3301..07 (h) 1971
....

---

Energy Council MB 1861
Financing Act BB 1861

Energy Deielopmenk Act
HI 2443

.'

---

- --

---
.

"

Energy Management
Plan free to

participating schools

---
'

.

Energy education
curriculum '

---

.

Energy education
..curriculum

---

Energy education
plan

Workshops on energy

management; curriculum
materials

.

Media Self Audit
Project

Energy education
curriculum

.

EME--Energy and
Man's Environment

Energy education
curriculum, work-
shops for teachers

Statewide school
energy audits

'

Approaches to Energy
conservation

Energy education
curriculum

'Energy conservation
workshops

Energy education etudes

---

PL 95-619, Schools and
Hospitals Progias

Energy conservation
materials package

Energy education
curriculum

Energy audit state-
wide; NC SED Energy

Conservition Plan:
19)6.

PSECS Program
workbook for adminis-

trators; workbook for
teachers

Energy education
curriculum

4

---

.

..
Energy education
curriculum

Energy conservation
in school fifilitiee

---,
,

s

.

.

U.S Dept of Energy.
$70,000 (1979)

PL 95 -6I9. Schools and
Hospitals Energy Conser-.
vation Program

PL 95-619

---

--

---.

---

U S Dept. of Education
State Energy Office

--.

...

...

---4---

$60,000 in star` funds

,

$10 millionstate bond

CETA

County Extension Service

---

PL 95-619

Local revenues

PL 95-619
State Energy Office

U.S Dept. of Education .

PL 95-619

PL 95-619

PL 95-619'
CEYA

vo

---

Local revenues'

..

--- .

PL 95-619

-

---

--

.

.

ft

AP

.

1

---

---

...

".

--

--

...

---

---

_

."

--

"

...

=Z s

...

- --

...

..-

...

...

---

--.

..

.

--

*Contacted for follow-up information In January, 1982 **SEA: State Education Agency. ***No Informatj on Provided.
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curricula in existing programs:- More impoitantly, nine states have implemented

some type of energy management system for use in the schools. Included in.these

nine states are:. Alabama, Idaho, Illinois, Maine, Massachusettg, Minnesota,

North Carolina, Ohio and Virginia. All of these states have been ,financially

supported in their energy management efforts by federal funding, primarily

through the Schools and Hospitals Program-(gL 95-619).

Funding Sources for Energy Conservation Programs in Schools

When mentioned, funding sources for the majority of the states came

from the Schools and Hospitals Program. However, several states did mention

other resources. For example, Ohio used monies from the Comprehensive Education

and Training Act (CETA) for training energy auditors to work with school systems.

New Hampshire, Massachusetts, North Carolina and ,Washington received federal

'funds from the United States Department of Education's Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965,(PL 89-10, Title V, Section 505) for the "Interstate Energy

Conservation Leadership Project." A each instance, the purpose was to involve

schools in energy conservation using available funds from a variety of sources.

State monies have been used sparingly and most frequently only in the form of

matching funds for federal programs such as the Schools and Hospitals:Program.

Enftgand Budgetary Savings Accrued

In not one instance did any state responding indicate the amountsof

monies energy conservation efforts had saved the school§, nor what savings were.

projected for the future. In each instance, respondents mentioned that such dita

was not available at that time.
1

Overall Picture Presented by the Survey

Several general conclusions can be drawn from the data collected in the

initial survey.

t

Very little state legislation had been enacted or policies

formulated which directed the schools toward a goal of greater

energy effici,ehcy.

Most states appearetrto rely heavily upon funds from the federal

Schools and Hospitals Program for energy conservation efforts.

.
The development'Of energy curricula for implementation by K-12

schools has been the primary focus of many states' energy conser-

vation efforts.
'..
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The follow-up contact to the 11 selected states reinforced these

cbnclusions by providing the following'information.

Except for New Jersey, no legislation has been enacted or intro-
duced in the last two years regarding energy conservation in
schools. The New Jersey bill, if 'ereted, would-provide monies
to local districts to take care of energy and facility improve-
ments simultaneously.

States still do not have figures readily available to describe.
1statewide school energy reduction levels.

In every state contacted except Maine, state energy coordinators
felt that schools had an excellent response record to participa-
tion in the Schools and Hospitals Program. Maine's efforts had
begun prior to the federal'program and therefore fewer schools
respAded when federal monies became available.

of

EXAMPLES OF OTHER STATES' RESPONSES

From the information supplied by respondents to the Task Force survey,

and through follow-up contact, it became apparent. that several states had

initiated major efforts to address the energy problems confronting their school

systems. The efforts of these states--California, Mine, Massachusetts, North

Carolina and Ohio--are described briefly in this section along with a discussion

of their Various approaches.

0

California's Energy fionservation Assistance Act" 1979

The California Energy. Commission coordinates a state sponsored enqprgy

conservation loan program for schools, hospitals and local governments. Insti-

tuted in 1979, in accordance with State legislation (A. 900),, the lAn program

was appropriated $10 million for ea-6h of the fiscal years 198Q and 1981. Funds

could be used to match federal grants or provide up to 100 percent of a project's

cost. The loan program has a 10-year life and requires that all loans be repaid

by 1991.

State loans to 49 -institutions totaling nearly' $3.9 million were

approved in 1980 in conjunction with Cycle II federal grants under the Schools

and Hospitals Program (2). The interest rate at that time was 7.75 percent and

is readjusted `every July 1 according tb general interest.rates in the State. The

first loain payment was not4due until at least six months after the project was

cogifirleted.
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To date, the loan program has received-increased interest and partici-

pation by schools. Pgram officials, however, do not have p-to-date figpres

reflecting the success of the program in terms of energy c st avoidance for

schools (3),

Maine

Like New York, Maine is located in the northeastern snowbelt region of

the country. Its energy needs and problems are 'similpr to those experiented by

New York, especially the heavy dependency on foreign imported oil as the major

fuel source for heating schools. Unlike New Yoril, Igraine had taken vigorous steps

in constructing a, statewide energy conservation program fOr its schools even

prior to the creation.of the Schools and HosiAtals Program. The following chron-

ological account, of events describes th4 degree of commitment Maine has made

'toward energy conservation in schools. t

Early in 1976, the' Maine State Board of Education-directed the State

Departilent of Educational and Mituial Services to review energy standards for

school buildings and recommending, improvements. A few months later, the, Special

Session of the 107th Legislature requested the same in % joint resolution (4).

In response to these requests, the Commissioner of Education convened a

Task Force on Energy Conservation for the stated purpose of defining problems'and

issues concerning energy conservation as it` relates to schools and school con-

struction. Representatives on this Task Force included architects, engineers and

school administrators, as well as State officials from the Bureau, of Public

Improvements, Office of Energy Resources, University of Maine and the Departments

of Public Safety and Educational and'-_Cultuxa/ Services. Subsequent to its

initial meetings, the .Task Force divided into subcommittees in, order to pursue

two staiiies: one to determine energy conservation measures for existing build-

ings and the other to develop energli!,standards applicable to new school con-

struction.

As a result of the committee' recommendations, in 1977 the 108th

Legislature enacted legislation known as the "Energy Conservation in Buildings

Act" which required life cycle costing in public imptovements and public school

buildings (5). Life cycle Costing means estimating tte cost of purchase and use

of the purchased item throughout its anticipated useful life: Life cycle cost

analysis includes:

the initial cost of the purchised item;
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the cost of energy used by the operation and maintenance of the
item;

the salvage.. value of the item at the end of its useful life;

the interest on moneys borrowed for the item's purchase; and

other energy related costs determined to )4:z!applicable to the
intended use of the item (6). ,

The voters of the °State gave their approval of this action in a referendum held,

in December, 1977 (7). The Act called for an equal division of the appropriated

$10 million between public schools and State-owned buildings. It also required

that ten percent of the costs of approved energy conservation projects in public

schools be raised locally in order tQ qualify for State funds.

In June, 1977, a statewide energy auditing program was initiated. A

cadre. of auditbrs, including a large number of recent graduates of engineering

programs, were trained and sent into the field. Funding for these audits total-

ing $400,000 cpme from several legislative appropriations and some federal monies

(8).

In the spring of 1980, the 109th Legislature passed 'an act authorizing

a bond issue for $7 million dollars to continue the program of energy conser-

vation projects in public schools (9). By the fall of 1980, in a statewide

referenduin, Maine'S voters approved the $7 million bond issue4to be used as 90

percent State matching funds' in public elementary and secondaty school projects.

According to the Maine State Department of Educational and Cultural

Services, many projects in the public schools of the St ate that have already

demonstrated remarkable results attest to both the validity of the energy audit

method and to the necessity of modifications in school buildings in order to save

energy and money (10).

Finally, two important steps have been taken to fuAhee efforts ,in

energy conservation by schools. Beginning in the fall of 1979, a more compre-

hensive energy reporting system was mandata4 for all of the State's, public school

districts.. This reporting system' should provide the benchmark upon which to

measure the effects that building modifications have in conserving energy. In

addition, it can be used to compare various approaches for the purpose of iden=

tifyin& the most energy efficient ways to operate schools (11)., The latest step
" Op

teas been the formation of.a state-level Energy'Education Task Forte in 1981 that

will terminate upon completion of the following goals:
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oto identify and document energy and education related activities,
resources and opportunities which exist in the State;

oto conduct' and document a needs assessment to determine the
energy education needs of Maine's students and teachers; and

oto develop a strategy and make recommendations to the State
Office of Energy Resources and the Department of Educational and
Cultural Services regarding the optimal use of existing resources
for meeting identified needs.

Three Initiatives Set Exemplary Pattern In Ohio

One of the lead states in formulating effective strategies for the

implementation of energy conservation in schools is Ohio. This may have been the

direct result .of the 1977 natural gas crisis which debilitated the State's school

system for the ,1977-78 school year. Ohio initiated its programs without the

financial assistance and incentives providedrby the Schools and Hospitals Pro-

gram. MAt monies were generated from. the local school districts themselves or

from other various federll assistance programs, such as the ESEA Title IV-C,

Innovative Programs in Education. Three examples orenergy conservation ini-

tiatives illustrate the degree of seriousness shown by the State towards improved

energy effftiency in schools.

Legislation.--Ohio Amended Substitute House Bill 419 (1979) addresses

energy education and conservation in Ohio public schools. Its most significant
a

provision for energy education in schools iirSection,3301.07 (M), which:

Requires that all public schools emphasize and encourage within
existing units of study the teaching of energy and resource
conservation, beginning in the primary grades.

The bill also addresses energy conservation in schooLl`i4 Section 123.011(A):

,

The Department of Administrative $ervices in its responsibility
for state wned, assisted, and leased facilities, Oall ensure
that energy conservation goals are observed in the cisign, eon-
struttion, renovation and utilization of these facilities in a
mannerthat will minimize the consumption of energy used in the
operation and maintenance of such facilities. This process shall
include the use of life-cycle costs, including construction, the
costs of operation and maintenance of the facilityas it affects
energy consumption over the economic life of the facility, and
energy consumption analyses of existing facilities in order to
determine and require necessary changes in the operatiod and
maintenance of such facilities.
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What this bill does is to set into motion two energy functions for the education

sector: energy education and energy conservation in construction and rehovation,

of school facilities.

Inservice Energy Education for Teachers.--To assist teachers in both

the elementary and secondary schools, a manual on inservice guidelines on energy

conservation and energy education, entitled Energy: ,A Teacher's Introduction

to Energy and Energy Conservation, was prepared by the Ohio Department of Educa-

tion. This inservice package is designed to improve teachers', understanding of

the problems associated with energy in this country. Its intent is to not only

make teachers more -aware of the existing problem, but also to encourage them to

incorporate energy education into the classroom.

Energy Management.--Of particular interest to New York State is the
n

Energy Management for School Administration handbook developed in 1980 by the

Ohio Department of Education. This hardcover handbook was funded under an ESEA

Title IV-C grant. The handbook is designed to provide assistance in the proce-

dural management of energy use in Ohio schools. It is intended to assist eduCa.:

tion decisionmakers to effectively and aggressively pursue management strategies

aimed at reducing the demand for supplies of energy. Included in the handbook

are such pieces ofj.nformation as:

ti

an energy' management model for determining and implementing
conservation measures;

energy reduction guidelines;

curriculum guides;

information on Ohio energy supplies;

environmental standards;,

technical reports on solar energy, thermograph and computerized
energy control systems; and

a statewide ditectoiy with up -to -date references to the various
sources of information necessary for successful energy manage-
ment. This information in4udes funding sources, references to
energy literature, a of schools with solar installations,
and a catalogue of suppliers of.professional'services.

The iandbook represents
4

a comprehensive approach to energy conservation in

schools by directing technical information toward those who can, at the local'

level, effectively institute action--school administrators. 'The handbook sug-:

gests thatlothe Ohio Department of Education has taken, the initiative to dissem-
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inate energy information in_supporting local efforts toward improved energy

management.

Ohio's Success Unclear.--Unfortunately, Ohio., school officials' remain

unable to document the effectiveness of these energy management programs due to a

weak, statewide energy reporting system. Additionally, there are no dollar

figures available which represent the savings accrued from energy conservation..

activities. A number of schools have participated in the Public Schools Energy

Conservation SerVice (PSECS) computer-based audit. For the°1,721 buildings

audited, or one-third of the school buildings in Ohio, there is an estimated

savings of'2.7 billion MBtuisi No effort has been made to calculate the dollar

value of this energy'reduction (12).

' Ohio's efforts are -currently targeted toward the resolution of this

inadequate system of analysis. The State's schools have been in the process of

being audited under the regolations established by the Sc ols and Hospitals

Program. Officials hope that more technically-specific information will be

generated from these audits which will eliminate existing dequacies in state-

wide fiscal analysis and future planning for energy managemen in schools.

O

North Carolina Department of Education's Statewide Energy Conservation Plan

In February, 1976, the Nirth Carolina State Board of Education adopted

p Conservation of Energy Plan'. The plan offers energy management services to

interested schools. Computer printout'ds derived monthly,at the State level from

energy use reports of administrative units, provide superintendents' staffs with

necessary information on the energy utilization of each school. Prittouts also

provide comments describing causes of inefficiett or excessive energy uses. Each

schoolrhas.a Conservation Committee which devises its own energy conservation

.plan and implementation program. An energy conservation coordinator from each

administrative. unit servesas_the coordinator 'between State, administrative unit

and local school energy management activities:

Important in this 'statewide plan is the inclusion of all persons

involved in the educational sector, from the superintendent to the student. All

have specific roles to play in energy conservation efforts. From the very incep-

tion of the program, the intent was .to create a multipurpose management tool with

these objectives:

to promote an awareness of the energy problem in terms of basic'
facts about supply,demand, consumption,'costs and economic-poli-
tical consequences;

0
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to improve tie technical knowledge of school administrators,
maintenance staffs, principals, teachers, students and others in
energy conservation as related to facility operation;

tO provide an accurate method of monitoring performance and
making comparisons of facilities;

to establish an effective recordkeeping system for each fuel type
on a building basis;

to distribute the energy use and cost results to all appropriate
school personnel;

to promote the evaluation of conservation efforts;

to provide data that supports the selection of the most appropri-
ate fuel source or mechanical system to obtain maximum energy
efficiency; and

to provide the State Comptroller's Office with the data for
budgets preparation.

Approximately $30;000(in State funds were used to initiate the program

in 1977. Table 40 summarizes the program funding since that time. Currently,

117 local education agencies (about 1,7D0 schools) are reporting energy use data

monthly. The remaining units have been surveyed and Most are preparing to reporto

in the near future.

Substantial energy and cost savings have been attributed to the pro-

gram. From 1977-78 through 1980-81, t'he 1,700 schools participating conserved

20.4 percent of their actual energy consumption. This amounted to a cost avoid-

ance of over $7 million. Same benefits were also gained by nonparticipating

schools through over '100 workshops and conferences and through technical infor-

mation received during energy audits. The energy savings totalled 8.5 percent,

representing a cost avoidance of $860,000.

North Carolina was One of the first states to institute'a statewide

energy management and monitoring program. Because they had a conservation plan

devised by 1979, the State was able toefold into its management system fedekal

funds from the Schools and Hospitals Program. Theii early initiatives paid off.

.

lassachusetts

Massachusetts, like Ohio and North Carolina, recognized early the need

for providing school administrators with guidelines for possible energy conservaT

tion 'approdthed at the local level. In 1980 the Massachusetts Department of

Education published and distributed a manual, Approaches to 'Energy Conservation:

A Guide for Massachusetts School Administrators. The manual encompasses a wide



TABLE 40

Funding Summary of North Carolina's Energy Conservation Plan (13)

1977 funds
1918 funds
1979 funds
1980 funds
1981 funds

Total Grants

I4

Federal Grants

$ 37,091
61,500
59,200

'65,000
-0-

$222,791

Spending in Each Fiscal Year

July 1, 1977:- June 30, 1978
July 1, 1978.- June 30, 1979
July 1, 1979 - June,30, 1980
July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981

Total federal funds spent

federal'funds)

$-45,174.89
. 62,135.00

41,715.34
48,157.65

State expenditures 1979-81

Total all expenditures all years
through 1980-81

a

$197,179.88

$103,300.00

$300,479.88

range of energy related measures which can be used by school's. 'Some of the

energy, con- servation information in the manual was produced by the Interstate

..Energy Conservation Leadership Project (IECL) funded by the United States Office

of Education in 1978. -Again, federal assistance provided the see d money neces-

. sary forthe State's schoal systeeto conserve energy.

In the winter of 1980,

published a pamphlet describing 23

the State's schools. The pamphlet,

the Massachusetts Department of Education

successful energy conservation practices in

entitled Focus On: Energy Conservation'Prac-

tices in Schools, encourages school .aEficials to carefully scrutinize each

example described with the idea of adopting some of the examples in their own

respectAre'school district conservation efforts (14).

One successful local energy conservation model cited in the pamphlet is

in Brockton. Brockton is a large urban system of 45 schook buildings. Between

1979, and 1981, an extensive insulation program progressed with significant bene-
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fits in fuel cost reduction and improved building comfort. Since labor for the

project was provided by CETA ,workers, the City was pesponsible solely for the

purchase of materials which kept costs down. It was reported that schools'built

since 1950 were more in need of insulation than older buildings. Additional

savings were realized through the creation of a position for a control mechanic,

-thereby eliminating the necessity for costly contracting services. Other energy

saving measures included the installation of flOurescent bulbs in place of

incandescent bulbs and the replaCement of old boilers, steam traps and

thermostats as well as malfunctioning pneumatic controls. in July; 1979, an

energy task force held its first meeting. This task force continues to formulate

energy policies with final project approval by the SEA. A total one-time charge

of $55,000 plus was invested in the three-year capital project. The resultant

savings in a ,one-year period tallied $100,000 for electriCity- and $50,000 for

fuel.

CONCLUSIONS.

. .

The major outcome of the survey was a compilation of descriptive

information regarding the degree 6f responsiveness by 28 states in energy conser-

vation by schools. Highlights of this information indicate the following points:

0

A few states have successfully enacted legislation for erecting
and instituting energy conservation policies in their school
systems. New York has not done so.

o$tateDepartments of Educationf'exemplified by Ohio and Maine,
have taken aggressive stelp/A in planning *strategies for energy
conservation.

Several attempts have been made to involve greater community
input into school energy conservation efforts by including the

_private business sector, local community groups, energy advocacy
organizations and' other state agencies with peripheral interest
in energy consecration.

oThe.lead _agency for coordinating energy actions in schools has
been -the STA. Some SEA's have been very explicit in their energy
goals and appear to take energy conservation seriously.

Several states indicated that fedel)a(1 monies have played a

significant role in assisting local school districts in imple-
meriting ener6.6nservation programs. The funds used to pay for
conservation projects have originated in a variety of places with
the greatest proportion supplied by the Department of Energy's
Schools and Hospitals Program.
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Maine exemplifies a State supported system for generating match-
ing funds which lilt the local match burdeh from individual
school districts. New York's policy has been restricted to a
laissez faire approach, leaving it to the local district to find.
the means.for supporting the local match.

OjF e

Several states have taken steps to carefully scrutinize existing
state education laW pertaining to building' regulations, renova-
tion and buildift aid formulas in .order to revise existing
funding limitations and build in energy incentives for local
school districts.

New York has not been as active 'as many other states in develop-
ing instructional and training materials for use by school
personnel. New 'York has concentrated exclusively on regiOlAl
workshops for informing schools about the grant regulations in
the Schools and Hospitals Program.

Few states have the necessary data, or have attempted to analyze
the energy data available, to describe their progress in
conservation and the cost savings accrued from their efforts.

In, the area of legislation, New York, like most other states

responding in the survey, has-not pursued the enactment of laws regulating energy

conservation in schools. With the exception of the states discussed in this

chapter, legislation has been sparse. There dOes not appear to be any attempt by
4

those states responding to the survey to develop comprehensive legislation con-

cerning energy conservation needs by State schools.' Legislative involvement is

one fundamental issue to be resolved in New York State. Can the State Education

Department or the State Energy Office, given the current energy conservation

status, coordinate a long-term program to minimize the impact energyuhas on the

State's,schools without legislatiVe directives and support?,

Several exemplary state level efforts have been mentioned which can be

replicated in New York State. these include:

V

-4the development of energy policies by S6te Departments of
Education and/or Energy which outline a long-term commitment
toward energy management in schools; .

'othe develOpment and, dissemination of energy management manuals
for use by school officials at the local educational unit level;

the use of state revenues or bond issues to assist ichools'in
paying for energy conservation programs; and a .

the disbursement of ever y conservation information in a variety'
of formats stressing fa ts, figures and examples that work.



Td date, states have pursued a composite approach in utilizing the best

means for relieving the fiscal burdens created by,energy. costs. 'Unfortunately,
1

no linking mechanigm exists which provides states with a central clearinghouse of

/ energy conservation information. It -would be a valuable resource to school

administrators if documedtation was\available describing successful energy

conservation projects.

This chapter has attempted to describe such .projects.located in a

variety of states; The following chapter outlines two successful'programs in New

York which have reduced significantly energy costs and Consumption using a county

approach. Both programs are coordinated by Boards of Cooperative Education

.--Services.(BOCES), and both illustrate a fresh and effectilve concept in energy

reduction in schools.

S.
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. AEGIONAL AND COUNTY LEVEL APPROACHES

Several New York State school districts are `improving their energy4,

conservation records through the assistance of two exemplary programs. Both of

these programs

(BOCES) unit. Erie 1 BOCES coordinates an effective multicounty energy'con-

servation program for seven of its surrounding counties. Cattaraugus County

BOCES, representing a single county lapOroach, also has shown. how energy con-

servation can be managed using the computer-based model at Erie 1 BOCES along

with its own district-based conservation program. Togetherf. these two approacheg

to. energy conservation further define what effective energy management is, and

how it can work in New York State.

are coordinated by a Board of Cooperative Educational Services

COLLABORATION' UNDERLIES SUCCESS: ERIE 1 BOCES MODEL,

.*

The recommendation emanating from the 1977 Educational Facilities
11.

Laboratories.' (EFL) study to institute a statewide energy.management/monitOring

systdm in schools using PSECS has =not been implemented. (This study was
.

discussed in some detail -on page 40 of Chapter 2.) ,.118wever,.a PSECS energy

monitoring program has:been implemented in one region in ,the State. Entitled

"Energy Awareness to Energy Conservation," the program was developed at the Erie

f BOCES center in Lancaster, New York; in 1977. Its 'original source of funding
.

came from Title IV-C of the EleMentary'and.Secondary Educat. n Act (ESEA) as a
0

three-year 'developer grant of $106,539. In its "final ESEA report to the

United States Office of Education, Erie 1 BOCES claimed to haye successfully:

developed and tested a computerized energy conservation monitor-
ing system capable of providing' monthly-energy guideline informa-
tion for school buildings;

*developed training programs to assist school.districts and
'building personnel in meeting conservation goals;
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worked to establish school board and superintendent commitment to
energy Itionagement;..

,

worked with districts to build-broad-based energy committees and
establish a sense of need for a long -term energy management plan;
and

provided districts with the benefits of qualified experts, when
necessary, to extend's-toff capabilities in the energy field (1).

Description of the Erie 1 BOCES Program

The number of prticipating school districts in the project grew from

12 in 192,7 to 55 in 1982 representing 270 school buildings (2)., These buildings

spanned a seven-county region in Western New York. Each needed to complete an

initial self-audit. A sample of this audit form is shown in Figure 18. This

established the baseline data fundamental for energy analysis of 'the

participating schools.
C4

Once the audit was completed, sthools reported energy consumption

figures twice a month to a central computer terminal. Information then, was sent

back to each school iffcluding:

-.*

biweekly records of energy cdnsumption;

Conversion of this consumption to.Btu's;

further co persion of Btu's to Btu/DD/sq. ft. (DD=degree day);

comParison of each building's consumption to that of all'report-
.ing buildings;

a cumulative record of heating Btu's;
/

, .

a notation of any large consumption discrepancies between report-
ing periods; and

a notation of missing data.

Figure 19, a sample report, illustrates how-information was dispersed back to the

schools, Schools alscpwould receive graphs/or tabulations describing consumption

levels.

''''..4*.tbinciding with this monitoring system was a series of workshops aimed

at imioroving the level of energy consciousness and technical awareness of Par-

,ticipating school custodians. Private companies knowledgeable about energy

;;- ei'%..V.
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FIGURE 18 .

Erie 1 BOCES Audit Form (3)

Name of District

Superintendent

In order to accurately calculate energy statistics, the following information is needed for each of the
buildings in your district (refer to footnotes for explanation of information needed):
4 4
Ranee' Building

,

Total Square
Footage

Llectric Meter
Multiplied

Gas Meter Multiplier
(10, 100, or 1000 cf.)

Fuel Oil Type
(2 or 6)

,

e 3

,

..,

e ...

1: Electric Teter multiplier- meter multiplier can be found nn face of each respective electric meter.
2: Gas meter multiplier-this will either be 10, 100, or 1000 cubic feet. You should get this information from

your fuel bill, not from your gas meter.

3: fuel oil type- iry7our fuel oil.type is other than type 6, it will be classified as type 2.

Exceptions: There are special cases that require special handling. Please indicate if buildings in your school
district share electric, gas, or oil facilities.

Plessf return this information to:

District:

Robert Colon, Energy Coordinator
Division of Planning and Instructional Services ,

Erie Boots fl

eleasant Avenue West
neaster. New York 14066

Building: SO. Ft.:

Degree Days:
-

Date

1

:1

Electric Reading:

2

.

-

, m .
.

1

2

Gas Reaoint 3

4
- 5

6

Delivered: -

Oil Reading: Now:

Fuel Ufe:

. -

to,...-

ot. Is Consumed-1/2 month:

. .
' - month:

IFF0s/DID/Sci.Ft, Consumed-1/2 mai.:

' -month:

:onsumed (ab..bel.) ge:

tills Con sumed to date:

.

k'
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FIGURE 19

Erie 1 BOCES Sample Reporting Form (4)

28) WNX REGIONAL ENERGY MONITORING S'1 STEM

MONTH DECEMBER DISTRICT 41ME KENMORE
BUILDING NAME BRIGHTON

AMOUNT OF ENERGY CONSUMED DURING 1 HALF OF MONTH;

ELEC
GAS
OIL
COAL

19980 KWH =
9000 CF =
113 GALS =
0 TONS =

68191740 BTU
9279000 BTU

463837000 BTU
0 BTU

S.

TOTAL BTU'S FOR 1 HALF; 541307740

TOTAL BTU'S/DD/SO.FT. IS;

AMOUNT OF ENERGY CONSUMED DURING 2 HALF OF MONTH:,

ELEC. 10260 KWH 7-0 35017380, BTU
GAS 7100 CF = 7320100 pTu
OIL .. 3767 GALS = 51283000 BTU.
COAL' 0 TONS = " 0 BTU

TOTAL BTU'S -FOR", HALF;

. TOTAL BTU'S/DD/SO.FT I;

TOTAL BTU'S CONSUMED I!! MONTH; 1144928220

TOTAL BTU'S/DD/SOFT. CONSUMED IN MONTH;

: 15.31

6b36204$0

19.87

17.59

THERE * IS * A DISCREPAHCI OF*, 10 PERCENT' OR-MORE IN CONSUMPTION
a BETWEEN THE TWO HALVES OF THE MONTH.

AVERAGp BTU'S CONSUMED FOR ALL RERnFTING SCHOOLS THIS MONTH/DD/SGFT
-----

r

_18J &-1
. o . .

THIS BUILDING CONSUMED oCib
. .

DTU'S/PD/tG.FT. (ADOV BELOW) THE
AVERAGE FOR ALL REPORTING BUILDINGS THIS MONTH.

THE STATE EDUC.IDEPARTMENT RECOMMENDS A HEATIaG BUDGET OF 70,000 BTUS
FOR ELEMENfLRY AND 85 000 BTU'S FOR SECONDART BUILDINGS. PHIS BUDGET
APPLIES FOR HEATING ONLY (SEPT-JUNE) '9ACCORDING TO THIS BUDGET,_THIS
BUILDING HAS CONSUMED 15463.80 BTU'S THIS MONTH, z*aej,.i,!t_ BTU' S
T,0 DATE AND HAS y3 z_13.3(6 BTU'S LEFT FOR THE REMAINDER OF THIS 'TEAR'S
HEATING SEASON.

MESSAGES; FIRST HALF MONTH;

Amp

MESSAGES; SECOND HALF MONTH;
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related products were invited t attend the workshops. A newsletter was estab-

lished and distributed among p rticipating schools in order to strengthen the

communication network.

The most significant aspect of the monitoring program has been that,
..

.

once implemented, it has proven to be a relatively inexpensive yet effective

means for controlling energy consumption and costs in schools. As far as the

Erie' 1 BOCES project is concerned, the record of cost savings justifies the

expenditures for the prdgram. Since its initiation in 1977, the project has

reported a reduction in overall Btu consumption averaging 37 percent. Table 41

indicates the 'saving'ssexperienced by schools participating in the project between
.

t,

Until 1980, the' Erie 1projeci was the recipient of fgderal funding,.

1977-78 and 1979-80.

\However, that money was terminated and the project was not renewed for continued

\funding. Faced with the possibility of extinction, and receiving no financial

s\ippart from the State, the Erie 1 project's chances of survival appeared slim.

Ho ever, the project has been able to continue operations due to the support of

those districts it hid previously served. Based 'upon a successful record for

savi g money, participating school distictsi now finance the Erie 1 energy

monit ring program. Out of the 80 participating districts in 1980, 55 have

.contin ed to participate, using BOCES aidable funds to help subsidize costs.

Under the new funding system, each participating school district pays

Erie 1 BOCES $125 annually for administrative sand computer charges. In addition,

TABLE
,r;40

Energy and Cost Wvings Experienced by Schools
Participating in the Erie 1 BOCES Project (5)

Year of
Project

Annual Percentage Annual Average Dollar .

Consumption Savings Savings (thousands)

Nat. Nat.
Electricity Gas Fuel Oily Electricity Gas Fuel Oil

1977-78 6 11 15 18.4 11.7 12.4
1978-79 d 18 14 18:4 11.Z, 1Z.4
1'979-80 10 8 9 18.4 11:7 12.4

TOTAL 44 29 38 ' 55.2 35.1 37.2
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a scale is set up for calculating other costs. The costs are based on the number

9f participating buildings:

*buildings 1-2 -- $250;'

.*buildings 3-5 --$300;

*buildings 6 -9 --$350; and

4bUildings 10+ --$460.

The tdtal annual cost for running

the 1980-81 school year. In terms

continue to experience savings we

in the program worthwhile.

0 0

the rogram represented $30,000 at the end of

of ergy savings or cost-avoidance, districts

11 above this cost, thus making participation

Implications of the Erie 1 BOCES Model for Energy Conservation in Schools

Many school districts participating in the original Title IV-C program

learned a valuable lesson: effective energy management is not a one-shot effort.

It requires continuous monitoring and a technically sophisticated educational

staff committed to saving energy in schools. Thy Erie 1 experience also has

provided other important insights into energy responsiveness by schools.

*With fiscally crealrelaZtatives and school personnel committed
to'resolving energy overuse, schools -- either. singularly, collab-
oratively or regiOpialy-d'id reduce, manage and control energy
,,consumption..

*The framework Ecir implementing a' statewide energy conservation
system is in place. The regional BOCES, as seen in Figure 20
encompaises,,all the State's schools in a network prepared to
handle 'such wiystem.

*The mechanism for promoting conservation in schools is already
available for New York. The PSECS program and the recent In-
volvement by SEO and SED with statewide energy audits incschools
attests to its availability. The success experiended by Erie 1
in coordinating energy mooitoring'through a BOCES multicounty
approach also'signals readiness.

*The Erie 1 program has shown results. If applied,on a larger
scale to a statewide school system, the savings, could be impres-
sive.'

*School personnel familiar with the program are available in the
State for possible consultation and coordinating activities..

00*
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FIGURE 20

Regional BOCES Structure in New York State (6)
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ioNew'York State has the capacity to become one of the few-states
in the country to establiih a -comprehensive statewide monitoring
system for managing the energy needs of the.State's schools. The
savings accrued and the information generated from such a sys-
tematic program would more than jAstify any initial seed monies
required for implementation.

/7
A more c6mplete analysis of the feasibility of a stateWide energy

conservation program is discussed in the recommendations in Chapter -7. For now

it is sufficient to conclude that a dual, purpose management/monitoring system IA%

currently available for use by the State.

ASINGLE COUNTY APPROACH TO ENERGY CONSERVATION: CATTARAUGUS COUNTY

11

Unlike the Erie 1 BOCES multicounty-approach, Cattaraugus County BOCES

has developed a highly successful energy conservation program at the county level

for its schools. Located in a rural, upstate region of New York, this, single

county's effort-illustrates how pehools can.organize to curb energy costs effec-

tively without relying heavily on anyone other than-their own school personnel.
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This BOCES-sponsored energy conservation program has resulted in a 32.3

percent decrease in overall energy consumption since 1972-73 in the 13 component
school districts in Cattaraugus County (7). Established in the summer of 1977,
the program is designed to increase the efficient use of energy in schools.

The beginning of the Cattaraugus County project, coincided with the Erie 1 BOCES
project. Although Cattaraugus County is one of the seven counties serviced by

the Erie 1 BOCES program, the Cattaraugus conservation program was conceptualized

and engineered independently frOm the Erie 1 project. However, the project has

used the computer facilities at Erie 1 BOCES to provide its iersonnel with
a

ongoing school-base energy information. The program is intended to increase the
awareness of students, faculty, administrators and support.. personnel towards
energy conservation. The county schools were able to avoid $609,000111 energy

costs for the 1981-82 school year due to the effectiveness of this conservation

program.

The program began by conducting preliminary energy audits of the 34
school buildings in the BOCES area and compiling' energy' records dating back to

1972-73. Each school was encouraged to form energy conservation committees to
set goals and monitor energy use. Energy conferences were 'held for school

administiators and inservice, workshops for 'Tuktodial_staft. Special instruc-
tional materials were distributed to area classrooms. EffiCiency testing equip-

ment was made available to the school maintenance staffs to monitor the progress.

Table 42 displays how each of the districts fared between 1979-80 and
1980-81. There are some notable changes which occurredin several districts.

The district with the second smallest energy consumption, Pioneer, showed the

greatest change in usage between 1978-79 and 1979-80, or 20.59 percent. Overall,

this district reduced its consumption level by 45.4 percent since 1972-73. The

most impressive data.are located in the column of percentage changes between

1972-73 and 1980-81. Most districts far exceeded SED's purported reduction rate
of 26.7 percent. This suggests that a'successful energy management system can

improve the effectiveness of no system at all.

How has the county managed° to achieve such dramatic reductions?
Through the BOCES program, each building has undergone a thorough computer
analysis of its energy.usage. Asa result, school authorities are.provided with
special insi' t into how their buildings compare with an energy-efficient model.

They are also provided with additional` information on specific actions they can
take to make their buildings operate more efficiently. A superintendents'

advisory committee gives advice )2(1:direction..
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TABLE' 42

District Energy Consumption Report for Districts
Participating in Cattaraugus County Program "(8).

District *Rank

1979-80

Rank

1980-81

Change in
% From

Previous
Year *

%
Change

MBtu/ - Over
:Sq Ft/Yr 1972-73

Change in
From

Previous
Year

%
Change

MBtu/ Over
Sq Ft/Yr 1972-71

Allegany 9 104.85 -1.97 +1.12 9 100.74 -5.82 -3.85

Cattaraugus 10 113.50 :c-40.23 -8.10 10 109.82 -42.17 -1.94

Ellicottvile 6 97.97 e -31.14 -1.85 3. 90.31 -36.52 -5.38

Franklinville 15 158.65 -19.80 -4.06 15 160.65 -18.79 +1.01

Gowanda 7 99.56::-31.06 -7:60 4 90,37 -37.38 . -6.32

Hinsdale 3 89.93.. -34.65 -7:34 5 '90.54 '+0.44

LimestOne .11 116.41 -32.68 +0.47 11 111.39 -35.59 -2.91

Little Valley 1 86.55 -26.53 -3.98 2 83.20 -29.38 -2:85

Olean 8 101.34 27.17 +2.68 8 94.70 -31.94 -4.77

Pioneer 2 '88.81 -36.32 -20.59 1 79.86 -45.44 -6.12

Portville 14 135.77 - -14.94 +4.26 13 128.27 -19.64- -4.70

Randolph 4 93.42 -41.34 -4.93 7 93.35 -41.38 -0.04

Salamanca 12 126.60. -20.93 +0.49 12 119.56 -25.33 -4.40

West Valley 4, 13 134.94 -25.18 -2.02 14 136.49 -24.32 +0.86

BOLES , 5 96.70 -25.45 -11.20 6 .92.26 -28.88 -3.43

CATTARAUGUS'CO.
& GOWANDA TOTAL i06:46 -28.54 -5.59 100.87 -32.29 -3.74'

*Smallest No. is Lowest Energy User
(+) = Increased Consumption
(-) = Decreased Consumption

F
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This BOCES project has shown how, 'through creative, programming and

human commitment, a network of concerned schools at the county level has attacked
.4.1

energy Costs. Unlike the Erie 1 BOCES 'regional approach, the Cattaraugus model'

provides more direct on-site technical assistance to school authorities and does

not have to rely on other, counties for financial support in order to sustain the

program.

CONCLUSIONS

The two energy management models described in this chapter cOnfirm the

idea that workable energy conservation programs are a tangible reality. By using

creative planning and providing schools with immediateopositive results, these

two BOCES projects reflect a sincere commitment to maximize energy efficiendy in

schools. Can schools, without the support of a countywide or regional network,

singularly com6t energy costs and consumption? In order to answer this ques-

tion, one New York school district, whose energy conservation record is applaud-,
.

,,able, is briefly described in the-following,chapter. .The chapter describes the

distriCt's 'struggle to control'energy 'use in its schOols,oyer the five year

period of 1977 -1982.

d

S.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT A: A CASE STUDY IN LOCAL EFFORT

Like many of the State's school districts, District A has had to

face some tough budgetary decisions in the last few years. Confronted with the

impact of runaway inflation and declining enrollments, local school administra-

tors and school board members have become concerned-about the inability of the

school district to keep pace with educational costs. 'Rising energy costs are a

major source, of their frustration. District A was selected for examination

because it initiated significant steps to change its energy usage, especially in

.terms of fuel oil, without direct assistance from the State or federal govern-

ments: This small, rural .district has been able to reduce its consumption of fuel

oil by 56.5,percent between 1976 and 1981. The Task Force analysis foun that

this district experienced ,an overall reduction in 'energy consumptio of 16.

percent and a cost avoidance of over $67,000 between 1972-and 1979. This re-

markable level of reduction is worth further inspection.

PROFILE OF DISTRICT A

A

The district has a festal student population of 1,150 as of 1980-81. It

has decreased in size by 13 percent since 1977 (1). The district has one con-

solidatedarhigh school and two elementary schools. It is located in'a rural,

.Upstate New York county whose major'sources of employment are farms, light

:Industry and government. The 1977.personal income per capita for all age groups

in the counpy was $5.,398. The courtly is racked as the 21st largest in the State
4

(2). -

School district expenditures have increased from $2,741,655 in .1977-78

.to $3,568,513 for the,1981-82 budget. This represents a 30 percent increase in

the last four years. Figure 21 compares the budgetary increases with the Con-

:sumer Price Index between 1972 and 1981. This -comparison illustrates how the

school,district has been able to reasonably contain its school budget in light

of a rapidly rising inflationary trend:
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FIGURE 21

Comparison of District A's School Budget to the Consumer Price Index (3)
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The district has concentrated its energy conservation efforts on

reducing-fuel oil consumption. Although the district has experienced a 56:5

percent reduction in the number of gallons of fuel oil consumed between 197.6 and

1981, it still has budgeted $103,000 for fuel oil for the 1981-82 school year.

Had it not reduced its intake of 'fuel oil, the fuel oil budget would have totaled

$152,000, a 47.6 percent increase.

How was this small, rural district able to accomplish such a redudtiOn?'.

Does it have "special" characteristics not found in other school districes1 The

following chronoldgy of events may explain why, this district has saceeded.while

others have not. Most importantly, the description alSo, points out'the'diffi-

culties incurred by a district singlehandedly taking on the battle,. ainst

rapidly escalating energy costs.
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4 A CHRONOLOGY OF ENERGY CONSERVATION TACTICS

4

The energy crisis in 1973 brought immediate reaction from local school

district administrators. A letter sent to all staff from the District Principal

on November 9, 1973, reads:

To: All Staff
From: District Principal
Re: Energy Crisis

Whose of you who heard the Preiident Wednesday night realize
that all our talk locally regafding an Energy Crisis has not been
exaggerated. There are possibilities that our schedules as we
know them, now fof this winter will have to be altered. If I

anyny -word on these you will be notified immediately.

woald encourage you to cooperate voluntarily with the
suggestions offered and to do all that is reasonably possible to
conserve fuel. We will continue to look at district policies
that might have an effect on the situation and will keep you
informed,,of any changes.

.4

Your past andt'future cooperation is greatly appreciated.

,

In addition, a letter froth the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds to alit

staff ways'in.which energy usage could'be reduced.

.

o

To: All Staff
.

From: Superintendent of Buildings and Grouhds .

Re: A few practices concerning saving energy
o 6

1. Do not cover the lower side or upper vents on theventila- /'
,,,tors.

.

. .

r
'.

2. Close all drapei and shades when you leave your oom
.

at .

Might. t. ,
e

3. Close all doors leading to corridors. There is nob heat in
the halls. Leaving doors open will cause heat from classrooms to
go into the halls.

.
.

. °

4. Turn off rights when they are not needed.

Rooms are ..set for 68° in the daytime and .62° at night and when
school is not in session. If your room unduly.cold, please

o let me know.

+OW
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A report from the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds on December 17, 1973,

identified places in the school facilities where electric energy had been re-
.

duced. These are detailed in Table 43.

By 1976, the school disttict recognized that the previous.efforts taken

to reduce energy costs in the district's schools did not go far enough. Under

the supervision of the Director of School Facilities-and Operations (previously

known as the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds), accurate consumption

records were kept Annually for each school facility in the district.' Under the

new system it was easier to identify exactly where waste was occurring. With the

assistance of the district's Business Administrator, who- recognized the fiscal

waste created by the inefficient use of-energy, conservation. became a high

priority item for the school district.

TABLE 43

1973 Electric Energy Savings in District A (4)

ELEMENTARY-- Energy Saved

. Mks, Smith's room
Corridbrs
Office.
.Art Room

Custodial storer
Kitchen
Stage
Locker raoils

Boiler rooms.
Total

600,Watts
2100 Watts
450 Watts
900 Watts

,1000 Watts
900'Watts
90 Watts

2300 Watts
425 Watts
8765 Watts saved

HIGH SCHOOL--

Mrs. Jones' office 170 Watts '.

Mrs. Ward's office 314 Watts
Mrs. Black's office 157 Watts
Jim's office 314- atts
Girl's basement, old%part 200 Watt's

Bookstore 400 Watts
Kitchen . 1000 Watts'
Total 2555 ,Watts saved

.6

Fresh air dampers have been closed off completely, except in the
following areas of the High School (due to size of classes):
music room, library, cafeteria and gym.

All filters were cleaned during Thanksgiving vacation, andttlier
tubes were cleaned.
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Because the district kept precise records of fuel, consumption by

building alodg with annual heating degree day averages for that geographical

locale, data could be psed to provide the district with Valid energy-related

information. 'From this a realistic concept of- the costs ,$)f energy emerged. More

importantly, when calculated and compared to previous spending o energy, it was

discovered that the prbportion of the budget going'directly into e rgy costs was

growing disproportionately to other costs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

The district began developing a keener sense for th amage done by

energy costs to the school distiict budget. The budgetary future appeared. grim.

Even, though the initial phase of the energy crisis of 1973 had passed, the

district recognized that the energy crisis for the district's schools was not

over. Therefore, under the direction of the Director of School Facilities and

Operations and the Business Administrator, a plan was developed in 1977 to

implement a co rehensie energy conservation program, for the school district.

The Board, of ducation approved theplan as did the district voters. ,The Con-
.

nervation prograia'haLsik major com o3 olent, :

.

flouresceilt%andaowir wattage lighting (cost
- ,

additional insulation (`epst $33;456);

c. 4.

dropped ceilings (costd$11,6S2);
.

improved heating system (cost $29;400);'

double insulated windows (cOlOt $270,540),; and

other miscellaneous projects (cost $40,000).

$36,952);

The total estimated cost for the program was $422,000, although actual expenses
0

by 1979 totaled $364,469. Expected savings for the first year after completion

of the energy conservation measures' were to be $82,852,representing an energy

1 savings from 1977-78 of 40.5-percent (5)1 BefOre the program began, total fuel

oil consumption for the district in 1977778 was 150,000 galloni.. Under the new

program that figure was forecasted to shrink to 89°,200 gallons in 1980-81. The

actual reduction achieved was to 90,38 gallons.: Cot avoidance figures, or

energy savings,, indicated that the project would pay for itself in approximately,

four years. This would be considerably less if consumption leyels continued to

decline and/or fuel oil prices continued to rise.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR DISTRICT A

C

A cursorglalice at the school district's expenditures in Table 44 for

central services in the years 1978-79 through 1980-81 reveals the changes in a-

gile
mounts spent for each categorical purpose. What this shows is that even with

the energy conservation measures instituted by the.district, energy costs have

continued to rise. Other cost items, such as pl bing, repair of equipment,

repair of buildings and upkeep of grounds, decre sed from 1979-80 to 1980-81.

The explanation for this is simple. As en costs elevated expenditures for
11' l _

other operation and maintenanee items'had to be reduced so that money would be

TABLE 44

District A: Central Services' Expenditures (6)

Operation and Maintenance
Of Plant .

1978-79 .1979-80 1980-81

Salaries $121,588 $131,033 $138,422
Equipment -0- 4,820 2,530
Supplies 16,757 18,000 14,587

Other
Upkeep of Grounds 2,674 3,775 3,095
Repair of Buildings 3,125, 3,535 3,363
Heating. 2,675 7,432 8,667
Electrical 3,770 4,700 6,030*
Plumbing . 1,135 2,825 1,944
Repair of Equipment 5,635 10,238 7,887
Service Contracts 11,275 12,934 13,059
Refuse Disposal . 1;100 1,200 1;350
Water Rent 750 780 780

c Sewer Rent 3,500 3,820 3,350
Fuel Oil 3,690 50,275 121,280
L.P. Gas 600 . . 600 .650
Electricity 25,200 29,460 35,640
Telephone . 12,000 12,300 12,000

Total Other 108,129 143,874 219,095

GRAND TOTAL 246,474 297,727 374,634
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available to pay the fuel bills. Unless the 'district is willing to increase its

budget*to keep pace with the costs for energy in the schools, the money must come

from other budget lines. Table 44 makes it evident here some of tone funds are

coming from. Cutbacks are made in services previously earmarked as routine in

the operations of the fluildings and g ounds. In the long run, these cutbacks in

maintenance services may do 'fiscal harm to the district for two reasons.

With inflation the iosts for materials as well as the costs for
labor increase eaclf year. ,As maintainence projects, such as
painting, are annually postponed, the costs eventually incurred
increase.

Without routine maintenance and servicing, facilities become
dilapidated and unsafe. Even minor repair work, accumulated over
an'extended period of .time, will result in major building repair
projects. The result: what was a few years ago a simple,
routine task, .ends up becoming a major expense item for the
district.

The district has, of its own accord, deyeloped'and,iMplemented an

energy conservation program for.its schools. The purpose was to save money and

prevent overwhelming energy bills. The results of the
T
conservation program have

shown significant cost avoidance figures for_the'distgia. Without the program

in place, the energy costs for the district during t last two years would have

been staggering. Unfortunately, even With such'an effective program in opera-

tion, the district still faces rising energy costs. ,,.Even with consumption

cutbacks,theescalatingcostsforenergyareerodipother services: How much

these energy .costs affect educational programs-66w and in the future is the-real

Aicern for the district.

One option'which 44r- district must decide upon is whether or not to

close a school building anU transport existing students to adjacent schools.'

Although this alternative is not welcomed by many ofth district's residents,

the'savings resulting from such a move would be considerable. The money figures
1listed in Table 45 indicate the degree of potential savings.

District A has the difficult task of making educ tional decisions based

on economic necessity, with energy costs-acting as one of the prime villians

forcing such dedisions. District A also must consider if there are any further

Conservation stepg which could be taken to reduce Cons ption beyond current

levels. Often, these additional steps Mean large cost with are beyond the

district's capacity to finance. Goinethe "last 'Mile" t !assure that the dis-

4
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TABLE 45

Estimated Savings Achieved by Closing Elementary School Building #2 (7)

Savings if
Current Savings if Boar1Ied Up
Cost of' Sold or WithiMinimum

Operation Destroyed Maintenance

Insurance $ 2,911 1 $ 2,330 $ 1,856 .

Heat 39,000 39,000 23,400
Electricity 5,400 5,400 2,700
Telephone 464 464 464
Routine Maintenance

_

5,000 5,000 3;000
-)

Custodial Supplies 4,000 4,000 4,000
Major Maintenance 2',700 2,700 2,100
Custodial Salary tp 11,000 9,900 9,900
Secretarial Salary 6,710 6,710 62710
Cafeteria Salary

. 8,910 6,710 6,710
Mileage (payment for travel in private

cars to and. from Guilford) 1,672
s

1,672 1,672
Cosof School Vehicle Use Between
Schools 2,500 2,500 1,800

Duplicated Equipment 4,600. 4,600' 4,600
Teacher's Salaries (with benefits) , -.

(six positioris) ' $ 74,800, $ 74,80b
I

$165,'7,86 ,$143,712

Extra Busing Cost (-)
. -4,000L -4,000

$161,786 $139,712
, .

One extra teaching position (+) $+12,466 $+12,466
10

Total, $174,252 $152,1.78-
,:-

trict is not wasting its lidited financial: resources on "hot air" may require

major retrofitting projects wiliCh are often costly and technically,sophisticated.
. ,

CONCLUSIONS

;This section has attempted to illustrate the interrelated parts in-

voi;ed,in energy conservation at three levels: -state, county and local. Each

level has certain advantages Which it caniuse to facilitate energy conservation

in schools,. States have legislative powers to initiate long-term energy policies

and, at the same time, a propriite funds.to assist schools in implementing such

policies. They also can rovide direct support to regional prpgrams through

1
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grants and technical assistance. Countiellhave the advantage of being big enough

to coordinate comprehensive, teOni'cal services to schools, yet small enough to

make their programs fit local needs. Local conservation, programs provide the

real key to energy management success. 'The human factor in energy conservation

"fuels" the desire to see energy controlled. No statewide mandate or sophisti-

cated regional manirahInt system can substitute for local initiative in effe-

tively solving energy problems. Clearly it is evident that using the best of all

three will result in a highly effective energy management system which reflects a

solid, realistic commitment towards energy conservation.

The final chapter attempts t outline various ways in which New York

State schools can improve their responsiveness to energy conservation. These

recommendations are constructed s that the multidimensional aspect of the energy

problem is recognized. The recommendations stem directly froin the descriptive

and statistical findings of this report. They also serve as a beginning point

for =further analysis on the long-term impact of energy costs on the State's

schools. Based on the State's previolis energy record, can New York's schools.

afford to remain uncommitted to energy conservation, and continue to let energy

drain-away valuable State and local dollars?

.0.01/00"
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ENERGY CONSERVATION: HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH ?

COMMITMENT AND COORDINATION ARE.,THE NECESSARY INGREDIENTS

Dage-aft' page of this report reiterates the serious, impa t that

energy has had on the State's school systems since 1972-73. Four po nts have

been stressed.

There is an ever present energy problem in New York State which
carries with it a potentially debilitating power, especially for
the State's public school system.

,

Energy conservation is a proven method for relieving the overde-
pendence schools have had on energy, particularly fuel oil.

Although the State's schools have accomplished a minimal level of
energy conservation since 1972-73, most of which occurred in,the
first year following the 1973 Arab oil embargo, more can be done.

Two vital ingredients are necessary in order to attain effective
energy conservation: a firm commitment to resolve the problem
and a coordinated' statewide energy ,conservation plan for schools
which establishes a solid framework for reaching identified
goals.

Based upon these two necessary ingredients--commitment and coordina-
A,

tion--what can the schools do to improve their energy conservation record?

'Single school district action, without assistance froM the State or federal

goveLment, has produced only marginal results. Commitment and coordination have

been fundamental to successful energy conservation efforts, especially when these

efforts were integrated with State, local and federal programs. Therefore, any

plan to improve the existing energy conservation program in the, State's schools

should recognize thisl41relationship.
Pi*A

The followitig recommendations -address themselves to the need for an

integrated energy conservation system. Jhe recommendations are separated into

three CategoriesState, local and federal initiatives. Various energy problems

are discussed in each section and actions necessary to remedy these problems are

presented. Howevere actions at all three leVels should occur simultaneously.
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STATE LEVEL ENERGY EFFORTS

A coordinated statewide energy conservation prograefor New York State

schools involves a package of important components. Together these components

would enfiande significantly the chances that the State would save money otherwise

wasted on energy. The actions necessary for such a comprehensive package are

contingent upon the formation of a statewide Regional BOCES Energy Conservation

Task Force to,develop, implement and administer a New York State Energy Manage-

ment Plan for Schools. Under the umbrella of an Energy Managementipn, the

other components necessary.include:
.

regional energy management plans;

a statewide 4ner& monitoring system;

statewide technical training of local school *personnel in energy
management techniques;

State-sponsored incentives and fiscal support for energy conser-
vation through existing programs, such as School Building' Aid,
and through a new Innovative Energy Conservation Project Loan
Fund;

broadbased public recognition of schools which achieve applaud-
:

able energy conservation records; and

energy education in schools.

Each of these actions are discussed in the following State level recommendations.

State Energy Management Plan for Schools Administered by
A Statewide Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force

Before the infusion of federal monies, the New York State Education

Department (SED) responded erratically in its efforts to constrain energy costs

in schools. All energy conservation activities had, little impetus behind them

and all actions by schools were voluntary. Action was crisis-oriented and once

the immediate crisis subsided, it was "back to business as usual." In the past,

energy management--or what has been called energy conservation--has been per-
.

ceived entirely as a State level function. This approach has not proven to be

highly successful.

The energy inforMation. collected by SED has not been utilized.
In addition, little has been done to ensure that the data was
complete or valid. No effort Has been made to monitor the data
collected or to incorporate it into energy management policies.
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Finallyi schools have received no feedback upon which they could
measure their own energy conservation achievements. Likewise,
the State Energy Office (SEO) has not fillgR this statewide
energy information void.

.

Both SED and SEO have failed to maintain actively operating
bureaus which provide schools with technical energy management
assistance or to train.local school personnel for onsong energy
management.

Interagency cooperation or interaction between SED and SEC) aimed
at assisting schools in confronting the energy problem has been
nonexistent.

The absence of a clear, consistent, State level or agency level energy

management policy is unfortunate. This vacuum has left the State's sc ols to

fend for themselves. As a result, the record shows that school efforts to con-

serve energy have been erratic. The two primary reasons for this-haphazard

response have been the obvious omission of a statewide energy management plan for

the educational sector and a failure to designate where the responsibility for

administering energy management rests. However, in 1977, a statewide energy

management plan was presented to SEO, SED and the Board of Regents. Under

contract to the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority

(NYSERDA), Educational Facilities` Laboratories, Inc. (EFL), developed a compre-

hensive eplergy conservation-program for New York's schools. The ensuing NYSERDA

report outlined a two-phase, long-term energy conservation program for the

State's schools. The report provided the 'rationale necessary for a statewide

energy management plan for schools along with a suggested framework upon which

the plan could be built. Unfortunately, the NYSERDA report and its recommenda-

ticns have not, been acted upon by the Regents or SED.

Successful energy management has many facets. A statewide energy

management plan'for schools would have to involve extensive management of energy

consumption. It also means that schools must begin to assume greater responsi-
.

Idlities for identifying energy problems, prescribing remedies and implementing

energy conservation measures. In order for schools to manage energy more effec-

tively, they need to have reliable energy information based.m4p.a continuously

operating energy monitoring system. Concurrently, they should have access to

resource personnel who can assist in correcting problems as well as technical
4

training in energy management for local school personnel.

All of these services can be provided by the State's 14 regional BOCES.

The two BOCES examples presented in Chapter 6--Erie 1 BOCES and the Cattaraugus

County. BOCES--illustrate how effective programs administered by BOCES- can be.

41.
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Under a regional BOCES organizational plan, as described- in the Erie 1 BOCES

model, school district energy conservation could be coordinated easily and

with minimal cost. A regional' approach, in conjunction with SE0 and SED, can

eliminate much of the confusion and duplication of effort experienced under the

existing energy conservation approach. A regional BOCES energy management

approach also is ideally suited to:

providing technical services to school districts quickly and
efficiently;

keeping school districts better informed about energy conserva-
tion methods;

implementing a more efficient energy monitoring system by assist-
ing school districts in reporting consumption data; and

getting schools more involved in energy conservation activities
by providing training programs and other related activities as
incentives for encouragement and reward.

Each of these would be an integral part of a state energy management plan.

Therefore,.a statewide Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force

should be established to design, implement and administer the State Energy

Management Plan for Schools. The proposed Task Force would be composed of an

Energy Coordinator from each of the 14 regional BOCES and one representative each

from SED an SEO. The SE0 representative would chair the Task Force. SE0 and

SED would provide staff assistance to the Task Force as needed. The Task Force

also would serve as the general coordinating body for school energy conservation

needs and as the primary intervenor for assisting school district efforts in

energy management.. Most importantly, an Energy Management Plan designed and

administered by the proposed Task Force would strengthen the State's commitment

to energy conservation in schools by outlining immediate and future energy goals.

New York's schools need to be clear about what they should be doing to promote

energy conservation as well as how they can conserve more efficiently and effec-
._

tively.

Recommendation: Establishment of a Statewide Regional BOCES Energy
Conservation Task Force to Admipister a State Ener-
gy Management Plan for Schools.--A statewide Re-
gional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force should
be established. Consisting of 14 regional BOCES
Energy Coordinators and one representative each
from SED and SEO, the 16 member Task Force would be
responsible for designing, implementing and admin
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istering the State Energy Management Plan for
Schools. The SEO representative would chair the
Task Force. SEO and SED would provide staff as
needed.

Recommendation: Submitting a Preliminary State Energy Management
® Plan for Schools.--A preliminary plan should be

presented to the Legislature and the Governor for
review within -six months of the formation of the
Task Force.

Energy Management

Using the goals and objectives set forth in.the State Energy Management

Plan for Schools, each of the regional BOCES Ellergy Coordinators should develop a

regional energy management program specifically designed to meet the particular

needs of the schools in his/her region. These regional plans should be submitted

to the statewide Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force for approval,

. Like the regional Erie 1 BOCES Energy Conservation Program, each BOCES

should solicit Orticipation from schools by showing the potential savings

accrued from participation in the program. School participation costs would be

,partially reimbursable by BOCES aid. Initially, Erie 1 BOCES estimates that

program implementation costs would be approximately $1,200 per district. Once

the program is in place, the local support provided by participating districts

would keep the program operational. As described in Chapter 6, participation in

the program pays for itself through the energy cost savings. experienced by the

district.

Recommendation: Statewide Regional BOCES 'Energy Conservation Task
Force Management Responsibilities.:-Using the Erie
1 BOCES program as a prototype, each'regional BOCES
should develop an energy management system for its
school districts under the auspices of the State
Energy Management Plan for Schools. All plans
would be reviewed and approved by, the Energy
Conservation Task Force.

Recommendation: Regional Energy Management Costs.--The Task Force
should submit to the Legislature and the Governor,
along with the preliminary Energy Management Plan
for Schools, a report estimating both the initial
start-up costs as well as the projected costs and
savings of the regional energy management plans.
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Energy Monitoring

Since 1972, SEBrillmrequired all the State's public K-12 school dis-
tricts to report their energy 66-4sumption data. The annual reports are stored in
a departmental unit deNI.gn4ted for energy coordination--Educational Facilities
and Planning. Little has been done to monitor the data or to transcribe the raw
data into more readily usable forms. If attempts were made by SED to improve the
quality of data,i'expand the database or use the data for program development,
they were never accomplished.

Strongly emphasized in the EFL. report in 1977 was the need for a

continuous energy monitoring system for the State's schools. The development of
such a system is an essential element of the State Energy Management Plan for
Schools-: EFL recognized the ineffectiveness of the existing reporting process.
Even the quality and the type of data sent to SED was questioned by the study,
The Task Force on Critical Problems analysis also shows that the data was incom-
plete and needed much work before it could be used effectively. To date, no
action has occurred within SEIVto improve its energy data base.

However, since the beginning of the federal Schools and Hospitals
Prograa ), SE0 has been involved in the energy auditing of the State's s hools.

According to SEO, complete sets of energy-related data describing the energy
usage patterns of the State's schools since 1979 have been compiled. Unfor-
tunately, this data is only for one-audit per building and is not regularly
updated. It does, however, focus on energy 'consumption at the building level,

where it should be, and not at the district level.

SED has not exhibited the commitment and currently lacks the technical

expertise necessary to compile Ad analyze energy data for the State's schools.

Stemming from SEO's role in the federal Schools and-Hospitals Program, and its
( general directive under New York State law to administer energy programs in the

State2 SE0 should be directed to continue and to expand its school, energy con-`

sumption monitoring role. SE0 can provide valuable technical assistance to the

Energy Conservation Task Force and to each of its regional components as they,

evolve. 'No longer can New, York rely on the dwindlinglfederal dollars to sustain

energy conservation in its schools.

Recommendation: Statewide Energy Monitoring Program.--SE0 should
'receive State assistance in order to implement a
statewide energy monitoring program in the State's
schools. Within one ye4r of the initiation, of this
program SE0 and theategional BOCES Energy Conserva-
tion Task Force should submit to the New York State
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Energy Training

Effective energy management requires that individuals, at the local
level .be technically competent to monitor energy consumption and to improve

energy managerdent efforts in their respective schools.. Without such a training
program, the entire energy conservation effort could be weakened. Several
states, like Ohio and North Carolina, have found training manuals to be aAvaluable tool in energy management systems. The training manual would be an

important component of the State Energy Management Plan for Schools.

SEO sponsored a series of statewide energy training seminars.for local

hchool personnel as part of the Schohlh and Hospitals Program. The training

seminars, initially well-received by ,school personnel, were terminated with the

elimination of the auditing portion of the Schools and Hospitals Program. Their

'original intent was to train individuals in energy auditing.' Once that was

accomplished, unfortunately, the seminars closed.

Legislature and Governor an annual comprehensive
energy monitoring report describing and assessing:

.costs of operations for each year, including
training .materials,- personnel and other
program expenditureh;

.projected costs of operations for the next
.five years along with projected cost savings
or cost avoidance, to the State;

.methods °used to share ,the energy data re-
' ceivAd with other agencies, particularly SEE;

..reporting procedures to be used which de-
scribe and assess how well the State's
schools conserve energy; and

.any Additional supporting information that
the Task Force feels is necessary'for the
Legislature and Governor to evaluate the
effectiveness of this program.'

Recommendation: Energy Training Manual's. -- Energy training manuals
should be developed collaboratively by the Task
Force, SED and SEO. The manuals should bedistri-,
'buted to all local schbol,plant,operators.

mf
.

Recommendation: Technical Training of Local School Personnel in En-
ergy Manhgement.-TEnergy,training programs includ-'

11

ing, but 'not limited to energy training manual
supervision, should be available to districts

1
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requiring assistance. These programs should be
coordinated by the Energy Conservation Task Force.

Recommendation: Enerty:Lasllining.--The Regional BOCES
Energy Conservation Task Force should examine the
need fora high school gurriculum designed to train
energy technicians through the regular BOCES

program. The Task Force should submit, such a

curriculum to SED for approval.

Incentives and Support for Energy Conservation

A major roadblock in energy conservation development has beerf the lack

of an effective mechanism to fund local school district initiatives. The costs

associated with energy conservation' can range from minimal to extremely expen-

sive. As the amount of federal assistance to the State shrinks as a result of

federal energy program cutbacks, the burden for financing energy conservation

will come to rest on the shoulders of the State and local school districts.

Whether the State Energy Management Plan for Schools initiates an immediite,

comprehensive energy conservation program or a program geaied toward more gradual

energy conservation adaptations, the State and locAl school districts must share

the financial responsibility. It is mutually benefitting and therefore requires

the commitment of both. In order to accomplish this cost-sharing approach, two

programs are suggested which can provide both incentive and financial support ft:kr

school district efforts. These include:

an expansion of the vexi--4-4no qrhool Building Aid Program to

include, exclusively, funding for projects targeted for energy
conservation; and

'the creation of a low cost loan prograb for school districts
interested in developing innovative demonstration projects for
energy conservation improvement.

4.4*

Building Aid Program. - -New York State Education Law 3602, . Section

6(a)(3) provides cost allowances from the State for modeknizing school facili-

ties not to -exceed, 56 percent of the cost allowances for new construction.

However, the Commissioner is given the power to waive this requirement if redon-

struttion reasonably meets the standSrds established for new construction, in-

cluding, but not limited to, energy standards. As mentioned in Chapter Two (page

42), the amount of money targeted toward energy projects under the State's'

general reconstruction purposes is difficult to assess. SED does not specify in
.

its records how much building aid is allocated for energy conservation purposes.
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This section of State law suggests that there is in place a mechanisM to'grovide

additional monies to schools based upon the existing aid eatio formula for each

district for both reconstruction and enemy conservation.

On February 8, 1982, legislation (S. 924) was introduced in New Jersey

which, if enacted, will jrovide $100 million of additional State school building

aid. At least 60 percent of this, or $60 million, will be dedicated fbr replace-

ment and for renovation of school facilities. A major criterion for determining

which districts will be eligible to receive this additibnal aid is the degree to

which a building requires other refurbishing needs. The more rehabilitation work

necessary, the greater the chances for energy conservation retrofitting projects

to be funded. Money for this program will be generated from locally initiated

bonds with liability incurred by either focal school districts, local municipal

,ties or counties. The proposed aid package w 11 pick up debt service and will

provide payment for reducing the principal on a proportional basis. New Jersey

has been able to fold into one comprehensive building aid program proposal

additional monies targeted toward several explicitly identified areas of need:

asbestos removal, rehabilitation of structures and energy_colaprvation.

Like New Jersey, New York State must'look carefully at ways in Which it
,can promote energy conservation in schools. One such means would be adding

supplemental funds to the current Building Aid Program as administered by SED.

Such a program would,allow school districts tb thoroughly assess their existing

facilities and, based upon the information provided by the statewide PSECS

Auditing progrm (described on page 43) or other similar' assessment procedures,

to develop a plan for implementing cost savings strategies. This plan would be .

submitted to the Energy Cbnservation Task Force for approval if it meets Energy

Management Plan goals, and then to SED for final Building Aid Program approval.

This type of program would be directed more toward low cost energy maintenance

projects and building retrofitting which result in energy conservation. Schools

would estimate the potential savings they expect to incur at the end of a speci-.

fied time period

Retommendation: School Building Aid Program Expansion.--SED should
prepare immediately to expand the Building Aid
Program to cover the increased number of energy
conservation grants. requested by schools. SED
should submit to the Legislature an estimate of the
budgetary impact that will occur as a result of
increased participation b'yachools. This would be
undertaken in conjUnction with SE0 and the Regional
BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force. The cost for
such a program could be borne by locally initiated
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funds (50 percent) and a matching grant from the
State's Building Aid Program (50 percent).

sep

When an energy conservation project, requires a- local match, school

districts may fail to institute the project becau %e they lack the money. It is

becoming increasingly more difficultto pan budgets at the local school district

level which request increased budgetary spending. Even if the project is

approved for Building Aid, school trustees'may shy away frOm presenting voters

with larger budgets for fear of a budget defeat. In order to encourage the

conservation of energy in public schools, school, trustees should be given the

authority to borrow, without a, referendum, the funds necessary for an energy

conservation program which has been approved by the Energy Conservation Task

Force and SED in the Building Aid approval process outlined above. The borrowing

could only occur within certain, specified limitations. First, the limitations

should include a ceiling on aggregated debt (for instance $50,000). Second,

there should be a requirement that annual debt payments shall not exceed expected

annual cost savings from the proposed energy conservation project. This require-

ment could be fulfilled by Energy Conservation Task Force certification during

the Building Aid approval proceedings. The availability of, money under the

proposed expansion of the State's Building Aid Program should generate increased

interest schools in energy conservat n. The building aid grants will require

a 50 percen match from local funds. eiefore, school trustees need to be

unencumbered and assured that a conservation roject, once approved for Building

Aid, would receive support at the local level.

Dating back to 1977, the New York state Legislature has debated legis-

lation recommending that a new subdivigion 1527a of the Education Law be added

allowing school trustees to contract and pay for 'energy conservation projects.

In 1977, the Legislature. approvefl, but the Governor vetoed, a bill empowering

school trustees to borrow money for energy conservation purposes without voter
-

approval. This legislation has passed the Senate each year since 1979.

Recommendation: Authorization for Energy Conservation Spending.- -
The Legislature should enact legislation author-
izing school trustees to borrow money, without a
voter referendum, as the local 50 percent match for
energy conservation projects approved for building
aid funding. Total funding-borrowed without voter

4-- approval could -not exceed a certain .specified
ceiling and the annual debt payments could- not-
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exceed the expected annual cost savings due to the
proposed energy conservation project.

Innovative Demonstration Projects.--For districts interested in explor-

ing new ways to meet the challenges posed by energy dependence, a State-sponsored

innovative' energy conservation loan fund could provide important incentives.

Under the leadership of SEO and the Energy Conservation Task Force, a low inter*-

est loan program could be established which would direct monies toward the

exploration of new technologies availple for improving school energy conserva-
tion. '

Recommendation: Innovative Energy Conservation Project Loan Fund.- -

An Innovative Energy Conservation Loan Fund should
be created under the auspices of SE0 and the Energy
Conservation Task Force. This program would
provide low interest loans to school districts
involved in major energy conservation projects.

. The funds would-serve to encourage school districts
to make use of alternative energy resources. . Also,
the funds could be' directed toward the creation Of
demonstration projects which show effective energy
conservation methods adaptable for other school
districts. SEO and the Task Force should submitt to
the Legislature and the Governor an estimate of the
amount neededrfor initiation of ,the Fund and of
costs for the first three years of operations.

Energy Conservation Recognition

In a speech before the second annual New York State Energy Technology

Conference and Exposition on January 26, .1982, Education Commissioner Gordon

Ambach praised the State'S public schools for their energy conservation efforts

since 1972-73. As evidenced throughout this report,- schools which have done an

applaudable job conserving energy rarely received any recognition for their
efforts. In addition, where energy conservation efforts have been successful,

04,4
other school officials have nat been aware of such-,:successes.

4

Recommendation: Recogation.of Exemplary Energy Conservation Pro-
grams.--Schools which are responsive to energy
conservation should be publicly recognized. One

_way to accomplish such recognition is to incorpor-
ate into appropriate ,energyor education conferen-

,
ces sponsored by SEO and SED a segment of the
program devoted to exemplary districts. These
districts would be invited to share their exper-
ience and know-how with conference participants.

a.



Recommendation: Commendation Through Publication. -- Another mechan-
ised for recognizing a district's meritorious energy
conservation accomplishments would-be a-description
in SED, -SEO or Energy Conservation Task Force
publications. Information describing the program
and the cost savings toathe district due to energy
conservation progiSms should'be included.

Recommendation: Commendation Through Letters. --A school district
should be proud.of its accomplishments in reducing
energy costs and consumption. Receiving a letter
jointly written by SED, SEO and the Energy Conser-
vation Task Force commending the district's efforts
would-be a "feather' in the cap." These agencies
should start a program of district recognition by
congratulating districts which achieve high levels
of energy conservation. District voters would be
interested in knowing howiwell their energy conser-
vation dollars are being spent.

Recommendation: Compendium of SUccessful Pro'ects and Resource Per-
sonnel.--The Energy Conservation Task Force should
compile a compendium Of energy projects-undertaken
by the State's schools Which have been effective.
Included in such a compendium would be a list of
recommended energy resource personnel available to
assist other,school districts interested in energy
conservation. The Energy Conservation Task Force
would be responsible for providing this information
.to the schools.

Energy...Education 6

Educating New York's residents, young and old, to recognize the need to

conserve energy is an SED function. It is a fundamental responsibility of SED to

assure the State's citizens that imPo.rtant information regarding the impact of

energy on people's lives is being disseminated through the educational system.

In 1980 the Commissioner of Education,' Gordon Ambach, and the Director of the

State Energy Off* se, James Larocca, jointly announced an interagency agreement

signaling the creation of a statewide energy education,program for New York. SED

and schools both can benefit from such a course of action becailse energy educa-

tion programs would inform students anclupommunity residents of how energy affects

everyone's life as well as the need for conservation., With increased local

awareness, the job of improving energy efficiency in school buildings would be

easier.
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Recommendation:

"ft

Energy Education.2-Im'accordfnce with the-announce-
ment of a joint Energy Education Program, LED
should move quickly to design and implement curric-
ular programs on energy conservation from kinder-
garten through twelfth grade.

LOCAL INITIATIVES

Soaying energy costs, older buildings, school closings and declining

enrollments have. resulted in the rapidly rising per pupil energy expenditures

experienced by the States schools'since 1972. These factors have played

significant role in forcing the adoption of austerity budgets by an increasing

number of school districts. an era of'limited financial resources, school

districts across the State need to make critical choices between maintaining the

status quo in educational programming and.meeting the ever increasing costs of

building operations. No longer can schoOls rely on federal funds to supplement
, /

local monies for energy conservation. Conversely, nollonger can schools rely on

local support for funds to supplement federal monies. Therefore, the burden.
. 4 0

seems to rest entirely on the shoulders of local school adminiatrdtmrs and the

State. Faced with increasing budget defeats expeCted to be as high as 30 percent

during the 1980's,.can schools realistically expect additional monies budgeted

for energy conservation projects to be favorably received by lotal voters?

Several actions can be taken at the local school district and individual school

building levels to ensure that wise energy management occurs.

District :Energy Conservation. Plans

School districts now should have a better understanding ..r the impart_

of energy on their programs. Most of the State's schools have participated in ,

the SEO-administered PSECS energy auditing program. According to SEO, the audit

provided each participating school and school district with an analysis of how

efficiently buildings were operating. From this point, schools need to develop a

long -range plan for further reducing their energy consumption. These plans,

designed to meet the goals'of the State Energy Managemelit Plan for SChools,

should be -stiliditted to the Regional BOCES Energy Conservation Task Force for

further consideration and approval. Schools need a blueprint of where they'are

and where they need to go in order to improve their energy,conservation records.

.1
b. .

Recommendation: District Energy Conservation Plans.--Each schobl,
district should design and implement an energy
conservation plan approved by the Regional BOCES
Energy Conservation Task Force. .
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Local.DistrictsEnergy Coordinator

Regardless of the level of implementation, successful energy conserva-

tion projects have always been the result of single individuals committed to

energy control. The human factorin the Whole analysis of energy, conservation

cannot be overlooked, Often, it appears to be the single individual who, whethe

in a state, regional, county or local effort, is able to organize and coordinate

a highly effective energy conservation program.

4

Recommendation: District Energy Coordinator.--In conjunction with
." the State Energy, Management Plan for Schools, ,gach 1

school district in the State should designate one
employee to act as the district's Energy Coordina-
tor. His/her major function as an Energy Coordi-
nator would 13, to act as a liaison between the
regional energy management system and the indi-
vidual local school buildings. As the primary
two -way transmitter of information, the Energy
Coordinator is best able to determine* how the
larger, regional system can adapt to the needs of
the district. Conversely, the. district then has
the advantage of having a readily available, single
energy coordinator to assist its schools in im-
proving energy conservation efforts.

Keeping Voters Informed
.

Between 1977 and 1980, School District A (discussed_ in Chapter 7)

described to district voters through its annual budget proposal pamphlet how.its

energy conservation program was progressing. Because the district teas able to

show the budgetary damages inflicted by energy as early as 1977 and what the

future had in store, -local voters overwhelmingly supported a bond issue for a

three-year energy pnservation.program: Since 1'977, the $400,000 project has

almost been able to-pay for itself in saved costs.

Recommendation: Keeping Voters Informed.--All school districts
should be required to publicly display energy
expenditures and 'consumption on a one7, five- and
ten-year basis. Inaddition, recommended energy
conservation projects should be explained, to the
public and discussions should be held on proposed
energy-related projects involving the entire school
community: faculty, adMiniitTators, students and
voters.
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FEDERAL EFFORTS

The federal effort to provide fiscal and technical assistance to aid

schools in controlling energy costs has been limited primarily to the Schools and

Hospitals Energy Conservation program. Originally authorized for three years,

the $965 million program was designed to help schools, hospitals and local

governments make energy-conserving improvements. The program was extended for

one additional year at a significantly reduced level of funding.

The future for this program appears grim. The program is up for

reauthorization by Congress in 1982. Under the proposed 1983 budget, the program

will receive no funding. Program advocates argue that, although too early to

measure specific effectiveness levels, the program has made significant differ-

ente'4 in energy conservation in those States participating in the program.

New'Yprk State received a total of $19.6- million for its schools and

hospitals during the first two funding cycles of the program. Public primary and

secondary schools received $4.8 million. Together with the 50 percent local

match. monies,the State spent $9.6 million for energy conservation projects in

the schools. Undoubtedly, this program stimulated SED efforts to maximizellew

York's participation.

r

Recommendation: The Effectiveness of the Schools and Hospitals Pro-
gram.--.-At the completion of the fourth round of
funding in July, 1982, SEC should submit, to the
Legislature and the Board of Regents, a comprehen-
sive analysis of the impact of the Schools and
Hospitals Program on the State' schools. Included
in the technical report should,be the totaiCost to
the State of -the program and the cost avoidance
realized-by the State as a result of the program,
This information will provide a valuable tool that
the State can use as leverage to argue the merit%
of the program to New York State. If the federal
government allows' the program to expire, this
information could be used,to justify establishing a
similar prograin at the State level.

Recommendation: Continuing the Schools and Hospitals Program. --SEO,

the designated State administrator of the Schools
and Hospitals Program, should voice_ its concern
regarding the expiration o(f_this program. Together
with SED, a strong message_ should be delivered to
NeW York's Congressional ,delegation urging the

continuation and strong federal fiscal support of
the pr4gram. In addition, the New York State
Legislature, by means of a joint resolution, should
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urge that the program remain a separate, Categor-
ical grant so that these monies originally targeted
for schools will not be lost within the larger,
block grant energy program.
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APPENDIX A: CONSUMPTION DATA

TABLE A-1.

Sample of SED's Reco?ci of a School District's Energy
Consumption Figures as Given to the Task Force

reported by: pboaa: ...Nam of distrttt

EnarSY I Ueit , 1972/73 7. 1973/74 % 1974/75 % 1975/76 % 1976/77

a oil gal 1 so 0.e,r) 11, 20 36 . ill 39 99 . N 3-1, //?-7 ill 37.?31 9.
(4 oil gal 1 Sc ._ ia 4,17.5,1.? 6e 11:03 9 4,3/3 1.11 GI 3,27. 5,1

C6 oil gal / 0, o-a-c, II / / . D . , ..1.6 '1, nil // 7 C,5"7 la /4),1747.2 yo // 7, 06.;". 51

total oil Sal .4So, ere 0 /901 /5 2 ' 02.1,5 OS? Q/Z?0.3.1 .4/..6.z3
natural sa` 1:11211111.11
cai ° T " - -. .

electric Kit 151WIIM -2, 4 1 Y 9; d C 7. 1,21=1EIM 4/ 5-4(5j Are 3q v , 9/6 ,2 2 3 so

MM1
IMMI ICI

nem , -Volt 1977/70\ %,, 1978/79 i 1979/80 % 1910/61 % 1961/62 %

i2 oil Sal 67, i s4.t. 61 47,251.2 71
4 oil P1 ,t1 s'obAis 1.66',230 7o
6 oil

. gal 137,186.2 64)
total oil al 2.47.850.4 2.; 3,481,2
natural gas Col. - -
coal T - -
electric. DS i 2:485,027 51 '5,0cf6,,osi L9 "

r

[

.
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TABLE A-2

Regional Heating Degree:Day Totals

7.

Regional
Reporting

Annual Heating Degree Day Totals for
County Codes -41/-

Included In Region
(first two digits in$tation 1972-73 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 School District Code)

Buffalo ,,652 6,536 6,418 7,371 7,337 7,00 .6,14718,67

Rochester 6,284 6,399 6,634 6,257 7,127 7,066 6,960 .44,26,40143,45,55,56,65,68

Angelica 6,857 6,838 6,954 7,335 7,801 7,335 02,07,57.7,908

Syracuse 6,518 6,633 6,666 6,463 .7,180 7,213 6,937 05,42,46
..

Binghamton 7,234 6,801 7,472 7,285 7,890 7,788 1,448 03,11,60,61

Watertown 7,204 7,423 7,345 7,216 8,059 8,111 7,817 22,23,51

Plattsburg 7,442 1 7,403 7,279 7,392 7,785 7;927 7,606 09,15,16

Hinckley 7,622 , 7,695 7,788 7,495 , 8,375 8,411 8,046 17,20,21,27,41

Albany 6,708 5,936 7,123 6,504 7,299 7,198 7,095 0 49,52,53,63,64

Cooperstown 7,216 7,176 7,368 7,371 7,969 7,899 7,621 08,12,25,47,54

Poughkeepsie 5,998 5,936 6,121 5,909 6,934 7,576 6,397 10,13,19,59,62

Central Park 4,739 4,527 4,716 4,604 54,435 5,364 4,764 30,44,48,50,66

Patchogue 5,375 5,200 5,349 5,048 5,913 5,909 5b454 28,58

al

TABLE A-3

Statewide Raw Energy Cdhsumption Totals by.Energy Source:
1972-73 through 1978-75

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975 -16 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

AmonneConserved

1972-73 1973-74 1972-73
1973-74 1978-79 1978-79

f2 oil
(gallons)

-moil
(gallons)

f6 oil
(gallons)

Total Oil
(gallons)

Natural
.Gas (cf)

Coal

(tons)

Electricity
(kw6) .

37,391,298,1-

93,541,240.4

48,519,526.3

179,452,064.8

8,531,201,580

....

124,270

1,805,616,340

...

vi
31,856,871 5

73,083,645 7

18,797,256.5

143,737,773.7

7,860,326,830

198,621

1,737,313,560.

35,451,765.1

73,718,469 2

40,087,893 6

149,258,127.9

7,861,768,030

105,266

1,749,172:500

,

35,627,891.0

70,124,639 4

37,189,139 3

142,941,,,669.7

7,731,033,630

,95,383

1,843,421,680

40,688,13.3

79,445,477 9

41,036,718.8

Ak170,710 0

7,496,955,400

104,849

1,900,898,240'.

37,929,744.3

76,173,77

38,720,279.3

152,823,801.5

7,190,397,160

1 98,073

1,859,471,860

35,535,319.7

69,464,326-25--

36,140,212.0

141,139,858.2

.

7,459,551,490

..

88,569

1,929,397,890

14.8

21.9

20 0

19 9

7.9

12.6

3.8

-11 5

5 0

6.8 .

1.9

5 1

18.5

-11.1

5.0

25 7

25 5

21 S

12.6

28 7

-6 9
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TABLE A-4

Conversion Figures Used, to Convert Raw Energy
Consumption to MBtu Consumption

Raw Consumption MBtu Conversion
Fuel Unlit ll

(MBtu/unit)
4

#2 oil gallob 0.13869
#4 oil gallon 0.14100
#6 oil .gallon 0.14969
Natural Gas cubic foot 0.001025
Coal ton 25.400000
Electricity kilowatt hour 0.003413

Conversion factors, taken from "Total Energy Cf7su7pZn, 1972-1980". NYC Board
of'Education, Energy Conservation Setion.

TABLE A-5

Statewide Energy Consumption-,-Totals- in MBtu's by Energy Source:
1972-73 through 1978-79

.1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 ' 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

Percentage Cunge

1972-73 1973 -74 1972-73
1973-74 1978-79 1978-79

I2 oil 5,185.198.1 4.418.228 6 4.916.804 4 4.941.231 3 5,643.089 1 1 5.260.475.2 4,928.392.5 -14.8 11 5 -5 0

i4 oil 13,189.310.0 10.304,789'9 10,394,300 2 9,887,570 7 11,201,808 6 10.740,498 7 9.794,466.6 -21 9 -S 0 -25 7

Kan 7.262=6 4, 5.807,559 3 6.000.755 4 5.566.840.8 6.142:785 1 5.796.036 9 5,409.827 3 -20 0 -6 8 -25.5

Total oil 25,637.994.5 20.530.577 8 .,21.311,860 0 20.395,642.8 22.987.682.8-- 21,797,010.8 20.132,686.2 -19 ; -1 9 -21 5

Laura' gas 8 744 479.0 8.056.832 1 8.058,309 8 7,924,307 1 7.684,377 3 7.370.154 9 7.64'6.0380 -7 9 -5 1 -12 6

Coal 3.156.456.5 2.758.971 8 2,673,755 1 2.422.727.2 ' 2,663,162 9
,

2.49205g.0 2,249,651.3 -12 6 -18 5 -28 1

Electricity 6.162.566.8 5.929,449.9 5.969,924 5 6.291,597.7 6,487,764 6 6,346,3751r 6.585,033 9 -3 8 *11 1 *6.9'

TOTAL

STATE11I06 43,101.496.8 37.275.831 6 38,013,849.4 37.034,274 9 39.822.981.6 18-.004.593 9 36.613.409.4 -14 7 -1 8 -16 2

4
I

Jet
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TABLE A-6

Comparison of SED and Task Force Enrollment Figures

1972:73- 3.,474,000 3,429,836
1973-74 3,427,560 , 3,383,138
1974-75 3,401,636 3,356,835
1975-76 3,382,369 3,336,602
1976-77 3,307,231 3,261,914
1977-78 3,189,781 3,145,356
1978-79 3,060,911 3,017,632

Percent Change -11.9 -12.0
1972-73 to 1978-79

172
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APPENDIX B: COST DATA

TABLE B-1

Average Energy Prices in NYS -

1973-1979

No. 2 Fuel,Oill

411,

No. 4,Fuel Oil
$/barrel

1973

(42',01)

.
t 148
t

$/barrel

1973

(42 gal) 4-

.109
1974 t..276 1974 '- .258
1975 1975 .299
1976 .313 1976 .290
1977 .376 1977 .338
1978 .467 1978 .335
1979 .571 1979 .489

No, 6 Fuel
$/barrel (42

1
Oil do.

gal)
C

_Natural Gas
$/cu ft

1973 ,.115 1973 .00137
1974 .293- 1974 .00159
1975 .297 1975 .00200
1976 .293 1976' .00235.
1977 .340 1977 .00285
1978 .313 1978 .00332
1979 .485 179 .00401

Bituminous Coal
3

$/ton

1973

1974
1975
1976

'1977
1978

1979_

13.50

29.00
33.00

3.50'
33.90

38,00

Electricity
$/kwh

1974
1975

1976
19/7

1978
1979 -_

.03343

.04805'

.05229

.05504

.05919'

.05750

.06440

1 U.S. Department of Energy, -State Energy Fuel Prices by Major Economic
Sector from 1960 through 1977,

2 N.Y. State-Energy Office.

3 Niagara Mohawk Power-Coip.
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TABLE B-2

Total Statewide Energy Costs: 1972-73 through 1978-79

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 l 1078-79

Total Energy Costs (5) 94,990,053 138,165,386 155,051,260 164,974,681 193,528,756 189,444,290 229,325,449

Energy Costs per
hdd ($/hdd) 16,510 14 25,262.13 26,906 84 29,412.89 29,964.57 29,422.72 38,524.63

Energy Costs per

student ($/student) 27.70 40 84 46.19 49 44 59.33. 60 23 76.00

Energy Costs Adjusted
for hdd and enroll-
went ($ /hdd /student) 0 48 0.75 0 80 0 88. 0 92 0 94. 1 28

O

TABLE-B-3

aY

Total StateWide General Fund, Operations and Maintenance
Budgets and Energy Costs

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

. ,

1975-76 1976-77 ' 1977-78 1978-79

Percent Change
1972,73 to
1978-79

Total General Fund ($) . 5.601:975.130 6,265,114,100 6,953.711,190, 7,180,559.510 '7,454.408.650
i

7,869,147,170 8.145.776,350

Total 041 Budget (5) 444.054,875 326,589.795 635,761,582 634,589,069 -
A
692.195.603

_
4;1,319,557 709,535,120 598

Totil Energy Cost (S) . 94.990.053 138,165,38.6 155.051,260 164.974,681 .' 193.528.756 189,444,290 229,325,449 141 4

,

e

a
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APPENDIX C: FORMULAS USED IN CALCULATION_S

TABLE C-1

Formulas Used in Calculations

0

1978 adjusted consumption =

1972 adjusted consumption =

amount

Conservation Formula

1978-79 Btu consumption
(1978 heating degree day) X (1978 enrollment)

1972-73 Btu consumption
(1972 heating degree day) X (1972 enrollment)

conserved (%) = (1978 adjusted consumption)-(1972 adjusted consumption)
(1972 adjusT consumption) X 100

Cost Avoidance Formula

Cost Avoidance for each fuel = (1972r73, consumption) X (1978-79 oost)
(1978-79 consumption) X (1978-79 cost)

Total dost Avoidance = Total of Cost Avoidance for each fuel

rf

Alb
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APPENDIX D: DATA BY DISTRICT GROUPS

TABLE D-1

Average District General Fund, Operations and
Maintenance Budgets and Energy Costs

t
,

, Percent Change

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 . 1978-79
1972-73 to
1978-79

District General Fund ($) 8,154,260 9,119,530 10,121,850 10,452,050 10,850,670 11,454,360 11,857,030 45 4

District 001 Budget ($) 646,368 766,506 925,417 923,710 934,783 1,006,288 1,032,802 59.8

District Energy Cost ($) 138.268 201,114 225:693 240,138 281,701 275,756 333,807 141 4

TABLE D-2

Upstate/Downstate School District Energy Consumption

4

Statewide NYC

Downstate

Other
Downstate

Total
Downstate Upstate

Total /Stu Consumption

43,701,482 s

36,613,395

8,788,048
20.1%

7,769,057
21.2%

12,716,714
29.1%

9,838,784
26.9%

21,594,762
49.2%

17,607,841
48.1%

22,196,720
50.8%

19,005,554
51.9%

-.1972-73

Percent of Statewide

1978-79
/Percent of Statewide

Amount Conserved 16.2% 11.6% 22.6% 18,1% 14.4%

Active Enrollment

3,429,836 1,122 787 843,7* 1,966,501 1,463,335
1972-73
Percent of Statewide 31. 7% 24.6% 57.3% 42.7%

f978-79 3,017,632 996,577 725,848 , 1,722,425 1,295,207
Percent of Statewide 33.0% 2401%, 57.1% 42.9%

Percent Chance -12.0% -11.2% -14.0% -12.4% 11.5%

Total ConsnmptiobnAdjusted
For hdd and enrollment

2,241 1,651 2,9112,911 2,192 2,306

(btu /hdd /student)

1972-73

1978-79 2,066 1,637 2,589 2,037 2,103

Amount Conserved 7.8% 0.8% 11 1% 7.1% 8.8%

Cost Avoidance, $16,522,238 "1357,808 $12,173,455 $11,815,647 $4,706,590

177 1cy.1
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TABLE D-3

Urban/Rural School District Energy Consumption

Statewide NYC

Urban

Other Urban Total Urban Rural
Total MIltu Consumption

1972-73 43,701,482 8,788,048 26,785,276 35,573,324 8,128,158
Percent of Statewide 20.1% 61.3% 81.4% 18.6%

1978-79 36,613,395 7,769,057 21,643,077 29,412,134 7,201,261
Percent of Statewide 21.2% 59.15 80.3% 19.7%

Amount Conserved 16.2% 11.6% 19.2% 17.3% 11.4%

Actibe Enrollment

3,429;836 1,122,787 1,767,241 2,890,028 539,8081972-73
Percent of Statewide 32.7% 51.5% 84.3% 15.7%

1978 -74 3,017,632 996,577 1,544,625 2,531,202 486,430
Percent of Statewide 33.0% 50.9% 83.9% 16.1%

Percent Change -12.0% -11.2% -12.4% -9.9%

Total Consumption Adjusted
For hdd and enrollment

2,241 1,651 2,609 2,237 2,262

(btu/hdd/student)

1972-73

1978-79 2,066 1,637 2,323 2,053 '2,134

Amount Conserved 7.8% 0.8% 11.0% 8.2% 5.7%

Cost Avoidance $16:522,238 -$357,808 $18,259,769 $17,901,961 -$1,379,724

TABLE D-4

Enetgy_Consumption by Wealth Groups--Assessed Property Value

Group 4 (highest) o

Statewide Group 1

(lowest)

Group 2 Group 3 9YG Other Thal
Group 4

Total /Mu Consumption

1972-73 43,701,490 2,2.225 4.234.232 7.326.805 8,788,052 21,097,175 29,385,227
Percent of Statewide 5 21 9 72 16 81 20 17. 483. 684%

1978-79

Percent of Statewide

36,613,405 1,933.926sr. 3,823,629
104%

6,179,390
169;

7,769,061
21.21

16,907.399
46 21

24,676,460
674%

Amount Conserved 162% 14 9 rk 15 71 11 61 19 91 17 4%

-Total Consumption Adjusted

7,686 326 624 1;794 1,855 3,037, 5,542

for Weather (48tn/hdd)

1972.73

19f6=79 6,234 263 ' 532 963 1,631 2,844 4,475
1_

Active Enrollment

1972.73 3,429,837 137,738 275.831 502,121 1,122,788 1.391,359 2,514,147
Percent of Statewide 4 01 8 0% 146% 32 7% 40 61 73 r.
1978-79 3,017,632 127,103 248,787 450,612 996,577 1,194453 2.191,130
Percent of Statewide 4 2 822 14 91 33 01 39 61 72 61

Percent Change -12 0% -7 71, -981 -10 31 -11 21 -14 11 -12 82

Total Consumtton Adjusted
...)for Weather and Enrollment

ptupiddistodent)

1972 -73 2,367 2,262 2.378 1,652 2,650 2,204

1978-79

.2,241'

2,066 2,069 2,138 2.137 1.637 2,381 2,042

Amount Conserved 7 Si 12:62 5 52 10 11 0 91 10 21 7 4%

Cost Avoidance 1;4

1972-79 $16,522,233 $1.009,423 -$2.399.790 $3.259.841 -$357,808 $15,010,571 $14.652,763
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TABLE D-5
ism

Energy Consumption by Wealth Groups-- Income

otal M tu Consumptson

1972-73
Percent of Statewide

1978-79
Percent of Statewide

ft

Amount Conserved

Total Consunptton Adjusted
for Weather (Mtu/hdd)

1972-73-

1978-79

Active Enrollment

1972-73
Percent of Statewide

Statewide Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
(lowest)

43,701,490 1,861,917
4 3%

36,613,405 1,602.913
4 4%

16 21' 13 91

7,686

6,234

3,429,837

1978.79 3,017,032 103,376 239,518
Percent of Statewide 3 41 - 7 91

271

220

111,839
3 4%

,:,186,507

9 6%

3,796,270
10 4%

7,410,174
17 01,

6,281,866
17 7:

9 3: 15 5%

629 1,215

538

262,020
76:

988

520,879
15 21

465,659

15 41

NYC

8,788,052

20 1%

7,769,06!

21 2%

Group 4 (highest)

Other Total

Grow 4

21,434,840 30,222,892
49 01 69 2%

1/.163,294 24,932,)55
46 9% 68 I%

II 61 19 91 17 51

1,854

1,631

1,122,7813

32 7%

996,571

330%

3.717

2,856 4,487

1,412,311 2,$35,099
41 21 73 91

1..212,502 2.209.079
40 2: 73 2%

Percent Change -12 0% -7 61 -8 61 -10 0% -II 2% -14 11 12 91

Total Consumption Adjusted
for Weather and Enrollment
(8tuihdd/student) -,

1972-73 2,241 2,423 2,401. 2,333 1,651 2,632 2,198

078-79 2,066 2,128 2,246 2.122 1:637 2,355 2,031

Amount Conserved 7 81 12 21 6 51 9 n 0 81 10 51 7 61

Cost Avoidance

1972-79 $16,522,218 5758,440 -$2,140,235 $1,985, -$357,808 $16.276,335 $15,918,527

TABLE D-6

Energy Consumption by Wealth Groups--Tax Rate

Group 4 (highest)

Statewide Group 1

(lowest)
GrOup 2 7. Group 3 NYC Other

Total 48to Consumption

1972-73 43,701,490 4.153,379 6,648,448 10.770.345 8,788,052 13.141,266
Percent of Statewide 10O 15 2% 246; 20 I% 30 11

197879 16,613,405 3.913,209 5,67,,41;11 8,895,030 7,769,061 10,361,267
Percent of Statewide 1071 2431 2121 28 3%

Amount Conserved 16 21 10 1% 146% 17 41 11 6% 21 21

TotalConsomption Adjusted

7,686 647 999 1,689 1,854 2,496

for Weather (11Btu/hdd)

1972-7;

'1978.79 6,234 550 799 1.319 1,631 1.935

Attlee Enrollment

3,-29,837 304,167 426,392 695:614 1,122,786 880,8761972-73
Percent of Statewide A 71 12 4% 20 3: 32 7% 25 7%

1978-79 3,017,632 268,881 373,811 610.529 996,577 .767,834
Percent of Statewide S 91 12 41 20 21 33 n 25 14

Percent Chart -12 01 -11 61 12 3% -12 21 -II 2% -12 81
.

Total Consumption Adjusted
forWeather and Enrollment
(Btu/held/student)

1972-73 2,241 2,127 2.343 2,428 1-,651

1978-79 2,066 2,046 2,137 2,160 1,637 2,520

Amount Conserved 7 81 3 81 8 81 11 0% 0 8% II 1%

Cost Avoidance

$16.522.218 -$2,073,792 $3,143,833 $4,278,344 $357,808 $11,531,6601772-79 ,

,179

Total

Group 4

21.929.318
50 21

18;130,328
495%

17 31

4,350

3,566

2.00461

1.764.411

58 5%

2.171

2,021

6 9%

$11,173,852



TABLE D-

Energy Consumption by Size Gro p 197849 Enrollment

Group 4 (hithest)

Statewide Group 1

( lowesir
Group 21

._

Group 3 NYC Other Total
Group 4

iota! ItIn Consumption

43,701,490 1,708,751 4,054,469 7,105,2)3 8,788,052 22,044,944 30,832,9961972-73
Percent of Statewide 3.91 9 31 16 31 20.11 50.41 70 6%

1978.79 36,613,405 1,467,673 3,611,419 6,077,737 7,769,061

.12%

17,187,515 25,456,576
Percent of Statewide 4 01 9 91 16.61 21 48 31 695%

Amount Conserved 16.2% 14.11 10 91 14.51 11 6% 19 WI 17 4%

Total Consumption Adjusted

255 636 *1,162 1,854 - 3,779 5,633

for Weather (lato/hdd)

1972-73

1978-79 6,234 208 S35 955 1,631 2,904 4,535

Active Enrollment

3,429,837 102,486 256,481 489,999 1,122,788 1,458,083 2,580,8711972-73

Percent of Statewide 3.01 7 5% 14 3% 32 rI 42 5% 75 2%

1978-79 3,017,632 9311 230,011 433,446 996,577 .1,263,802 2,260,379
Percent of Statewide 7 6% 14.4% 33 01 41 91 74 91

Percent Chow -12 01 -8 51 -10.31 -11 51 -112% -13 31 -12.41

Total Consumption Adjusted

2,241 2,488 2,480 2,371 1,651 2,592 2,183

for Weather and Enrollment
(iltuthddistudent)

lin -73

1978 -79 2,066 2,218 .yam 2,326 2,203 1,637 2,298 2,006

Amount Conserved 781 10 91 6 2% 7.1% 0 8% 11 3% 8 1%

Cost Avoidance

$16,522,238 $394,226 -$1,750,558 $2,760,373 145857,808 $15,476,005 $15,118,1971972-79
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TABLE D-8

Consumption by Schools and Hospitals Program Groups
------__

so

2

Total MIltu Coniumption
Statewide Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5 Category 6 NYC

Category 7

-

Other
Total

Category 7 Category 8 Category 9

1972-73 41;701,490 15,757,403 1,552,264 2,440,463 4,567,786 1,295,748 3,539,436 8,788,052 936,842 9,724,894 2,533,865 289,631
Percent of Statewide

36 1%, 8.1% 5.6% 10.5% 3.0% 8.1% 20.1% 2.1% 22 3% 5 8% 0.7%
1978-79 36,613,405 13,165,431 2,864,641 2,205,102 3,770,479 951,915 2,777,139 7,769,061 742,003 8,511,064 2,032,826 234,808
Percent of Statewide 36 2% 7 8% 6 0% 10.3% 2.6% 7.6% 21 2% 2 0% 23 2% 5,6% 0 6%
Amount Conserved 16 2% 15 8% 19 4% 9 6% 17 5% 26.5% 21 5% 11.6% 20.8% 12 5% 19.8% 18 9%

Total Consumption Adjusted

ti
for Weather (MBtu/hdd)

O1972-73 "' 7,686 2,579 600 389 7911, 220 620 1,854 145 414_ 46
1978-79 6,234 2,069 462 332 637 156 474 1,630 109 1,739 329 36

PJ

tive EnrollmentCO

3,429,837 1,028,270 239,844 185,694 313,883 80,843 228,171 1,122,788 49,172' 1,171,960 161,134 20,038

1.a

1972-73
Percent of Statewide 30.0% 7.0% 5.4% 9 2% 2.4% 6 7% 32 7% 1.4 %' 34 2% 4.7% 0.6%

---"-----".-4978-79 3,017,632 906,41i- _ 207,192 163,475 280,827 66,637 206,773 996,577 41;126 1,037,703 130,585 18,029
Percent or 30.0% 6 9% 5.4% 9.3% 2.2% 6.9% 33.0% 1.4% 34.4% 4.3% 0.6%

. . Percent 'Wage -__ -12.0% -11.9% -13.6% -12.0% -10.5% -17.6% -9.4% -11 2%' -16.4% -11.5% -19.0%' :10.0%
---=7:.Tots1 Codiumption Adjusted

for Weither and Enrollment,
(fitu/hddistudent)

1972-73 2,241 2,508 2,502 2,095 2,542 2,721 2,717 1,651 2,949 1,706 2,693 2,296
1978-79 2,066 2,283 2,230 2,031 2,268 2,341 2,292 1,636 2,650 1,676 2,519 1,17

. Amount:Conserved 7.8% 9.'0% 10.9% 3.1% 10.8% 14.0% 15.6% 0.9% 10.1% 1.8% 6.5% 13.0%
Cost Avoidance-

$16,522,238 $4,221,652 $2,935,022 $1,178,291 $1,685,685 $1,282,167 $3,247,940 -$357,808 -$107,418 -$465,226 $2,197,782 $239,525

1972-79
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P544HED REPORTS OF THE TASK FORCE ON CRITICAL:PROBLEMS

\ Oil - It Never Wears Out. It Just Gets Dirty. A Report on Waste Oil.
\1974. 39 pages.

insurance and Women. October, 1914. 30 pages.

The Other Side of Crime.'..The Victim. January, 1975. 18 pages.

No Deposit, No Return... A Report on Beverage Containers. February, 1975. 106

pages and Appendices.

Oct:61)er,,

3 -

Subsistence or Family Care...A Policy for the Men y Disabled. March, 1975.
37 pages and Appendices.

"...But We Can't Get A Mortgage!" Causes and Cures. May, 1975. 61 pages and
Appendices.

Productivity. October, 1975. 107 pages.

One in Every Two...Facing the Risk of Alcoholism. February, 1976. 101 pages.

Small Business in Trouble. March, 1976. 50 pages.

The Three Billion Dollar Hurdle...Information for Financing Education.. April,
1976.: 66 pages..

Vital Signs...Sustaining the Health of Tourism. (A Report on Highway Advertising
Signs). June, 1976. 83 pages and Appendices.

Administrative Rub's.. -.What is the Legislature's Role? June, 1976. 31 pages.

Promoting Economic Development...Rebuilding the Empire Image. October, 1976. 44
pages and Appendices.

'Sunset- ..It's Not All- Rosy. (A Report on a NeW Approach to Legislative Over-
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